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Resumen

En el ãno 2004 el Consorcio de laWorld Wide Web(W3C) estandariźo un lenguaje de metadatos

para la descripción de recursos en la Web denominadoResource Description Framework

(RDF). La motivacíon fue el definir un lenguaje que sirva de base para el modelado exten-

sible de dominios altamente interconectados y redes de información.

La especificacíon de RDF puede ser vista, desde un punto de vista de base de datos, como

un modelo de base de datos. En efecto, subyacente a RDF se encuentra un modelo el cual

trae a la mente la noción de datos con estructura de grafo. Por otra parte, la cifra creciente de

informacíon representada en el lenguaje RDF ha sido acompañada de varias propuestas sobre

como almacenar y consultar datos RDF. En consecuencia, resulta naturalel estudio de RDF

desde un punto de vista de base de datos.

El objetivo principal de esta tesis es el estudio de RDF desde una perspectiva de base

de datos. Nuestro estudio se concentra en el modelado de base de datos,enfoćandonos en

modelos particulares llamados modelos de base de datos de grafo, los cualesparecen estar ḿas

relacionados a RDF desde un punto de vista teórico. Asimismo, esta tesis sigue de cerca los

desarrollos del W3C en el sentido de entregar a RDF el soporte de un modelo de base de datos,

en particular desarrollar los aspectos de consulta de datos.

La principal contribucíon de la tesis es haber clarificado y desarrollado la relación entre

RDF y los modelos de base de datos de grafo. Para esto, primero se estudió RDF como un

modelo de base de datos. Segundo, se realizó una conceptualización delárea de modelos de

base de datos de grafo. Tercero, se propuso un conjunto deseable de propiedades de grafo las

cuales deberı́an ser soportadas por un lenguaje de consulta ideal para RDF. Cuarto,se demostŕo

que el lenguaje de consulta estándar definido por el W3C, denominado SPARQL, no soporta las

consultas de grafo esenciales que se esperarı́a encontrar en un lenguaje de consulta para bases

de datos de grafo. Esto fue conseguido al estudiar y determinar el poder expresivo de SPARQL.

Finalmente, y debido a los resultados anteriores, nos concentramos en la aplicación de los

modelos de bases de datos de grafo a la visualización de datos, esto al definir formalmente y

caracterizar un modelo de visualización de grafo para RDF.
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Abstract

In 2004 the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standardized a metadata language for describ-

ing resources on the Web, called the Resource Description Framework (RDF). The motivation

was to have a language to serve as the basis for extensible modeling of highlyinterconnected

domains and networks of information.

The RDF specification can be viewed, from a database point of view, as adatabase model.

In fact, underlying RDF resides a model which brings to mind data with a graph-like structure.

Moreover, due to the increasing amount of information defined in the RDF language, several

proposals for storing and querying RDF data have been presented. Hence, it becomes natural

to study RDF from the point of view of databases.

The main goal of this thesis is the study of RDF from a database perspective. We concen-

trate our study in the area of database modeling and focus our efforts in particular models called

graph database models, which from a theoretical point of view seem more related to RDF. This

thesis also follows closely the W3C developments in the direction of giving database model

support to RDF, particularly on query features.

The main contribution of the thesis is to have clarified and developed the relationship

between RDF and graph database models. This has been done first, by studying RDF as a

database model. Second, by conceptualizing the area of graph databasemodels. Third by

proposing a desiderata of graph features which an ideal query language for RDF should sup-

port. Fourth, by showing that the standard query language defined by the W3C, SPARQL,

does not support essential graph features expected in a query language for graph databases.

This was done by characterizing the expressive power of SPARQL. Finally, due to the above

results, we concentrate on the application of graph database models to data visualization, by

formally defining a graph visualization model for RDF.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The World Wide Web (or just Web) has changed the way people communicate with each other,

how information is disseminated and retrieved, and how business is conducted. Typical uses

of the Web today involve seeking and making use of information, searching for and getting in

touch with other people, data sharing, etc.[1]

Unfortunately, the Web has developed most rapidly as a medium of documentsfor people

rather than of information that can be manipulated automatically [2]. In this direction, an

approach to build up the Web is to represent content in a form that is more easily machine-

processable and to use intelligent techniques to take advantage of these representations [1].

We refer to this plan as theSemantic Web.

A first step for a Semantic Web is putting data on the Web in a form that can be processed

directly or indirectly by machines [3]. In this direction, theResource Description Framework

(RDF) [4] is a recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which proposes a

framework for representing Web information in a form that machines can naturally understand.

RDF is based on the idea of identifying resources using Web identifiers, and describing

such resources in terms of simple properties and property values. This results in a data model

that allows modeling information with graph-like structure.

There are many projects that use RDF for representing data from socialnetworks [5], lexi-

cal references [6], on-line encyclopedias [7, 8], digital library collections [9], etc. Therefore a

basic requirement to develop the Semantic Web is to be able to manage large volumes of RDF

data. This brings us to the realm of databases, and particularly the question: what database

model is more suitable for modeling and querying RDF data?

The term“data model” has been used in the information management community widely

and diversely, thus it covers various meanings. In the most general sense, a data model is

a collection of conceptual tools used to model representations of real-world entities and the

relationships among them [10]. This term is also often used to refer to a collection of data

structure types. Mathematical frameworks for representing knowledge have also been called

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

data models [11].

From a database point of view, the conceptual tools that make up a data model (also called

database model) should at least address data structuring, description and maintenance, and a

way to retrieve or query the data. According to these criteria, a database model consists of

three components: a set of data structure types, a set of operators or inference rules, and a set

of integrity rules [12].

Due to the philosophical and practical importance of conceptual modeling, database mod-

els have become essential abstraction tools. Database models can be used for: specifying

permitted data types, supporting a general database design methodology, coping with database

evolution, developing families of high-level languages for query and datamanipulation, focus-

ing on database management systems architecture, and being a vehicle for research into the

behavioral properties of alternate data organization structures [12].

Beginning in the Seventies numerous database models have been proposed, each of them

with their own concepts and terminology (e.g. the Relational Model [13]). A particular type

of models, calledGraph Database Models, can be characterized as those where data struc-

tures for the schema and instances are modeled as graphs or generalizations of them, and data

manipulation is expressed by graph-oriented operations and type constructors.

In brief, a graph database model introduces a level of abstraction that allows: a more

natural modeling of graph data, querying directly the graph structure, and special structures

and algorithms for storing and querying graph data.

1.1 Motivations and Contents

From a research point of view, the RDF model can be considered from at least two perspectives:

(1) From alogical perspective, as a minimal fragment of logic that includes all relevant

features needed as representation language for metadata, or as the W3Crecommendation

says: RDF is an assertional language intended to be used to express propositions using

precise formal vocabularies [14].

(2) From adatabase perspective, as an extension in expressive power of data models used

in the database community.

The former point of view has been an active area of research. This does not come as surprise

knowing that RDF emerged as a language to represent metadata on the Web,distilling the

experience of the community of knowledge representation and Web researchers and develop-

ers [15]. The latter point of view has received less attention and is the focus of this thesis.

Currently there is ample research work on storing and querying RDF data,but none of these

works defines a database model.

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

The consideration of RDF as a database model puts forward the issue of developing coher-

ently all its database features. Particular attention is paid to the query language, which should

address the type of queries and problems of the application domains of RDF. This motivated

us to study RDF from a database perspective, and to exploit this approach to improve the de-

sign of RDF databases. Therefore, the overall development of this thesis is driven by the goal

of applying the theory and practice of databases to the design of RDF databases, an almost

untouched area when we started the research in this thesis.

One of the main features of RDF is its ability to interconnect information resources. This

results in a graph-like structure for which connectivity is a central notion [16]. As we will

argue, basic concepts and problems of graph modeling play an important role for applications

that involve RDF querying. Considering that the most representative RDFquery languages

(when we started this study) exploited the underlying graph structure of RDF only to a limited

extent, we started studying and proposing - based in the experience of databases - a list of basic

features that RDF query languages should ideally support to take advantage of the graph-like

nature of RDF data.

Following this direction, if one would abstract from the real world developments, the

ideal proposal for an RDF database model, because its closeness to graphs, would be a graph

database model. This motivated us to survey in depth the work that has been done in the area

by the community of databases.

In the meantime, the W3C issued a candidate recommendation (standard) of query lan-

guage for RDF, called SPARQL [17], which definitively oriented the path that would follow

the community. It was approved as an official standard by the W3C in January 2008, although

its semantics and expressiveness generated ample debate, and many of theproblems raised

remained open due to lack of understanding of its theoretical expressivepower. These reasons

and our main goal of developing the basis of RDF databases let us to partiallydeviate from

our goal in order to study this new specification, in particular how it is relatedwith our graph

database goal. The result was surprising as it showed that SPARQL is equivalent to relational

algebra and thus the approved standard query language is no capable of expressing basic graph

query features like connectivity, paths, etc.

Nevertheless, the very nature of RDF forced the community to continue investigating graph

features in other scenarios. In this context, the project Linked Open Dataincludes the develop-

ment of applications to publish existing open RDF datasets and to interlink resources between

them. Particularly important turns out to be the visualization level, where, interestingly, sur-

faced again the graph nature of RDF. Thus we applied the background and designs of graph

database models we had been studied in this area, formalizing a visualization data model based

on the notion of nested graphs (i.e. graphs whose nodes can also be graphs).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The thesis is thus organized around these developments. In order for thereader to get a

better grasp of the historical developments around this thesis, we presenta roadmap of the

main related events that together with our original goals guided our main focusof research.

February 1999. The World Wide Consortium (W3C) publishes the initial document about

RDF, “Resource Description Framework (RDF) Model and Syntax Specification” [15]. The

use of RDF data lead to the development of several RDF query languages.

February 2004. The RDF model is endorsed as a W3C standard [4]. The research on RDF

query languages is accompanied with the development of RDF repositories (the concept of

RDF database will appear later).

February 2004. Formation of the W3C RDF Data Access Working Group (DAWG). Its mis-

sion is the design of a standard query language for RDF. A systematic racefor defining the

standard RDF query language begins.

June 2004. Publication of the paper “Foundations of Semantic Web Databases [18]”. This

article marks the beginning of the theoretical research on RDF databases.

Late 2004. We begin our study around RDF query languages. This research marks the be-

ginning of this thesis.

March 2005. The proposal of this thesis is approved.The goal is the design of a graph

database model oriented to support the RDF model.

May 2005. Article “Querying RDF Data From a Graph Database Perspective”. In this

article, presented as research paper in the 2nd European Semantic Web Conference, we propose

the introduction of graph operators in the design of RDF query languagesbased on real-life

use-cases. This is the first result of this thesis.

June 2005. We begin a systematic review on graph database models. Our “Survey of Graph

Database Models” is sent for publication to ACM Surveys in November 2005(it will appear

in January 2008). In this work, we present a conceptualization and classification of the area of

graph database models. This is the second contribution of this thesis .

Early 2006. Begins our research on RDF databases. It includes reviewing current RDF

repositories and their support for storing huge RDF datasets. We study the application of

graph database models in the design of RDF databases.
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July 2006. Tim Berners-Lee outlines the Web of Linked Open Data (LOD). The vision in-

cludes principles and mechanisms for large scale interlinking of open RDF datasets.

September 2006. Franz Inc. contact us to test its RDF database, AllegroGraph. We expe-

rience about issues in the design of real-life RDF databases, particularlythe support for graph

queries.

February 2007. The W3C SWEO community founds the Linking Open Data project [19]. It

increases the research on browsers and search engines for LinkedData. We start a formal study

on models for RDF visualization, particularly the Tabulator [20], one of the first Semantic Web

data browser whose development follows the Linked Data principles.

Mid 2007. We incorporate to our research the RDF query language SPARQL. The impor-

tance gained by SPARQL, as the W3C proposal, motivates us to partially deviate our focus to

study some open issues in its specification.

January 2008. SPARQL is endorsed as the standard RDF query language [4]. The SPARQL

specification does not include graph operators, however there are many implementations that

support them. This motivate us to concentrate our research around the recent specification and

the expressive power of SPARQL.

Mid 2008. After finishing the SPARQL study,we focus our research to RDF visualization.

Considering the current trends in querying RDF data (led by SPARQL), we concentrate on

models for visualizing RDF data where a graph-based approach seems to have a direct appli-

cation.

October 2008. Publication of the article “The Expressive Power of SPARQL”. In this article,

presented in the 7th International Semantic Web Conference, we show thatSPARQL has the

same expressive power as Relational Algebra hence, not allowing graph features.

December 2008. Acceptation of the article “A Nested Graph Model for Visualizing RDF

Data” . This article, accepted in the 3rd International Workshop on Foundationsof Data Man-

agement, is the result of our research on RDF graph visualization and presents the application

of graph database models in the context of RDF visualization.

January 2009. This thesis is submitted for review.
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 the subject areas, database models

and RDF, are briefly introduced and related. In Chapter 3 a survey of graph database models

is presented. In Chapter 4 a study of the support for querying graph properties in RDF query

languages is presented. In Chapter 5 the expressive power of SPARQL is studied. In Chapter 6

a graph model for visualizing RDF data is defined. Finally, in Chapter 7 we give a summary

of the main results and indicate directions for further research.
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Chapter 2

RDF and Database Models

The Semantic Webis an evolving extension of the Web that allows data to be shared and

reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries.1 On this line, theResource

Description Framework (RDF)provides the technology for expressing the meaning of terms

and concepts in a form that computers can readily process [2]. Recently, the increasing amount

of RDF data has motivated the development ofRDF databases.

Underlying the structure of a database is adata(base) model, a collection of conceptual

tools for describing the real-world entities to be modeled in the database and therelationships

among these entities [10]. The Relational Model is a paradigmatic example.

In this chapter we introduce RDF and database models as subject areas ofthis thesis. Ad-

ditionally, we study RDF from a database modeling perspective by comparingit with database

models.

2.1 RDF and the Semantic Web

Most of the Web content today is designed for humans to read, not for computer programs

to manipulate meaningfully. In fact, computers can adeptly parse Web pages for layout and

routine processing but in general, computers have no reliable way to process and understand

the relations and semantics of Web pages [2].

The main obstacle to providing better support to Web users is that, at present, the meaning

of Web content is not machine-accessible [1]. Of course, there are tools that can retrieve texts,

split them into parts, check the spelling, count their words. But when it comes to interpreting

sentences and extracting useful information for users, the capabilities ofcurrent software are

still limited. Therefore, despite improvements in search engine technologies, the difficulties

remain essentially the same, “data on the Web is not understandable for machines”.

1http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
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Figure 2.1: A layered approach to the Semantic Web [1].

2.1.1 The Semantic Web

The Semantic Webis not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in which in-

formation is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in

cooperation [2]. It derives from the Tim Berners-Lee’s vision2 (the same person who invented

the Web in the late 1980s), and is promoted by theWorld Wide Web Consortium(W3C), an

international standardization body for the Web.

The vision of a semantic Web involves more than retrieving HTML pages from Web

servers. Such vision concentrates in the meaning of the information and impliesa way to

process automatically, for instance, relationships between resources in the Web (e.g. people,

Web pages, organizations, etc.).

The development of the Semantic Web proceeds in steps, each step building alayer on

top of another. Figure 2.1 shows the “layer cake” of the Semantic Web, which describes the

main layers of its design and vision. Next we will describe the technologies associated to each

layer. In order to visualize the meaning of each layer consider a running example consisting in

modeling information about people (i.e. social network data).

• Unicode[21] is an industry standard for encoding symbols in text documents. In the

context of the Semantic Web, Unicode is the universal standard allowing computers to

consistently represent and manipulate text expressed in most of the writing systems.

• A Uniform Resource Identifier(URI) [22] is a compact string of characters used to iden-

tify or name a resource. AUniform Resource Locator(URL) is a popular example of a

URI that identifies, the location of, a Web retrievable document or service.Additionally,

an Internationalized Resource Identifier(IRI) [23] is a generalization of a URI which

extends the syntax of URIs to a much wider repertoire of characters.

2http://www.w3.org/2000/Talks/1206-xml2k-tbl
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The use of URIs provides a system of machine-processable identifiers for identifying

uniquely resources and avoid confusions. AURI reference(or URIref) is a URI, together

with an optional fragment identifier at the end. For example, the URI referencehttp://

socialdata.org/example#person1 consists of the URIhttp://socialdata.org/

example and (separated by the “#” character) the fragment identifierperson1.

• TheExtensible Markup Language(XML) [24] is a simple, very flexible text format that

lets one write structured documents with a user-defined vocabulary. XML has become

the standard format for serializing (using Unicode) and sharing data across different

information systems. It is particularly suitable for encoding and sending documents

across the Web. XML is the syntactic foundation layer of the Semantic Web [1]. In our

example, social network data can be stored and shared by using XML documents.

• XML Namespaces(NS) [25] provide a means to qualify the elements and attributes (the

vocabulary) of XML documents. Each term used in an XML document, is identified by

an URI that makes the term truly unique on the Web and thus, universal (among other

things). XML namespaces are used to avoid ambiguity among vocabularies.

For instance, the URIhttp://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" (associ-

ated with the prefixrdf) identifies the XML namespace for RDF. In our example,

assume that the URIhttp://socialdata.org/vocabulary# (and prefixsd) is the

XML namespace that identifies the terms used in our social network data descriptions.

Thus consider that the property “is relation of” is identified by the (abbreviated) URIref

sd:isFriendOf.

• TheResource Description Framework(RDF) [4] defines a data model for writing simple

statements about (Web) resources. An RDF document contains assertions that particu-

lar resources (e.g. a person) have properties (e.g. “is friend of”) with certain values

(e.g. another person). For example, consider thatJohn LennonandPaul McCartneyare

resources identified by URIrefsex:person1 andex:person2 respectively, where the

prefix ex references the URIhttp://socialdata.org/example#. The RDF descrip-

tion for the assertion “John Lennon is friend of Paul McCartney” could be serialized in

the XML-based syntax [26] as

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://socialdata.org/example#person1">

<sd:name>John Lennon</sd:name>

<sd:isFriendOf>

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://socialdata.org/example#person2">

<sd:name>Paul McCartney</sd:name>

</rdf:Description>

</sd:isFriendOf>

</rdf:Description>
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A more intuitive syntax can be given by the N3 format [27]:

<ex:person1> <sd:name> "John Lennon" .

<ex:person1> <sd:isFriendOf> <ex:person2> .

<ex:person2> <sd:name> "Paul McCartney" .

• RDF Schema(RDFS) [28] is a language for describing properties and classes (a vocab-

ulary) of RDF resources, with a semantics for generalization hierarchiesof such proper-

ties and classes. RDF schema allows one to define classes and properties,subclass and

sub-property relationships, and domain and range restrictions. For example, consider

the RDF statement<sd:musician rdfs:subClassOf sd:rockmusician>. where the

termrdfs:subClassOf represents the subclass relation in the RDFS vocabulary.

• Ontology Vocabulary:RDF Schema can be viewed as a primitive language for writ-

ing simple ontologies. TheWeb Ontology Language (OWL)[29] is a family of pow-

erful knowledge representation languages for ontology definition. OWLexpands RDF

Schema by allowing the representation of more complex relationships between RDF re-

sources. For example, the intersections of named classes is representedin OWL by using

the termowl:intersectionOf.

• TheLogic layeris used to enhance the ontology language further and to allow the writing

of application-specific declarative knowledge.

• The Proof layer involves the actual deductive process as well as the representation of

proofs in Web languages (from lower levels) and proof validation.

• The Trust layerwill emerge through the use of digital signatures and other kinds of

knowledge, based on recommendations by trusted agents or on rating and certification

agencies and consumer bodies. Sometimes “Web of Trust” [30] is used to indicate that

trust will be organized in the same distributed and chaotic way as the Web itself.Being

located at the top of the pyramid, trust is a high-level and crucial concept:the Web will

only achieve its full potential when users have trust in its operations (security) and in the

quality of information provided.

Some elements of the semantic Web are expressed as prospective future possibilities that

are yet to be implemented or realized. Other elements are expressed in formalspecifications

(e.g. XML, RDF and OWL). These technologies are combined in order to provide a formal

description of concepts, terms, and relationships within a given knowledgedomain.

In summary, the termSemantic Webcomprises techniques that promise to dramatically

improve the current Web and its use. The key idea is the use of machine-processable Web

information. Key technologies include metadata, ontologies, logic and inferencing, and intel-

ligent agents [1].
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2.1.2 The Resource Description Framework (RDF)

TheResource Description Framework(RDF) [4] is a W3C recommendation intended to pro-

vide a simple way to describe Web resources. The development of RDF hasbeen motivated by

the following uses, among others [4]:

• Web metadata: providing information about Web resources and the systems that use

them (e.g. content rating, capability descriptions, privacy preferences, etc.)

• Applications that require open rather than constrained information models (e.g. schedul-

ing activities, describing organizational processes, annotation of Web resources, etc.)

• To do for machine processable information (application data) what the Web has done

for hypertext: to allow data to be processed outside the particular environment in which

it was created, in a fashion that can work at Internet scale.

• Interworking among applications: combining data from several applications to arrive at

new information.

• Automated processing of Web information by software agents: the Web is moving from

having just human-readable information to being a world-wide network of cooperating

processes. RDF provides a world-wide lingua franca for these processes.

Although it was developed with the objective of describing Web resources, the broad goal

of RDF is to define a mechanism for describing resources that makes no assumptions about

a particular application domain. Examples of its use are lexical references [6], on-line ency-

clopedias [7, 8] digital library collections [9], social nets [5], on-line communities [31] and

biological knowledge [32].

RDF is based on the idea that the resource being described have properties which have

values, and that resources can be described by making statements that specify those properties

and values. Hence, the fundamental concepts in RDF areresources, propertiesandstatements.

Resources. We can think of aresourceas an object (or a “thing”) we want to describe.

Resources may be authors, books, Web pages, and so on. Every resource in RDF is uniquely

identified by a URI.

RDF is an open-world framework that allows anyone to make statements aboutany re-

source. Hence, the idea of using URIs to identify resources in the Web give us a global,

worldwide, unique naming scheme which greatly reduces the homonym problemin the con-

text of distributed data representation (note that an identifier does not necessarily enable access

to a resource).
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sd:RockBand

ex:person2

ex:person1

ex:person3

ex:person4"The Beatles"

sd:member

rdf:type
sd:member

sd:isFriendOf

sd:isFriendOf

sd:isFriendOfsd:member

"Paul McCartney"sd:name

"John Lennon"
sd:name

"George Harrison"sd:name

"Ringo Starr"
sd:name

sd:member

sd:BandName

Figure 2.2: Example of an RDF graph. It shows URIs (rounded nodes and edge labels), a blank node

(oval node) and literals (rectangular nodes).

Additionally, RDF allows us the use of anonymous resources calledblank nodes. A blank

node is a special kind of resource having no intrinsic name (like an existential variable in logic).

A blank node could have anode IDwhich is limited in scope to an RDF document.

Properties. A propertymay be thought of as a characteristic or relation of a resource. For

example “creator” and “title” can be properties of a Web page. Propertiesin RDF are also

identified by URIs (i.e. they are a special kind of resource), thus properties can also have

properties (this issue will be discussed in Section 2.3).

Statements. A statementasserts a property of a resource. For example “John Lennon is

friend of Paul McCartney”. In RDF, an statement is called an RDF triple. AnRDF triple

consists of asubject, apredicateand anobject. The subject identifies the resource the statement

is about (e.g. “John Lennon”). The predicate identifies the property orcharacteristic of the

subject that the statement specifies (e.g. “is friend of”). The object identifies the value of

that property (e.g. “Paul McCartney”). Values can either be resources or literals. Literals are

atomic values (strings), such as numbers and dates, which may be plain (a string combined

with an optional language tag) or typed (a string combined with a datatype URI). An RDF

triple is graphically represented as a node-arc-node link:

'& %$
 ! "#ex:person1

sd:isFriendOf
//
�� ��
�� ��ex:person2

The different syntactic forms of names are treated in particular ways. URIreferences are

treated simply as logical constants. The presence of blank nodes is indicated by blank node

identifiers. Plain literals are considered to denote themselves, so have a fixed meaning. An

URI can occur in any part of an RDF triple, a blank node may be the subjector the object but

not the predicate, whereas a literal may be the object but neither the subject nor the predicate.

A general RDF expressionis a set of RDF triples, which can be intuitively considered as a

labeled graph, called anRDF Graph. For example Figure 2.2 shows an RDF graph containing

social network data. An RDF graph is usually called anRDF database.
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of database models. Rectangles denote database models, arrows indicate influ-

ences, and circles denote theoretical developments. A time-line in years is shown on the

left. (based on a diagram by A. O. Mendelzon.)

2.2 Database Models

Since the emergence of database management systems, there has been an ongoing debate about

what the database model (in what followsdb-model) for such a system should be. The evolu-

tion and diversity of existent db-models shows that there are many factorsthat influence the

development of these db-models. Some of the most important factors are the following: the

characteristics or structure of the domain to be modeled, the type of theoretical tools that in-

terest the expected users, and of course, the hardware and software constraints. Additionally,

each db-model proposal is based on certain theoretical principles, andserves as basis for the

development of related models. Figure 2.3 shows the evolution of database models and their

influences.

Initial db-models focused essentially on the specification of data structureson actual file

systems. Two representative db-models are thehierarchical[33] and thenetwork[34] models,

both of which place emphasis on the physical level. Kerschberg et al. [35] developed a taxon-

omy of db-models prior to 1976, comparing their mathematical structures and foundation, and

the levels of abstraction used.

The relational modelwas introduced by Codd [13, 36] and highlights the concept of ab-
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straction levels by introducing the idea of separation between physical andlogical levels. It

is based on the notions of sets and relations. Due to its ease of use, it gainedwide popularity

among business applications.

As opposed to previous models,Semantic db-models[37] allow database designers to re-

present objects and their relations in a natural and clear manner to the users, providing them

with tools that can be used to faithfully capture the desired domain semantics. A well-known

example is the entity-relationship model [38].

Object-oriented models[39] appeared in the eighties, when most of the research was con-

cerned with so-called “advanced systems for new types of applications [40]”. These models

are based on the object-oriented paradigm and their goal is to representdata as a collection of

objects, which are organized into classes, and are assigned complex values.

Graph database modelsmade their appearance alongside object-oriented models. These

models attempt to overcome the limitations imposed by traditional models with respect to

capturing the inherent graph structure of data occurring in applications such as hypertext or

geographic information systems, where the interconnectivity of data is an important aspect.

These models are studied in depth in Chapter 3.

Semistructured models[41] are designed to model data with a flexible structure (e.g. docu-

ments and Web pages). Semistructured data are neither raw nor strictly typedas in conventional

database systems. These models appeared in the nineties.

Closely related to semistructured models is theeXtensible Markup Language (XML)[42],

which did not originate in the database community. Although originally introducedas a doc-

ument exchange standard, it soon became a general purpose model, focusing on information

with tree-like structure.

For a global view of database models see the works of Silberschatz et al. [10], Navathe

[43], Beeri [40] and Kerschberg et al. [35].

2.3 RDF from a Database Modeling Perspective

The term data model has been used in the database community with different meanings and in

diverse contexts. Here we will use it in two senses. In abroad or abstract sense, a data model

is a collection of conceptual tools for describing the real-world entities to be modeled in the

database and the relationships among these entities [10]. In astrict or concrete sense, a data

model, as defined by Codd [12], is as a combination of three components: (a) a collection of

data structure types; (b) a collection of transformation operators and query language and; (c) a

collection of general integrity rules.

In the broad sense, RDF can be considered a data model: a collection of conceptual tools

for describing real-world entities, namely metadata on the Web. But also in the strict sense of

the term, RDF qualifies as well: Point (a) has been more or less addressed at a basic level. One
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Model Level Data Complex. Connectivity Type of Data

Network/Hierarchical physical simple high homogeneous

Relational logical simple low homogeneous

Semantic user simple/medium high homogeneous

Object-Oriented logical/physical complex medium heterogeneous

Semistructured logical medium medium heterogeneous

Graph logical/user medium high heterogeneous

RDF logical medium high heterogeneous

Table 2.1: Summary of the comparison of RDF with database models. The parameters are: abstraction

level, complexity of the data items modeled, degree of connectivity among the data and

support to get this information, and finally, flexibility to store different types of data.

of the documents of the RDF suite [4] speaks ofgraph data modelmeaning by this concept

the data structure implicitly defined by sets of triples. Although one can discussthe precise

meaning of this concept [44], the graph-like nature of RDF data is clear. Point (b) has been

covered by many proposals of query languages for RDF. Nowadays,it has been consolidated

in SPARQL [17], the RDF query language recommended by the W3C. Point (c), namely the

integrity constraints, is an open issue for RDF, especially when considering the duality of RDF

as an open world specification of distributed resources on the Web versus RDF as data model

for large single-source repositories with all the issues of a standard database system. An initial

step about integrity constraints in RDF is presented in the work of Lausen [45], who studies

the problem of how to represent the original key and foreign key constraints when mapping

relational databases into an RDF graph. The topic of constraints is outside the scope of this

thesis.

Comparison of RDF with Database Models. Following we will compare RDF with the

database models presented in Section 2.2. We restrict this study to the logical level, i.e., avoid-

ing –when possible– physical implementation and indexing considerations. A summary of this

comparison is presented in Table 2.1.

• Physical models.The data-structuring in this models is not flexible and not apt to model

non-traditional applications. In contrast, RDF was designed to model information with-

out making any assumption about the application domain. For our discussion they do

not have much relevance.

• Relational data model.Although RDF data can be logically viewed as a set of binary re-

lations, the differences with the relational model are manifold. Among the most relevant

ones are: the relational model was directed to simple record-type data with a struc-

ture known in advance (airline reservations, accounting, etc.); the schema is fixed and
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extensibility is a difficult task; integration of different schemas is not easy nor machine-

manipulatable; the query language does not support paths, neighborhoods and queries

that address transitivity; there are no objects identifiers, but values. Several applications

use relational databases for RDF data storage [46].

• Semantic data models.For RDF database research, semantic models are relevant be-

cause they are based on a graph-like structure which highlights the relations between

the entities to be modeled. However, semantic models are more expressive to represent

relations because the use of high-level abstraction concepts such as classification and ag-

gregation. Some of such abstractions can be represented in RDF by usingRDF Schema

terms (e.g. classification can be represented by using the termsubClassOf).

• Object oriented data models.These models are related to RDF because the explicit or

implicit graph structure in their definitions [47, 48, 49]. For example O2 [50] defines

basic, tuple-structured, and set-structured types (the first type is similar toan RDF blank

node and the remainder two can be modeled as relations in RDF). Nevertheless, there

remain important differences rooted in the form that each of them models the world.

O-O models view the world as a set of objects having certain state (data) and interacting

among them by methods. On the contrary, RDF models the world as a network of

relations. The emphasis in RDF is on the interconnection of the data, the network of

relations among the data and the properties of these relations. The emphasis of O-O is

on the objects, their values and methods. However, there are proposals tostore RDF data

in an O-O database [51].

• Semistructured data models.In agreement to the RDF philosophy, semistructured mod-

els provide a natural graph representation: objects are nodes, and values are labeled arcs

(see for example OEM [52]). The main differences with RDF are: the lightweight infer-

encing available, the existence of blank nodes, the stronger typing system,and the fact

that labels are also nodes in RDF.

• XML. We found substantial differences between RDF and XML. First, RDF hasa higher

abstraction level; in fact RDF is an application of XML to represent metadata.Struc-

turally XML has a ordered-tree-like structure as opposed to the graph structure of RDF.

At the semantic level, in XML the information about the data is part of the data (in other

words XML is self-describing); in contrast, RDF expresses explicitly the information

about the data using relations between entities. An important advantage of RDFis its

extensibility in both schema and instance level. See the works of Gil and Ratnakar [53]

and Arroyo et al. [54] for a major comparison of these models.

• Graph database models.These are the closest to the RDF model regarding the data

type used. However, in spite of the graph nature of the abstract triple syntax of RDF,
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Figure 2.4: The subset of the Museum database [55] used for our study.

the RDF model presents features (some of which are not explicitly treated in the RDF

specification) that, although appealing to the basic concept of graph, prevent the direct

application of a graph database model. In this sense we have that:

- Formally an “RDF graph” is not a graph. In an RDF graph a resource may occur

simultaneously as the predicate of one RDF triple and as the subject or object

of another, a feature that breaks the classical notion of a graph. For example in

Figure 2.4, the edgescreates andpaints are linked by predicatesubPropertyOf.

- Technically an RDF graph is a directed hypergraph with ternary edges.Then RDF

triples establish ternary relations which cannot be truly represented by thebinary

edges of classic graphs. A discussion of the graph-like nature of RDF ispresented

in the work of Hayes and Gutierrez [44], which proposes the application of bipar-

tite graphs as an intermediate model between the abstract triple syntax and data

structures used by applications.

- The schema of the data (i.e. the terms from the RDF Vocabulary) is itself partof

the RDF graph. Therefore schema and data are mixed. For example, in Figure 2.4

predicatessubClassOf, subPropertyOf andtype are keywords of the RDFS Vo-

cabulary that are used to define the schema. Additionally, note that edges labeled

type disconnect the instance from the schema.

- RDF data can be extended with formal semantics [14] that adds explicit or im-

plicit meaning to the data and schema. For example in Figure 2.4, the RDFS term

subClassOf, which relates the nodesArtist andPainter let us infer that the re-

source.../picasso.html is of typeArtist too.

From the above features and considering the differences with databasemodels, we aim the

development of a database model for RDF. In order to enhance the comparison with RDF, in

the next chapter we will study in depth graph database models.
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Chapter 3

Graph Database Models

Graph database models can be defined as those in which data structures for the schema and

instances are modeled as graphs or generalizations of them, and data manipulation is expressed

by graph-oriented operations and type constructors. In this chapter wesurvey the work on

graph database models in order to provide a useful background that enables us to study RDF

from a graph database perspective.

This chapter begins with a brief historical overview of the main proposals ofgraph database

models. Then we conceptualize the notion of a graph database model by analyzing diverse

definitions, motivations and applications. Finally, a comparative study of datastructures, query

languages, and integrity constraints for graph database models is presented.

3.1 Brief Historical Overview

Activity around graph databases flourished in the first half of the ninetiesand then the topic al-

most disappeared. The reasons for this decline are manifold: the database community moved

toward semistructured data (a research topic which did not have links to the graph database

work in the nineties); the emergence of XML captured all the attention of those working on hy-

pertext and the Web (the tree-like structure was enough for most applications); people working

on graph databases moved to particular applications like spatial data and biology. Figure 3.1

reflects the evolution of graph database models by means of papers published.

In an early approach, facing the failure of the systems of their time to take into account

the semantics of the database, Roussopoulos and Mylopoulos [74] proposed a semantic net-

work to store data about the database. An implicit structure of graphs for the data itself was

presented in the Functional Data Model [78], whose goal was to providea “conceptually nat-

ural” database interface. A different approach proposed the Logical Data Model (LDM) [71],

where an explicit graph db-model intended to generalize the relational, hierarchical and net-

work models. Later Kunii [65] proposed G-Base, a graph db-model for representing complex

structures of knowledge.
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Figure 3.1: Graph database models development. Nodes indicate models and arrows citations. Dashed

nodes represent related works in graph database models. DGV[56], GDM [57], GGL [58],

GMOD [48], GOAL [59], GOOD [49, 60], GOQL [61], Gram [62], GRAS [63],

GraphDB [64], GROOVY [47], G−Base [65], G−Log [66], Hypernode [67], Hypern-

ode2 [68], Hypernode3 [69], Hy+ [70], LDM [71, 72], O2 [50], PaMaL [73], R&M [74],

Simatic-XT [75], Tompa [76], W&S [77].
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In the late eighties, Ĺecluse et al. [50] introduced O2, an object-oriented db-model based

on a graph structure. Along the same lines, GOOD [49] is an influential graph-oriented ob-

ject model, intended to be a theoretical basis for a system in which manipulation as well as

representation are transparently graph-based.

Among the subsequent developments based on GOOD are: GMOD [48] thatproposes a

number of concepts for graph-oriented database user interfaces; Gram [62] which is an explicit

graph db-model for hypertext data; PaMaL [73] which extends GOOD with explicit representa-

tion of tuples and sets; GOAL [59] that introduces the notion of association nodes; G-Log [66]

which proposed a declarative query language for graphs; and GDM [57] that incorporates rep-

resentation of n-ary symmetric relationships.

There were proposals that used generalizations of graphs with data modeling purposes.

Levene and Poulovassilis [67] introduced a db-model based on nested graphs, called the Hy-

pernode Model, on which subsequent work was developed [68, 69].The same idea was used

for modeling multi-scaled networks [75] and genome data [58]. GROOVY [47] is an object-

oriented db-model which is formalized using hypergraphs. This generalization was used in

other contexts: query and visualization in the Hy+ system [70]; modeling of data instances and

access to them [77]; representation of user state and browsing [76].

There are several other proposals that deal with graph data models. Güting proposed

GraphDB [64] intended for modeling and querying graphs in object-oriented databases and

motivated by managing information in transport networks. Database Graph Views [56] pro-

posed an abstraction mechanism to define and manipulate graphs stored in either relational

object-oriented or file systems. The project GRAS [63] uses attributed graphs for modeling

complex information from software engineering projects. The well known OEM [52] model

aims at providing integrated access to heterogeneous information sources, focusing on infor-

mation exchange.

Another important and recent line of development has to do with data representation mod-

els and the World Wide Web. Among them are data exchange models like XML [42], metadata

representation models like RDF [4] and ontology representation models like OWL[79].

3.2 What is a Graph Database Model?

Although most papers on graph db-models use the term “graph data[base] model”, few of them

define the notion explicitly. Nevertheless, their views on what a graph db-model is do not differ

substantially. In some cases, an implicit definition is given and compared to other models that

involve graphs, like the semantic, object-oriented and semi-structured models.

In what follows, we will conceptualize the notion of graph db-model with respect to three

basic components, namely data structures, transformation language, and integrity constraints.

Hence, a graph db-model is characterized as follows:
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• Data and/or the schemaare represented by graphs, or by data structures generalizing the

notion of graph (hypergraphs or hypernodes). There is a wide consensus on this, except

for slight variations. Let us review different authors’ opinions on this issue:

– One approach is to encode the whole database using graphs [64, 62].

– Levene and Loizou [69] proposed a labeled directed graph as the singleunderlying

data structure; the database consists of a single digraph.

– According to Kuper and Vardi [71], a database schema for graph db-models is a di-

rected graph, where leaves represent data and internal nodes represent connections

between the data.

– In another approach, database schemas, instances and rules are formalized using

directed labeled graphs [66].

– Kunii [65] describes databases using a schema graph, which is a labeleddirected

graph.

– Another graph db-model formalized the representation of data structuresusing

graphs, and stored these graphs in a database [58].

– Gyssens et al. [49] treat object-oriented database schemas and instances as graphs.

Nodes of the instance graph represent the database objects.

– Hidders [57] describes database instances and schemas using certain types of la-

beled graphs.

– Finally, Hidders and Paredaens [59] use labeled graphs to representschemas and

instances.

An issue that concerns all graph db-models is the level of separation between schema

and data (instances). In most cases, schema and instances can be clearly distinguished.

• Data manipulationis expressed by graph transformations [49], or by operations whose

main primitives are on graph features like paths, neighborhoods, subgraphs, graph pat-

terns, connectivity, and graph statistics (diameter, centrality, etc.). Some db-models

define a flexible collection of type constructors and operations, which areused to create

and access the graph data structures [58]. Another approach is to express all queries

using a few powerful graph manipulation primitives [64]. The operators of the language

can be based on pattern matching (i.e. finding all occurrences of a prototypical piece of

an instance graph [59]).

• Integrity constraints, that enforce data consistency, can be grouped in schema-instance

consistency, identity and referential integrity, and functional and inclusion dependencies.

Examples of these are: labels with unique names [80], typing constraints on nodes [72],

functional dependencies [47], domain and range of properties [4].
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In summary, a graph db-model is a model where the data structures for the schema and/or

instances are modeled as a (labeled)(directed) graph, or generalizations of the graph data struc-

ture, where data manipulation is expressed by graph-oriented operationsand type constructors,

and appropriate integrity constraints can be defined over the graph structure.

3.3 Why a Graph Database Model?

Graph db-models are applied in areas where information about data interconnectivity or topol-

ogy is more important, or as important as the data itself. In these applications, thedata and

relations amongst the data are usually at the same level. In fact, introducing graphs as a mod-

eling tool has several advantages for this type of data.

• It allows for a more natural modeling of data.Graph structures are visible to the user

and they allow a natural way of handling applications data, for example hypertext or

geographic data. Graphs have the advantage of being able to keep all theinformation

about an entity in a single node and show related information by arcs connected to it [66].

Graph objects (like paths and neighborhoods) may have first class citizenship; a user can

define some part of the database explicitly as a graph structure [64], allowing encapsu-

lation and context definition [67].

• Queries can refer directly to this graph structure.Associated with graphs are specific

graph operations in the query language algebra, such as finding shortest paths, determin-

ing certain subgraphs, and so forth. Explicit graphs and graph operations allow users

to express a query at a high level of abstraction. To some extent, this is the opposite

of graph manipulation in deductive databases, where often, fairly complexrules need to

be written [64]. It is not necessary to require full knowledge of the structure to express

meaningful queries [81]. Finally, for the purposes of browsing it may beconvenient to

forget the schema [82].

• Implementation-wise.Graph databases may provide special graph storage structures,

and efficient graph algorithms available for realizing specific operations [64].

3.4 Comparison with Other Database Models

In this section we compare graph db-models against the most influential database models.

Table 3.1 presents a coarse-grained overview of this comparison. In thefollowing text, we

present the details of this comparison.

• Physical db-modelswere the first to successfully manage large collections of data. Among

the most important ones are the hierarchical [33] and network [34] models. These mod-

els lack a good abstraction level, and it is difficult to separate the db-model from the
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Database model Abstraction level Base data structure Information focus

Network/Hierarchical physical pointers + records records

Relational logical relations data + attributes

Semantic user graph schema + relations

Object-oriented physical/logical objects object + methods

Semistructured logical tree data + components

Graph logical/user graph data + relations

Table 3.1: A coarse-grained comparison of the most influential database models. We are comparing the

following aspects: abstraction level, base data structureused, and the types of information

objects the db-model focuses on.

actual implementation. The data structures provided are not flexible, and not apt for

modeling non-traditional applications. They permit database navigation at therecord

level by providing low-level operations which can be used to derive moreabstract struc-

tures.

• TheRelational db-model[36, 13] highlights the concept of abstraction levels by intro-

ducing a separation between the physical and logical levels. Gradually thefocus shifted

to modeling data as seen by applications and users [43]. This was the strength of the

relational model, at a time when application domains managed relatively simple data

(financial, commercial and administrative applications).

The relational model was a landmark development because it gave the data modeling

discipline a mathematical foundation. It is based on the simple notion of relation, which

together with its associated algebra and logic, made the relational model a primary model

for database research. In particular, its standard query and transformation language,

SQL, became a paradigmatic language for querying.

The differences between graph db-models and the relational db-model are manifold.

For example, the relational model is geared towards simple record-type data, where the

data structure is known in advance (airline reservations, accounting, inventories, etc.).

The schema is fixed, which makes it difficult to extend these databases. It isnot easy

to integrate different schemas, nor this process is automatable. The querylanguage

cannot explore the underlying graph of relationships among the data, such as paths,

neighborhoods and patterns.

• Semantic db-models[37] appeared as there was a need to incorporate a richer and more

expressive set of semantics into the database, from a user’s viewpoint.Database design-

ers can represent objects and their relations in a natural and clear manner (similar to the

way users view an application) by using high-level abstraction concepts such as aggre-
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gation, classification and instantiation, sub- and super-classing, attribute inheritance and

hierarchies [43].

In general, the extra semantics supports database design and evolution [83]. A well-

known example is the entity-relationship model [38], which has become a basisfor the

early stages of database design. Other examples of semantic db-models are: IFO [84], a

model which combines three basic constructs, namely Objects, Fragments andISA rela-

tionships; and the Semantic Data Model (SDM) [85]. Semantic db-models are relevant

to graph db-model research because the semantic db-models reason about the graph-like

structure generated by the relationships between the modeled entities.

• Object-oriented (O-O) db-models[39] appeared in the eighties, when the database com-

munity realized that the relational model was inadequate for data intensive domains

(Knowledge bases, engineering applications). This research was motivated by the ap-

pearance of non-conventional database applications, involving complexdata objects and

complex object interactions, such as CAD/CAM software, computer graphics and infor-

mation retrieval.

According to the O-O programming paradigm on which these models are based, they

represent data as a collection of objects that are organized into classes,and have complex

values and methods. Although O-O db-models permit much richer structures than the

relational db-model, they still require that all data conform to a predefinedschema [81].

O-O db-models are similar to semantic models in that they provide mechanisms for con-

structing complex data by interrelating objects, and are fundamentally different in that

they support forms of local behavior in a manner similar to object-oriented program-

ming languages. For example, in O-O db-models identifiers are external to theobjects

and they remain invariant, whereas semantic models make up identifiers or keysbased

on internal attributes or internal properties; O-O support information-hiding and encap-

sulation [43].

O-O db-models are related to graph db-models because of their explicit or implicit use of

graph structures in definitions [47, 48, 49]. Nevertheless, there are important differences

with respect to how each of them models the world. O-O db-models view the world

as a set of complex objects having certain state (data), where interaction is via method

invoking. On the other hand, graph db-models view the world as a network of relations,

emphasizing data interconnection, and the properties of these relations. O-O db-models

focus on object dynamics, their values and methods. Graph db-models focus instead

on the interconnection, while maintaining the structural and semantic complexity ofthe

data. Further comparison between O-O and graph db-models may be founded in the

works of Beeri [40], Kerschberg et al. [35], Navathe [43] and Silberschatz et al. [10].
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• Semistructured db-models[41, 86] were motivated by the increased existence of semi-

structured data (also called unstructured data), data exchange, and data browsing [41].

In semistructured data, the structure is irregular, implicit and partial; the schema does

not restrict the data, it only describes it, a feature that allows extensible data exchanges;

the schema is large and constantly evolving; the data are self-describing, as it contains

schema information [86].

Among the most representative semistructured models are the Object Exchange Model

(OEM) [52], UnQL [82], ACeDB [87], and Strudel [88]. Generally,semistructured data

are represented using a tree-like structure. However, cycles betweendata nodes are

possible, which leads to graph-like structures like in graph db-models. Someauthors

characterize semistructured data as rooted directed connected graphs [82].

3.5 Motivations and Applications

Graph db-models are motivated by real-life applications where component interconnectivity is

a key feature. We will divide these application areas into classical applications and complex

networks.

Classical Applications. Many applications played a part in motivating the need for graph

databases:

• Generalizations of the classical db-models [71]. Classical models were criticized for

their lack of semantics, the flatness of the permitted data structures, the difficulties

the user has to “see” the data connectivity, and how difficult is to model complex ob-

jects [67].

• Applications where data complexity exceeded the capabilities of the relational db-model

also motivated the introduction of graph databases. For instance, managingtransport

networks (train, plane, water, telecommunications) [89], spatially embeddednetworks

like highways and public transport [64]. Several of these applications are now in the

field of GIS and spatial databases.

• The limited expressive power of current query languages motivated the search for models

that allowed better representation of more complex applications [66].

• Limitations (at the time) of knowledge representation systems [65], and the need for

intricate but flexible knowledge representation and derivation techniques[66].

• After observing that graphs have been an integral part of the database design process

in semantic and object-oriented db-models, the idea of having a model where both data

manipulation and representation are graph-based emerged [49].
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• The need for improving the functionality offered by object-oriented db-models [68]. For

example, CASE, CAD, image processing and scientific data analysis software all fall

into this category.

• Graphical and visual interfaces, geographical and multimedia systems [90, 70, 61].

• Software systems and integration [63].

• The appearance of on-line hypertext evidenced the need for other db-models, like the

ones suggested by [76, 77, 62]. Together with hypertext, the Web created the need for a

more apt model than classical ones for information exchange.

Complex Networks. Several areas have witnessed the emergence of huge data networks

with interesting mathematical properties, called complex networks [91, 92, 93]. The need for

database management for certain types of these networks has been recently highlighted [94,

95, 96, 80]. Although it is not yet evident whether we can group these databases into one

category, we will present them in this manner.

As in Newman’s survey [91], we will subdivide this category into four subcategories: social

networks, information networks, technological networks and biological networks. We describe

each subcategory via an example.

• In social networks[97], nodes are people or groups, while links show relationships or

flows between nodes. Some examples are friendships, business relationships, sexual

contact patterns, research networks (collaboration, co-authorship), terrorist networks [98],

communication records (mail, telephone calls, email) and computer networks [99]. There

is growing activity in the area of social network analysis [100], and also invisualization

and data processing techniques for these networks.

• Information networksmodel relations representing information flow, such as citations

between academic papers [101], World Wide Web (hypertext, hypermedia) [102, 103,

104], peer-to-peer networks [105], relations between word classesin a thesaurus and

preference networks [106].

• In technological networks, the spatial and geographical aspects of the structure are dom-

inant. Some examples are the Internet (as a computer network), electric power grids,

airline routes, telephone networks and delivery networks (e.g. post offices). The area of

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)is today covering a big part of this area (roads,

railways, pedestrian traffic, rivers) [107, 108].

• Biological networksrepresent biological information whose volume, management and

analysis has become an issue due to the automation of the process of data gathering.
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A good example is the area ofGenomics, where networks occur in gene regulation,

metabolic pathways, chemical structure, map order and homology relationships between

species [109].

There are other kinds of biological networks, such as food webs, neural networks, etc.

The reader can consult database proposals for genomics [80, 109, 110], an overview

of models for biochemical pathways [111], a tutorial on graph data management for

biology [94], and a model for chemistry [112].

It is important to stress that classical query languages offer little help whendealing with

the type of queries needed in the above areas. For example:

• Data processing in GIS includes geometric operations (area or boundary, intersection,

inclusions, etc), topological operations (connectedness, paths, neighbors, etc) and metric

operations (distance between entities, diameter of the network, etc).

• In genetic regulatory networks, examples of measures are connected components (inter-

actions between proteins), nearest neighbor degrees (strong pair correlations).

• In social networks, some measures are: distance, neighborhoods, clustering coefficient

of a vertex, clustering coefficient of a network, betweenness, size ofgiant connected

components, size distribution of finite connected components [93].

• Similar problems occur in the Semantic Web, where RDF queries would benefit from

being able to reason about graph aspects [113].

3.6 Comparison Among Graph Database Models

Comparison among db-models are typically done by either using a set of commonfeatures

[114, 33, 37] or by defining a general model used as a comparison basis [83]. The evaluation

presented in this chapter follows a conceptual organization of modeling features by consider-

ing three general components in the database modeling process: (a) Basicfoundations of the

model and the data structures available at schema and instance level; (b) Approaches to enforce

data consistency (integrity constraints); and (c) Languages for querying and manipulating the

database. The study emphasizes conceptual modeling issues rather than implementation as-

pects. The table in Figure 3.2 summarizes the set of features and other information about

graph db-models. A complete description of each graph db-model is presented in Appendix A.

3.6.1 Data Structures

The representation of entities and relations are identified as being fundamental to graph db-

models. An entity or object represents something that exists as a single and complete unit. A
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Figure 3.2: Main proposals on Graph Database Models and their characteristics (“
√

” indicates support and “±” partial support). LDM [71, 72], Hypernode [67],

GOOD [49, 60], GROOVI [47], GMOD [48], Simatic-XT [75], Gram[62], PaMaL [73], GOAL [59], Hypernode2 [68], Hypernode3 [69], GGL [58],

GDM [57]. A working description of each model is given in Appendix A.
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relation is a property or predicate that establishes a connection between twoor more entities.

In this section we analyze the data structures used for modeling entities and relations in graph

db-models.

One of the most distinctive characteristic of a graph db-model is a framework for the rep-

resentation of connectivity among entities, distinct from attributes (relationalmodel), standard

abstractions (semantic models), complex objects (O-O models), or composition relations (se-

mistructured models).

All graph db-models have as their formal foundation variations on the basicmathemat-

ical definition of a graph, for example: directed or undirected graphs; labeled or unlabeled

edges and nodes; hypergraphs; and hypernodes. On top of this basic layer, models present di-

verse features influenced by the semantic or object-oriented approaches. For example, the data

representation of GOOD, GMOD, G-Log and Gram is simply a digraph with labeled nodes

and labeled edges between them. The Hypernode Model, Simatic-XT and GGLemphasize

the use of hypernodes for representing nested complex objects. GROOVY is centered in the

use of hypergraphs as a formalism for modeling complex objects, sub-object sharing, integrity

constraints and structural inheritance.

Representing the database as a simple flat graph (with many interconnected nodes) has the

drawback that, in practice, it is difficult to present the information to the userin a clear way.

In contrast, a hypernode database consists of a set of nested graphs, which provides inherent

support for data abstraction and the ability to represent each real-worldobject as a separate

database entity [68]. Additionally, the use of hypernodes and hypergraphs allows a concept to

grow from a simple undefined concept (primitive object) to one defined by multiple complex

relations (complex object). In contrast, a pure-graph approach (where nodes and edges are

different structures) does not provide such expressiveness andextensibility.

Note that hypergraphs can be modeled by hypernodes by (i) encapsulating the contents of

each undirected hyperedge within a further hypernode and (ii) replacing each directed hyper-

edge by two hypernodes related by a labeled edge. In contrast, multi-levelnesting provided by

hypernodes cannot be easily captured by hypergraphs.

Most models have explicit labels on edges, except LDM, GROOVY and the Hypernode

model. LDM has an order among the edges which induces implicit labeling. Although the

Hypernode model and GROOVY do not use labeled edges, the task of representing relations

(and its names) can be attained by encapsulating edges which represent the same relation

(same label edges), within one hypernode (or hyperedge) labeled with the relation-name. For

example, we can represent the set of labeled arcsperson1name−−−→George, person2name−−−→Ana and

person3name−−−→Julia, by the hypernode:

person1
person2
person3

George
Ana
Julia

name
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Next, we will study in more detail the representation of entities and relations.

Representation of entities

Models represent entities at both, instance and schema level. Specifically,entity types, relation

types and schema restrictions are related to the definition of the database schema, and instances

of entities and relations conform the database instances.

Several models (e.g. GOOD, GMOD, G-Log and Gram) represent both schema and in-

stance as a labeled digraph. An exception is LDM, whose schemas are digraphs where leaves

represent data and internal nodes represent structured data. LDM instances consist of two-

column tables, each of which associates entities of a particular type (primitive,tuple or set).

A schemagraph defines:entity typesrepresented as nodes labeled with zero (GMOD) or

one type name;primitive entitiesrepresented as nodes labeled with basic types; andrelations

represented as edges labeled with relation-names. Relations are only defined for entity types

(primitive entities have no properties) and each primitive entity has an associated domain of

constants.

An instancegraph contains:concrete entitiesrepresented as nodes labeled by either an

entity type name or an object identifier;primitive valuesrepresented as nodes labeled with a

value from the domain of a primitive entity; andrelationsrepresented as edges labeled with

the corresponding relation-name according to the schema.

The above approach was extended in other models by including nodes forexplicit repre-

sentation of tuples and sets (PaMaL, GDM) and n-ary relations (GOAL, GDM). These types of

nodes allow the definition of complex structures. Tuple and set nodes of PaMaL are unlabeled,

allowing to define (instantiate) more than one entity class (respectively concrete entity) using

the same tuple and set node, providing data reduction. Association nodes of GOAL provide

simple definition of multi-attribute and multi-valued n-ary relations. Composite-valueentities

in GDM are used for representing both tuples and n-ary relations.

The basic structure of a graph (nodes and edges) is complemented with the use of hypern-

odes (Hypernode model, Simatic-XT and GGL) and hypergraphs (GROOVY), extensions that

provide support for nested structures. A novel feature of GROOVY isthe use of hypergraphs

for defining value functional dependencies. The hypernode model is characterized by using

nested graphs at the schema and instance level. A database consists of a set of hypernodes

defining types and their respective instances. GGL introduces, in additionto its support for

hypernodes (called Master-nodes), the notion ofMaster-edgefor encapsulation of paths.

Although hypernodes are used in several models, they are used in different forms. Simatic-

XT and GGL use hypernodes as an abstraction mechanism consisting in packaging other

graphs as an encapsulated vertex, whereas the Hypernode model additionally uses hypernodes

to represent other abstractions, for example complex objects, relations, etc.
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A common characteristic of models based on simple and based on extended graph struc-

tures is the support for defining non-traditional data types, feature procured by the definition

of complex objects. In this sense, LDM, PaMaL, GOAL and GDM enable the representation

of complex objects by defining special constructs (tuple, set or association nodes). Hypern-

odes and Hypergraphs are flexible data structures that support the representation of arbitrarily

complex objects and present inherent ability to encapsulate information.

Representation of Relations

Roughly speaking, two types of relations occurring in graph db-models can be distinguished:

Simple relations, which connect two entities under a simple semantics (e.g. attributes), and

are easily represented in graphs as edge labels; and complex relations, which conform net-

works of relations (e.g. hierarchical) with additional semantics (e.g. composition), and whose

representation depends of the data structures provided by each model.

In what follows, we will discuss specific types of relations supported by graph db-models.

• Attributes. The relation represents a property (mono-valued or multi-valued) directly

linked to an entity. Most graph db-models represent attributes by using labeled edges

directly related to nodes.

LDM and PaMaL define tuple nodes to describe a set of attributes that are (re)used

to define an entity. In the case of the Hypernode model and GROOVY, attributes are

triples< node,edge,node> inside hypernodes or hyperedges which represent complex

objects. The (unlabeled) edge establishes the relation between the attribute-name (first

node) and the attribute-value (second node). GOOD and GOAL define edges (called

functional and non-functional) to distinguish between mono-valued and multi-valued

attributes.

• Entities. If the relation of two or more objects conceptually describes a distinct model

object, such relation is considered an entity. This approach implies supportfor higher-

order relations (relations between relations). Most models do not support this feature

because relations are represented as simple labeled edges.

A partial support is presented in GOAL, where association nodes may have properties.

The Hypernode model and GROOVY have inherent support because property-names

can be complex objects represented as hypernodes or hyperedges. GGL supports this

feature by labeling edges with types.

• Neighborhood relations. Models with a basic graph structure provide simple support

and visualization of neighborhood relations, although special structuresused by some

of these models (e.g. tuple-nodes in PaMaL) can obscure the simplicity of represen-

tation. In the case of hypergraph and hypernode base models, neighborhood relations
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are translated into nested relation. A particular modeling structure is the Master-edge of

Simatic-XT, which is used for representingPath relations.

• Standard abstractions. The most frequently used are aggregation (is-part-of relation)

and its opposite, composition (is-composed-by relation), association (n-ary relations)

and grouping or sets. Some models provide explicit representation of sets (LDM,PaMaL),

tuples (LDM,PaMaL,GDM) and n-ary relations (GOAL, GDM). Models based on hy-

pernodes and hypergraphs support grouping by joining entities within a hypernode or a

hyperedge.

• Derivation and inheritance. These abstractions are represented at the schema level by

relations of subclass and superclass (ISA) and at the instance level byrelations of in-

stantiation (is-of-type). The notion of inheritance (only structural-attributeinheritance)

is supported using these relations, allowing entity classes with overlapping structure to

share their semantic content.

ISA relations are explicitly supported in PaMaL, GOAL, and GDM by considering ISA-

labeled edges as class-hierarchy links. However, we should note that this type of rela-

tion can be implicitly considered as an attribute relation. The Hypernode and GROOVY

models show how structural inheritance is supported naturally by nested-graph struc-

tures. The representation of object-class schemas by means of hypergraphs leads to a

natural formalization of the notion of object sharing and structural inheritance.

• Nested relations. They are recursively specified relations defined by nested objects. This

feature is naturally supported by using hypernode or hypergraph structures.

3.6.2 Integrity Constraints

Integrity constraints are general statements and rules, which define the set of consistent database

states or changes of state or both [12]. Integrity constraints have been studied for the rela-

tional [115, 116], semantic [117, 118], object-oriented [119], and semistructured [120, 121]

db-models. Thalheim [118] presented a unifying framework for integrity constraints.

In the case of graph db-models, examples of integrity constraints include schema-instance

consistency, identity and referential integrity constraints, functional andinclusion dependen-

cies. Next we study each of them.

Schema-instance consistency

Entity types and type checking constitute a powerful data-modeling and integrity checking tool,

since they allow database schemas to be represented and enforced. Somegraph db-models do

not define a schema, for example the first version of Hypernode, initial versions of GGL and

Simatic-XT.
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The approach applied in most models (GOOD, GMOD, PaMaL, GOAL, G-log,GDM and

Gram) to confront the issue of schema-instance consistency follow in general two guidelines:

(i) the instance should contain only concrete entities and relations from entity types and re-

lations that were defined in the schema; (ii) an entity in the instance may only havethose

relations or properties defined for its entity type (or for a super-type in thecase of inheritance).

Then, all node and edge labels occurring in the instance must occur in the scheme too, but the

opposite is not required in some models (GOOD, GMOD, GOAL and G-Log). In this way, in-

complete or non-existing information can be incorporated in the database. PaMaL, GDM and

Gram do not support incomplete information because they establish an instantiation function

between schema and instance.

LDM defines a logic (similar to relational tuple calculus) used to specify integritycon-

straints on LDM schemas and to define views. Integrity constraints are LDM formulas, which

enforce that instance objects satisfy certain conditions (satisfaction of LDM formulas). That

is, given a database and a sentence in the logic, one can test effectivelywhether the sentence is

true in the database or not.

GROOVY introduces the notion of object-class schemas over which objects are defined.

An object schema defines valid objects (value-schemas), value functional dependencies, and

valid shared values between objects (sub-object schemas). These restrictions are formalized

using a hypergraph representation. Indeed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between each

object schema and a hypergraph, where objects are vertices, value functional dependencies are

directed hyperedges, and sub-object schemas are undirected hyperedges.

Additionally, conflicts of inheritance are discussed in some models. The general approach

is the notion of consistent schema to prevent problems. GOAL establishes that objects only

belong to the class they are labeled with and their super-classes. This implies that an object

can only belong to two classes at once if these classes have a common subclass. PaMaL does

not provide a conflict resolution mechanism, since the authors consider that this has to be part

of the implementation.

Poulovassilis and Levene [68] showed that testing a hypernode repository for well-typedness

can be performed in polynomial time with respect to the size of the repository. GDM presents

a systematic study of the complexity of well-typedness checking: deciding well-typedness

of a pattern with no ISA edges under a schema graph with no implicit object classnodes is

in PTIME; deciding well-typedness of a pattern under a schema graph with no implied ob-

ject class nodes is co-NP complete; deciding well-typedness of an addition/deletion under a

schema graph with no implied object class nodes is in PSPACE; deciding well-typedness of

an addition under a schema graph with no implied object class nodes and no composite-value

classes is in PTIME.

Checking consistency is also related to restructuring, querying and updating the database.

For example, deletion of entity types or relations in the schema implies the deletion ofconcrete
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entities in the instance. Given an arbitrary GOOD program (i.e. a sequenceof GOOD oper-

ations), statically checking the consistency of an edge addition in the program is undecidable

in general. In GMOD the notion of schema-instance consistency is referenced to consistency

of schema transformations in object-oriented databases [122]. In PaMalan addition or dele-

tion operation specifies a valid graph transformation between two instance graphs (schema

transformations are not included).

Schema-instance separation.Another aspect to consider is the degree to which schema

and instance are different objects in the database (an issue discussed largely in semistructured

db-models). Representation of (un)structured entities means that the data (do not) respect a

previously defined data type. In this sense, a data model can be classifiedas structured or

non-structured depending on whether it allows or does not allow the definition of a schema to

restrict the database instance to well-typed data. In most models there is a separation between

the database schema and the database instance. An exception is the hypernode model [69],

where the lack of typing constraints on hypernodes has the advantage that changes to the

database can be dynamic.

Redundancy of data.Because an instance graph can contain many instances of entities

(for example non-printable nodes in GOOD, set/tuple nodes in PaMaL, association nodes in

GOAL or composite-value nodes in GDM), the database presents redundant information. One

possible solution is to introduce an operation which is used to group entities on the basis of

some of their relations. This abstraction creates a unique entity for each equivalence class of

duplicate entities; as such, it acts as a duplicate eliminator. The correspondent operations are

Abstraction (GOOD), Reduce (PaMaL) and Reduction (GDM). This operation is informally

mentioned in GOAL as a merging of nodes representing the same value.

Object identity and referential integrity

Set-based data models such as the relational model and the nested relationalmodel are value-

based; that is, tuples in relations (respectively nested relations) are identified by the values of

their attributes. On the other hand, in O-O db-models object identity is independent of attribute

values and is achieved by equipping each database object with a unique identifier, for example

a label. Graph db-models implement the two types of identification. The use of identifiers

has several advantages: arbitrarily complex objects can be identified andreferred; objects can

share common sub-objects thus making possible the construction of generalnetworks; query

and update operation can be simplified.

In some models, concrete entities like instance nodes (PaMaL, Gram), edges(GGL), hyper-

nodes (Hypernode based models), hyperedges (GROOVY) are labeled with entity identifiers,

whereas in models like GOOD, GMOD, GOAL, G-Log and GDM each entity is identified by

its attributes and it exists independently of their properties (it is considered as object identity).
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The Hypernode Model [68] defines two integrity constraints:Entity Integritymakes sure

that each hypernode is a unique real world entity identified by their content;Referential In-

tegrity requires that only existing entities be referenced. Similarly, GGL [58] establishes that:

labels in a graph are uniquely named; edges are composed of the labels andvertices of the

graph in which the edge occurs. These constraints are similar to primary keyand foreign key

(referential) integrity constraints in the relational db-model.

Functional dependencies

In the Hypernode model [69] the notion of semantic constraints was considered. The concept

of Hypernode functional dependency, denoted byA→ B, whereA andB are sets of attributes,

let us express that the value ofA determines the value ofB in all hypernodes of the database.

GROOVY [47] usesdirected hyperedgesin order to representValue Functional Depen-

dencies (VFDs). They are used in the value schema level to establish semantic integrity con-

straints. A VFD asserts that the object value restricted to a set of attributes uniquely determines

the object value restricted to a further attribute.

Finally, let us remark that the notion of integrity constraint in graph db-modelsis con-

centrated in the creation of consistent instances and the correct identification and reference of

entities. The notion of functional dependency is a feature taken from the relational model that

cannot be presented easily in all graph db-models.

3.6.3 Query and Manipulation Languages

A query language is a collection of operators or inferencing rules which can be applied to any

valid instances of the data structure types of the model, with the objective of manipulating and

querying data in those structures in any combination desired [12].

A great deal of papers discuss the problems concerning the definition ofa query language

for a db-model [123, 83, 124, 125, 86, 126]. Also a variety of querylanguages and formal

frameworks for studying them have been proposed and developed, including the relational db-

model [127], semantic databases [128, 129], object-oriented databases [130], semistructured

data [82, 86, 81] and the Web [126, 102].

Among graph db-models, there is substantial work focused in query languages, the prob-

lem of querying graphs, the visual presentation of results, and graphical query languages. Due

to the volume of the research done, this specific area by itself deserves a thorough survey.

Considering the scope of this chapter, in this section we limit ourselves to describe the most

important graph query languages to serve as reference resources.

The Logical Database Model [71, 72] presents a logic language very much in the spirit

of relational tuple calculus, which uses fixed sort variables and atomic formulas to represent

queries over a schema using the power of full first order languages. The result of a query
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Figure 3.3: Queries in G-Log.Query Aasks for the names of Mary’s grandparents (fixed path query).

Query Basks for the name of the maternal grandmother of Mary (tree-like query).Query C

calculates Mary’s Ancestors (transitive closure).

consists of those objects over a valid instance that satisfy the query formula. In addition the

model presents an alternative algebraic query language proven to be equivalent to the logical

one.

The query languages G, G+ y GraphLog integrate a family of related graphical languages

defined over a general simple graph model.

• The graphical query language G [131] is based on regular expressions that allow simple

formulation of recursive queries. Agraphical queryin G is a set of labeled directed

multigraphs where nodes may be either variables or constants, and edges can be labeled

with regular expressions. The result of a query is the union of all querygraphs which

match subgraphs from the instance.

• G evolved into a more powerful language called G+ [132] where a query graph remains

as the basic building block. A simple query in G+ has two elements, a query graph that

specifies the class of patterns to search for and a summary graph that represents how to

restructure the answer obtained by the query graph.

• GraphLog [133] is a query language for hypertext that extends G+ byadding negation

and unifying the concept of a query graph. A query is now only one graph pattern

containing one distinguished edge, which corresponds to the restructured edge of the

summary graph in G+. The effect of the query is to find all instances of the pattern that

occur in the database graph and for each one of them to define a virtual link represented

by the distinguished edge. GraphLog includes an implicit transitive closure operator,
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which replaces the usual recursion mechanism. The algorithms used in the GraphLog

implementation are discussed in the work of Mendelzon and Wood [134].

The proposal G-Log [66] includes a declarative language for complexobjects with identity.

It uses the logical notion ofrule satisfactionto evaluate queries which are expressed as G-Log

programs.G-Log programsare sets of graph-based rules, which specify how the schema and

instance of the database will change. G-Log is a graph-based, declarative, nondeterministic,

and computationally complete query language that does not suffer from thecopy-elimination

problem. G-Log is a good example of graphical query language (see Figure 3.3).

In the context of graph-oriented object models, there are query languages that regard

database transformations asgraph transformations(which can be interpreted as database queries

and updates). They are based ongraph-pattern matchingand allow the user to specify node

insertions and deletions in a graphical way. GOOD [49] presented a graph-based language that

is shown to be able to express all constructive database transformations.This language was

followed by the proposals GMOD [48], PaMaL [73], GOAL [59], and GUL [57]. Additionally,

GOAL includes the notion offixpointsin order to handle the recursion derived from a finite

list of additions and deletions. PaMaL proposed the inclusion ofLoop, Procedure and Pro-

grams constructs, and PaMaL and GUL presented an operator that reduces instance graphs by

deleting repeated data. We should note that graph-oriented manipulation formalisms based on

patterns allow a syntax-directed way of working much more natural than text-based interfaces.

GROOVY [47] introduces a Hypergraph Manipulation Language (HML) for querying and

updating labeled hypergraphs. It defines two basic operators for querying hypergraphs by iden-

tifier or by value, and eight operators for manipulation (addition and deletion) of hypergraphs

and hyperedges.

Watters and Shepherd [77] presented a framework for general data access based in hyper-

graphs that include operators for creation of edges and set operators like intersection, union

and difference. In a different context, Tompa [76] introduced basic operations over hypergraph

structures representing user state and views in page-oriented hypertext data.

The literature also include proposals of query languages that deal withhypernodes:

• Levene and Poulovassilis [67] defined a logic-based query and updatelanguage, where

queries are expressed as sets of hypernode rules (h-rules) that are calledhypernode pro-

grams. The query language defines an operator which infers new hypernodes from the

instance using the set of rules in a hypernode program.

• This query language was extended by Hyperlog [68, 135] including deletions as well

as insertions, and discussing in more detail the implementation issues. A full Turing-

machine capability is obtained by adding composition, conditional constructs and it-

eration. Hyperlog is computationally and update complete, although the evaluation of

Hyperlog programs is intractable in the general case.
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• In a procedural style, HNQL [69] defines a set of operators for declarative querying

and updating of hypernodes. It also includes assignment, sequential composition, con-

ditional (for making inferences), for loop, and while loop constructs.

Glide [136] is a graph query language where queries are expressed using a linear notation

formed by labels and wild-cards (regular expressions). Glide uses a method called GraphGrep

based on subgraph matching to answer the queries.

Oriented to search the Web, Flesca and Greco [137] proposed the use of partially ordered

languages to define path queries to search databases and present results on their computational

complexity. A query language based on the previous ideas was proposedlater [138].

Cardelli et al. [139] introduced a spatial logic for reasoning about graphs and defined a

query language based in pattern matching and recursion. This Graph Logic combines first-

order logic with additional structural connectives. A query asks for a substitution of variables

such that asatisfaction relationdetermines which graph satisfy which formulae. The query

language is based onqueriesthat build new graphs from old andtransducersthat relate input

graphs with output graphs.

In the area of Geographic information Systems, the Simatic-XT model [140] defines a

query language. It includes basic operators that deal with encapsulated data (nesting of hyper-

nodes), set operators (union, concatenation, selection and difference) and high level operators

(paths, inclusion and intersections).

WEB [141, 142] is a declarative programming language based on a graphlogic and ori-

ented to querying genome data. WEB programs define graph templates for creating, manip-

ulating and querying objects and relations in the database. These operations are answered by

matching graphs in valid instances.

Models like Gram [62] and GOQL [61] propose SQL-Style query languages with explicit

path expressions.Gram presents a query algebra where regular expressions over data types

are used to select walks (paths) in a graph. It uses a data model where walks are the basic ob-

jects. A walk expression is a regular expression without union, whose language contains only

alternating sequences of node and edge types, starting and ending with a node type. The query

language is based on a hyperwalk algebra with operations closed under the set of hyperwalks.

Models like DGV [56] and GraphDB [64] define special operators for functional definition

and querying of graphs. For example, a query in GraphDB consists of several steps, each of

which computes operations that specify argument subgraphs in the form of regular expressions

over edges that extend or restrict dynamically the database graph. GraphDB includes a class

of objects called path class, which are used to represent several pathsin the database.

One of the most fundamental graph problems in graph query languages is tocompute

reachability of information, which reduced essentially to path problems characterized and ex-

pressed by recursive queries. For example, path queries are relevant in GraphLog, Gram,
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Simatic-XT, DGV, GOQL, Flesca and Grego, Cardelli et al., and in less degree treated in Hy-

pernode, GOAL, Hyperlog, GraphDB, G-Log, and HNQL. The notion of shortest path is con-

sidered in Flesca and Greco, G+, GraphLog, and DGV. Path and other relevant graph queries

for RDF will be discussed in Section 4.2.

The importance and computational complexity of path-based queries is studiedin several

works [143, 144, 145, 16]. Finding simple paths with desired properties indirect graphs is

difficult, and essentially every nontrivial property gives rise to an NP-complete problem [146].

Yannakakis [147] surveyed a set of path problems relevant to the database area including com-

puting transitive closures, recursive queries and the complexity of path searching. Mannino

and Shapiro [148] presented a survey of extensions to database query languages that solve

graph traversal problems.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have surveyed the research in the area of graph database models. The main

contribution of this chapter is the integration of several concepts and definitions used in graph

database modeling. Specific contributions are:

• The conceptualization of the notion of a graph database model by proposing a definition

which encompasses implicit and informal notions used in the literature.

• A comparison of graph database models with other database models, highlighting their

importance as an area with its own motivations, applications and characteristic problems.

• The identification of a set of typical graph features provided by graph database mod-

els and a comparative study of existing proposals based on these characteristics. We

concentrate in presenting the main aspects of modeling, that are data structures, query

languages and integrity constraints.

• The presentation of a uniform description for most relevant graph database models.

In the context of this thesis, this chapter presents a useful backgroundfor studying RDF from

a graph database perspective.

We would like to warn the reader that there are several related topics that fall out of the

scope of the work in this chapter. Some of these topics are: graph visualization; graph data

structures and algorithms for secondary memory; and in general, graph database system im-

plementation.

On a side note, there are other important database models as well as modeling frame-

works that concern graph modeling, which are not covered here. Some related database mod-

els are: temporal database models [149, 150], spatial database models [151, 152], multidi-

mensional database models [153], and database models for geographical information systems
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(GIS) [107, 154]. Frameworks related to our topic, but not directly focusing in database issues

are: semantic networks [155, 156], conceptual graphs [157, 158],knowledge representation

systems [159], topic maps [160, 161], Hypertext [162], and OWL [79](the recent family of

models for representing ontologies on the Web).

Several interesting lines of work work can be expected in the area. We can mention the

application of graph database models in the development of emergent domainsthat need graph

database support. Regarding the Semantic Web topics, the survey shows that there is potential

for useful results in the area of RDF databases. In what follows, we willconcentrate on RDF

query languages an their capabilities for querying graph properties.
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Querying RDF Data from a Graph

Database Perspective

One of the main features of RDF is its ability to interconnect information resources, resulting

in a graph-like structure for which connectivity is a central notion [16]. As was showed in

the above chapter, the data structure of the model influences the set of operations that should

be provided by the query language, hence the support for graph operations in RDF query

languages becomes a fundamental requirement.

The objective of this chapter is to show that basic concepts of graph theory such as degree,

path and diameter play an important role for applications that involve queryingRDF data. We

motivate our study by presenting some examples of real-life queries involvinggraph notions

in RDF data. Then a brief review of RDF query languages and their support for graph prop-

erties is presented. The same graph properties are then summarized for a subset of the graph

query languages presented in Chapter 3. The results for both sets of query languages are then

compared and discussed. Finally, we propose a set of basic features that we consider desirable

to be included in the design of RDF query languages.

4.1 Introduction

Several languages for querying RDF data have been proposed, mostof them on the lines

of classical database query languages like SQL and OQL, and some following the ideas of

XPath [163] for XML. There are several surveys about them [164,165, 19]. Nowadays,

SPARQL [17] is the RDF query language recommended by the W3C.

There are also works addressing foundational issues. For instance see the works of Hor-

rocks and Tessaris [166], Karvounarakis et al. [55], Gutierrez etal. [18]. Nevertheless, the dis-

cussion about RDF as a full fledged strict database model and the designof a query language

for such a model is probably one of the most needed features if we want totake advantage
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of all the potential of the RDF data model (e.g. query optimization, query rewriting, views,

update, etc.).

One of the motivations of this chapter, is to study those application domains where inter-

connection at large scale and navigation of a network is the main modeling theme.Examples

of this are social networks [5], on-line communities [31], terrorist networks [98], bibliographic

databases [101], etc.

To give a flavor of the type of queries in RDF, consider questions like: “are suspects A

and B related?”, submitted to a police database, or “what is the Erdős number of author X?”,

submitted to a bibliographic data (e.g. an RDF version of DBLP). The first asks for “relevant”

paths connecting these resources in the (RDF) police database, and the second asks simply for

the length of the shortest path between the nodes representing Erdős and X.

Current proposals of RDF query languages do not support1 queries like the ones mentioned

above. To address these type of problems, the notions and techniques ofgraph query languages

(See Section 3.6.3) can be very valuable.

There are several comparative studies [164, 165, 168, 169, 170] of RDF query languages,

considering features such as their expressiveness, robustness, and syntax. One of them [19]

devotes a small section to graph properties of these languages, but considers only path expres-

sions of fixed length.

4.2 Queries Involving Graph Notions

In this section we present a set of motivation query examples concerning graph properties. It

is based on applications over real-life RDF data for which graph queryingis relevant.

EX 1. (Bibliographical information) An RDF knowledge base containing bibliographic

information on scientific publications (such as Citeseer [171] and DBLP [172]) would give

rise to a number of interesting queries, such as: “what is the relation between scientists A and

B?”, which amounts to the computation of paths between resources of a RDF graph, possibly

restricted to properties (edges) such ascitesandisCoauthor; “What is theinfluenceof article

D?”, which requires the computation of the transitive closure of theisReferencedBy(the inverse

of cites) relation from the root node D.

EX 2. (Lexical information) Wordnet [6] is an on-line lexical reference system whose

data are available in the RDF format [106]. Words are organized into synonym sets, which

are ordered by the hyponym (roughly: sub-concept) relation. One common use of these data

is to find meaning-related clusters of words, such as the query for thecoordinate termsfor a

word (i.e. the “sister words”, all immediate sub-concepts of the super-concept of a word)—see

figure 4.1. This actually corresponds to a path (tree, hyponymOf, X), (Y, hyponymOf, X), what

1A language is said tosupporta feature if it provides facilities that make it convenient (reasonable easy, safe

and efficient) to use that feature [167].
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Figure 4.1: Example of data in WordNet: coordinate terms of “tree”.

could be easily done in SPARQL [17]. However, for the arbitrary length of such a pattern

(k hyponyms up,k down again) it or any other current RDF query language is not sufficient.

Similarly, a simple query such as “are the termsprofessorandmasterrelated?” could not be

answered.

EX 3. (Social Networks) FOAF (an acronym of Friend of a Friend) defines a vocabulary for

describing people, their activities and their relations to other people and objects. FOAF allows

groups of people to describe social networks without the need for a centralized database. Some

interesting queries on this data are: “the friends of a person” (i.e. its neighborhood); “the

acquaintance of two people” (i.e. the paths between them); “the most popularpeople” (i.e.

resources with a higher connection degree).

EX 4. (Biology) Excellent examples for the need for complex queries in large datasets

come from biology. These include bio-pathways data, protein interaction networks, taxonomies

and phylogenetic trees, chemical structure graphs, food webs, laboratory protocols, genetic

maps, and multiple sequence alignments. Queries in such a data context often include various

types of path queries where regular expressions, shortest paths, and matching of subgraphs

play a central role [94].

More examples can be found in W3C Working Draft: “RDF Data Access UseCases and

Requirements [173]”. This document presents uses cases that characterize some of the most

important and most common motivations behind the development of existing RDF query lan-

guages.

4.3 Graph Properties Support in RDF Query Languages

Several languages for querying RDF data have been proposed and implemented, some in the

lines of traditional database query languages (e.g. SQL, OQL), others based on logic and

rule languages. Among them:RQL [55] is a typed language for querying RDF repositories;

RDQL[174] is an implementation ofSquishQL[175], a SQL-style query language that permits

simple graph navigation in RDF sources;RDFQL [176] is a statement-based query language

with a SQL-style to perform queries, inference operations, and construction of views on RDF

structured data;TRIPLE[177] is a language that allows rule definition, inference and transfor-

mation of RDF models;Notation 3(N3) [27] provides a text-based syntax for RDF;Versa[178]
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PROPERTY SPARQL RQL SeRQL RDQL Triple N3 Versa RxPath

Adjacent nodes
√ ± ± ± ± ± ± ×

Adjacent edges
√ ± ± ± ± × × ×

Degree of a node ± ± × × × × × ×
Path × × × × × × × ±
Fixed-length path ± ± ± ± ± ± × ±
Distance between

two nodes

× × × × × × × ×

Diameter × × × × × × × ×

Table 4.1: Support of some RDF query languages for graph properties (“
√

” indicates support, “±”

indicates partial support and “×” no support).

is a graph-based language with some support for rules;SeRQL[179] combines characteristics

of languages likeRQL, RDQL, TRIPLE, N3plus some new features;RxPath[29] is a query

language that allows one to address parts of an RDF graph by using XPath[163] expressions.

Good surveys are the works of Haase et al. [19] and Magkanaraki et al. [164].

W3C members that conform the RDF Data Access Working Group (DAWG) produced

SPARQL[17], a query language with a SQL-like style, where a simple query is based on query

patterns, and query processing consists of binding of variables to generate pattern solutions.

In order to illustrate the problems for querying graph-like properties in RDFdata, we

compare eight RDF query languages with respect to their support for seven graph properties

one would like to retrieve (as can be seen in the following list of query examples). As RDF

dataset to query against we chose the well-known museum example showedin Figure 2.4.

Table 4.1 gives the results of our comparison.

1. Adjacent nodes.Two nodes are called adjacent if they share a common edge.

Query: “All resources adjacent to the resourceGuernica”.

Expected result:Painting, www.museum.es, "oil on canvas" andpicasso.html . Not

all languages support this feature. The problem is that this query can only be expressed

as a union of two queries: one for outgoing edges fromGuernica (e.g.type ), another for

ingoing edges (e.g.paints). Some languages do not support the union operator.

2. Adjacent edges.The adjacent edges of a node is the set of outgoing edges plus the

incoming edges of the node.

Graph query: “All predicates of statements involvingGuernica”.

Expected result:type, exhibited, technique andpaints. The problems faced are sim-

ilar to the previous case. Note that here we probably would like to differentiate schema

predicates from data predicates.
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3. Degree of a node.The degree of a node is the number of edges incident to the node.

Graph query: “Number of predicates involvingGuernica”

Expected result: 4. Same problems as above plus the fact that most languages do not

support aggregation at this level. SeRQL for example returns the number,but not as part

of the answer.

4. Path. A path in a graph is a sequence of nodes such that from each of its nodesthere is

an edge to the next node in the sequence.

Query: “Find paths betweenpicasso.html andwww.museum.es”

Expected results: There are several, for example

picasso.html
paints
−−−−−−→ guernica.jpg

exhibited−−−−−−−−−→ www.museum.es

and

picasso.html
type
−−−−→ Painter

paints
−−−−−−→ Painting

subClassOf−−−−−−−−−−→ Artifact
exhibited−−−−−−−−−→

Museum
type
←−−−− www.museum.es.

None of the languages studied support arbitrary paths like the ones needed for this case.

Note that it must be considered whether paths via the schema are regardedas relevant.

5. Fixed-length path:The length of a path is the number of edges in the path.

Query: “Find paths of length 2 betweenpicasso.html andwww.museum.es”

Expected results: There is only one, the former exhibited above. This notion is partially

supported by RDF query languages.

6. Distance between two nodes.That is the length of the shortest path between the nodes.

Query: “How far ispicasso.html from www.museum.es?”

Expected result: 2. Not supported by any language.

7. Diameter of a graph.That is the distance between the two node which are furthest from

each other

Query: “Diameter of the museum graph”

Expected result: 5. Not supported. It is based on distance and paths.

Summary. An RDF graph can be considered as a directed graph. This view produces prob-

lems in languages that do not have a union operator when retrieving neighborhoods, e.g. “all

statements involving a given resource”. Only SPARQL supports queryingof adjacent nodes

and edges. In this context, some query results violate the query language property of clo-

sure [19] by returning results which are not in the RDF format.
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PROPERTY G G+ GraphLog Gram GraphDB Lorel F-G

Adjacent nodes ± √ √ √ ± √ ±
Adjacent edges ± √ √ √ ± √ ±
Degree of a node × √ √ × ? × ×
Path

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Fixed-length path
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Distance between

two nodes

× √ √ × ? × ×

Diameter × √ √ × ? × ×

Table 4.2: Support of some graph database query languages for the example graph properties of Ta-

ble 4.1 (“
√

” indicates support, “±” partial support, “×” no support, and “?” indicates there

is no information available).

There are two main problems concerning paths: (a) most languages support only querying

for patterns of paths which are limited in length and form (the issue of edge direction blows

up the size of the query exponentially); (b) only one language, RxPath, isable to retrieve paths

starting from a fixed node and with some other restrictions.

Aggregate functions like COUNT, MIN, MAX applied to paths could be used toanswer

queries as for the degree of a node, the distance between nodes, and the diameter of a graph.

None of these functions is systematically supported, even though some of them are listed as

issues by the RDF DAWG [173].

4.4 Graph Primitives for RDF Query Languages

In this section we propose a set of graph-theoretical notions to be supported by RDF query

languages. We stress the graph-like features that in our opinion are missing in them.

Before discussing the primitives in detail, let us enumerate desirables features for an RDF

query language. They are very much inspired by a similar wish-list stated byAbiteboul [86]

for semi-structured data. They are: Standard database-style query primitives; Navigation in the

style of semi-structured data or Web-style browsing; Searching for patterns in an information-

retrieval style [180]; Temporal queries [181], including versioning; Querying both the data and

the schema in the same query; Incorporating transparently the lightweight inferencing of RDF

Schema and relevant polynomial-time extensions [182]; and Sound theoretical foundation.

Additionally, Table 4.2 shows the support that selected graph query languages give to the

properties in Table 4.1. These graph query languages constitute a good reference for studying

the inclusion of graph properties in the design of RDF query languages.
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The following groups of graph primitives comprise features of graph query languages (see

Section 3.6.3), real-life queries (see Section 4.2) and those found in the DAWG use cases [173].

They reflect in a fair manner the problems needed for querying RDF data.

Neighborhoods. The neighborhood of a noden in a graphG is given by all nodes adjacent

to n and all edges connecting two such nodes. Hence the primary notion isadjacency(both

node and edge adjacency). The notion of neighborhood is relevant for RDF in various contexts

(e.g. use cases 2.2, 2.7, 2.9 and 2.15 in the DAWG Draft).

Use case 2.7: Exploring the Neighborhood (Tourism))

... Jośe attends a conference in Washington, DC, at the new convention center, and he

stays in a hotel nearby. José wants to find out the latitude, longitude, name, and type

of everything within one mile of the convention center, as well as all events occurring

during his stay, ...

A more advanced notion of adjacency, like thek-neighborhoodof a node, is necessary in

several contexts. In the RDF context, inference of new triples is relevant in node and edge

adjacency queries. The need of 1-neighborhood retrieval in an RDF Graph is argued in the

works of Sayers [183] and Guha et al. [184].

To the best of our knowledge, the notion of neighborhood as a primitive for query lan-

guages has not been studied systematically in the database literature.

Paths and connectedness.One of the most fundamental graph problems is to compute

reachability information. In fact, many of the recursive queries that arisein relational databases

and, more generally, in data with graph structure, are in practice graph traversals characterized

by path problems (e.g. use cases 2.5 and 2.17 in the DAWG Draft).

Use case 2.5: Avoiding Traffic Jams (Transportation)

Niel has to drive every day from home to his office ... Using his cell phone, Niel requests

that his car query public RDF storage servers on the Web for a descriptionof current

Atlanta road construction projects, traffic jams, and roads affected by inclement weather.

...Niel uses the mapping program in his cell phone to plan a different route to work...

The importance of path queries is studied in several works [143, 144, 145, 16]. One of the

challenges to incorporate such notion into a query language is its computational complexity.

Finding simple paths with desired properties in direct graphs is very difficult,and essentially

every nontrivial property gives rise to an NP-complete problem [146].

Yannakakis [147] surveyed a set of path problems relevant to the database area including

computing transitive closures, recursive queries, and the complexity of path searching. Exten-

sions to database query languages to solve graph traversal problems are surveyed in the work

of Mannino and Shapiro [148].
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In what follows, we describe the support that the graph query languages described in Sec-

tion 3.6.3 give to path problems.

A initial implementation of G translates the graphical queries into C-Prolog programs.

Simple paths are traversed using certain non-Horn clause constructs available in Prolog. Al-

though it does not support cycles or finding the shortest path, it is a good approximation to a

graph query language.

The evaluation of path queries in G+ is a two-stage process consisting of a depth-first

search of the graph database, and the use of a nondeterministic finite state automaton to con-

trol the search. In addition, path queries are a subset of the class of linear chain queries and

hence can be evaluated rapidly in parallel. The evaluation algorithm can be shown to com-

pute the identity query in O(e) time and the transitive closure in O(ne) time (assuming that the

graph database hasn nodes ande edges). G+ was implemented in the HyperG system provid-

ing primitive operators like depth-first search, shortest path, transitiveclosure and connected

components.

Motivated by the implementation of G+, Mendelzon and Wood [134] studied the problem

of finding all pairs of nodes connected by a simple path such that the concatenation of the

labels along the path satisfies a regular expression. Although the regular simple path problem

is in general NP-complete, the paper presents an algorithm that runs in polynomial time in

the size of the graph when some conditions are fulfilled: the graph is acyclic,the regular

expression is restricted (according to the definition in the paper), or the graph complies with

a cycle constraint compatible with the regular expression. The evaluation algorithm uses a

deterministic finite automaton to traverse paths in the graph. They also prove theintractability

of certain types of simple paths in a particular class of direct graphs and characterize a class of

queries about regular simple paths which can be evaluated in polynomial time. The analysis

and implementation presented in the paper assumes that the graph can be entirely stored in

main memory.

The expressive power of GraphLog is characterized by establishing theequivalence between

GraphLog, stratified linear Datalog (a language of function-free Horn clauses), nondetermin-

istic logarithmic space, and transitive closure. The queries expressible in the language are

exactly those that can be computed in logarithmic space in the size of the database.

To implement graph operations in GraphDB, efficient graph algorithms are used. Shortest

path and cycle were both implemented using an algorithm called A*. Moreover,nodes, paths

and subgraphs are indexed using path classes and index structures likeB-Tree and LSD-Tree.

Lorel presents a SQL-style query language that supports two types of path expressions:

simple path expressions, which allow one to obtain the set of objects reachable by following

a sequence of labels starting from a named object in the OEM graph; and a more powerful

syntax for path expressions, called general path expressions, based on wildcards and regular

expressions. To improve query execution, the Lore DBMS [185] implementsthe query lan-
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guageLoreand uses two kinds of indexes, a link (edge) index called Lindex, and a value index

called Vindex. ALindextakes an object identifier and a label, and returns the object identifiers

of all parents via the specified label. AVindextakes a label, operator, and a value, and returns

all atomic objects having an incoming edge with the specific label and a value satisfying the

specific operator and value. Vindexes and Lindexes are implemented usingB+ trees and linear

hashing, respectively.

In graph databases, where the number of nodes is very large (e.g. the Web), is useful to sub-

divide the domain of evaluation by selecting subsets of the domain on the basis of some crite-

ria. With this objective, Flesca and Greco [137] introduced partially ordered regular languages

based on some order on the nodes. Such languages are an extension ofregular languages where

strings are partially ordered, for example, two stringss1 ands2, such thats1 > s2, denote two

paths in the graph with the constraint that the paths1 should be preferred to the paths2. In a

later work [138], they present an algebra for partially ordered relations, an algorithm for the

computation of path queries and show that computing an instance of a graph query can be

done in polynomial time. Also, they present a SQL-like language that considers general paths

and extended regular expressions, and show how extended regular expressions can be used to

search the Web.

With similar motivations, but in the context of RDF, Anyanwu and Sheth [186] introduced

a path operatorρ to address relevant relationships between entities called semantic associa-

tions. Semantic associations are represented in a RDF graph as sequences (i.e. edges, paths)

between entities or more complex structures of sequences, and a notion of similarity between

them is defined. The implementation of theρ-operator is evaluated on two strategies, first im-

plementing a processing layer on existing RDF data storage technologies, and second the use

of a memory resident graph representation of the RDF model along with the use of efficient

graph traversal algorithms (e.g. transitive closure and isomorphism of paths).

Pattern matching. This consists in determining if there exists a mapping (or isomorphism)

between a graph pattern and a subgraph of a database graph (e.g. usecases 2.1, 2.9, 2.10, 2.12,

2.13 and 2.15 in the DAWG Draft).

Use case 2.12: Browsing Patient Records (Health Care)

Peter is developing a medical knowledge base using OWL/RDF in collaboration with

medical domain experts... Peter enters a few parameters and issues a query... It returns

a large number of matching results...

Pattern matching deals with two problems: the graph isomorphism problem that hasun-

known computational complexity, and the subgraph isomorphism problem which is known to

be NP-complete. Pattern matching has attracted a great deal of attention especially on data min-

ing (see the work of Washio and Motoda [187] for a survey), update [73, 59], querying [131,
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132, 133] and visualization [48]. Shasha et al. [146] presented a survey of pattern-matching

based algorithms for fast searching in trees and graphs.

PaMal use graph patterns to describe the part of the database instance that are affected by

an operation (addition and deletion of nodes and edges). In the case of GraphDB, the subgraph

problem is solved by moving the conditions into subsequent graph operations or other database

access.

Aggregate functions. These are operations non related to the data model. They permit one

to summarize (e.g. COUNT) or operate (e.g. SUM) on the query results (e.g.use cases 2.3,

2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 2.11, 2.14, 2.16 and 2.19 in the DAWG Draft).

Use case 2.19: Building a Table of Contents (Publishing)

Leigh, a programmer for a large publishing house, uses RDF to store dataand metadata

about books and journals. Leigh uses an RDF query language to retrieve the first three

articles associated with an issue and sort them by page number...

Such functions are oriented to deal directly with the structure of the underlying graph,

such as the degree of a node, the diameter of the graph (or a set of nodes), the distance between

nodes, etc.

With the purpose of performing computations on retrieved subgraphs product of a query

operation, G+ defines two types of summary operators: path operators which summarize on

the values of the attributes along paths, and set operators which summarize on the values of

the attributes on a set of paths. The set of such operators include sum, products, maximum and

count.

GraphLog becomes more expressive that relational algebra and calculus with aggregates,

adding aggregate operators (e.g. MAX, SUM, etc.) and path summarization.The implemen-

tation of GraphLog use algorithms discussed in the work of Mendelzon and Wood [134].

Gram, consistent with its SQL-like syntax, defines two types of algebraic operations: unary

(projection, selection, renaming) and binary (join, concatenation, set operations) which are

closed under the set of hyperwalks.

PaMal provides a reduce-operation to work with a special group of instances called reduced

instances and programming constructs (loop, procedure and program).Finally, the query lan-

guage of GraphDB supports further operations for sorting, grouping,and aggregate functions

(e.g. SUM).

4.5 Conclusions.

In this chapter we have evaluated RDF query languages regarding their graph query capabil-

ities. Particularly we found that they give little or no support for querying graph properties.
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The main contribution of this chapter is a list of desirable graph primitives that should ideally

be supported by RDF query languages. The specific contributions of thischapter are:

• A review of RDF query languages and a summary of their support for querying graph

properties;

• A comparison between RDF query languages and graph query languages, with respect

to their capabilities to support graph queries;

• A suggested set of graph-theoretical notions that should be supported, directly or indi-

rectly, when RDF data are queried.

From this study, it follows the need to research and experiment in the designof RDF query

languages and their support for graph properties, taking advantage of the experience on graph

query languages developed by the database community.
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Chapter 5

The Expressive Power of SPARQL

SPARQL [17] became in 2008 the query language recommended for querying RDF data. In

the above chapter we have studied SPARQL with respect to a set of desirable graph properties.

In this chapter we study in depth the expressive power of SPARQL, i.e., wedetermine the set of

all queries expressible in this language, and thus clarify completely its graphquery capabilities.

First we study some issues of the SPARQL specification (e.g. the simulation of nega-

tion). Then we show that the operational(W3C) [17] and a compositional [188] semantics of

SPARQL are equivalent. In order to determine the expressive power ofSPARQL, we present

transformations from/to non-recursive safe Datalog with negation. Finally,we present the im-

plications of the results.

5.1 Introduction

By theexpressive powerof a query language, we understand the set of all queries expressiblein

that language [189, 190]. The W3C recommendation SPARQL is from January 2008. Hence, it

is no surprise that little work has been done in the formal study of its expressive power. Several

conjectures were raised during the WG sessions1. Furche et al. [191] surveyed expressive

features of query languages for RDF (including old versions of SPARQL) in order to compare

them systematically. But there is no particular analysis of the expressive power of SPARQL.

In this chapter we study in depth the expressive power of SPARQL. A first issue addressed

is the incorporation of negation. The W3C specification of SPARQL provides explicit oper-

ators for join and union of graph patterns, even for specifying optionalgraph patterns, but it

does not define explicitly the difference of graph patterns. Although intuitively it can be em-

ulated via a combination of optional patterns and filter conditions (like negation as failure in

logic programming), we show that there are several non-trivial issues tobe addressed if one

likes to define the difference of patterns inside the language.

1Seehttp://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-rdf-dawg-comments/, especially the years 2006

and 2007.
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A second expressiveness issue refers to graph patterns with non-safe filter, i.e., graph pat-

terns(P FILTERC) for which there are variables in the filter constraintC not present in the

graph patternP. It turns out that these type of patterns, which have non-desirable properties,

can be simulated by safe ones (i.e. patterns where every variable occurring in C also occurs in

P). This simple result has important consequences for defining a clean semantics, in particular

a compositional and context-free one.

A third topic of concern was the presence of non desirable features in theW3C semantics

like its operational character. We show that the W3C specification of the semantics of SPARQL

is equivalent to a well behaved and studied compositional semantics for SPARQL [188], which

we will denote in this thesis SPARQLCOMP.

Using the above results, we are able to determine the expressive power ofSPARQL.

We will prove that SPARQLCOMP and non-recursive safe Datalog with negation (nr-Datalog¬)

are equivalent in their expressive power. For this, first we show thatSPARQLCOMP is con-

tained in nr-Datalog¬ by defining transformations (for databases, queries, and solutions) from

SPARQLCOMP to nr-Datalog¬, and we prove that the result of evaluating a SPARQLCOMP query

is equivalent, via the transformations, to the result of evaluating (in nr-Datalog¬) the trans-

formed query. Second, we show that nr-Datalog¬ is contained in SPARQLCOMP using a similar

approach. It is important to remark that the transformations used are explicit and simple, and

in all steps bag semantics is considered.

Finally, and by far, the most important result of this chapter is the proof thatSPARQL

has the same expressive power of Relational Algebra under bag semantics (which is the one

of SPARQL). This follows from the well known fact that Relational Algebra has the same

expressive power as nr-Datalog¬ [189].

Related Work. Cyganiak [192] presented a translation of SPARQL into Relational Algebra

considering only a core fragment of SPARQL. His work is extremely useful to implement and

optimize SPARQL in SQL engines. At the level of analysis of expressive issues it presented a

list of problems that should be solved (many of which still persist), like the filterscope problem

and the nested optional problem.

Polleres [193] proved the inclusion of the fragment of SPARQL patterns with safe filters

into Datalog by giving a precise and correct set of rules. Schenk [194] proposed a formal

semantics for SPARQL based on Datalog, but concentrated on complexity more than expres-

siveness issues. Both works do not consider bag semantics of SPARQLin their translations.

The work of Ṕerez et al. [188], that gave the formal basis for SPARQLCOMP compositional

semantics, addressed several expressiveness issues, but no systematic study of the expressive

power of SPARQL was done.
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5.2 Preliminaries

Preliminary concepts introduced in this chapter are the RDF model, RDF datasets, Datalog and

the notion of expressive power.

5.2.1 The RDF Model

Assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite setsU, B, L such that,U is the set ofRDF URI

references, L is the set ofRDF literals, andB is the set ofBlank nodes. We denote byT the

unionU∪B∪L , and each element inT is called aterm. A nameis an element in the setU∪L .

A set of names is referred to as avocabulary.

A tuple (v1,v2,v3) ∈ (U∪B)×U×T is called anRDF triple, wherev1 is thesubject, v2

thepredicate2, andv3 theobject. An RDF Graph[4] is a set of RDF triples.

Let G be an RDF graph. We denote by term(G) the set of elements ofT occurring in the

triples ofG, that is theuniverseof G. Thevocabularyof G is the set term(G)∩ (U∪L). The

set of blank nodes inG is denoted blank(G). We say thatG is groundif blank(G) is empty.

Let G1 andG2 be RDF graphs. We say thatG1 is asubgraphof G2, denotedG1 ⊆ G2 if

the set of triples ofG1 is a subset of the triples ofG2. A proper subgraphis a proper subset of

the triples in the graph. We denoteG1⊂G2 whenG1⊆G2 andG1 6= G2. Theunionof G1 and

G2, denotedG1∪G2, is the set theoretical union of their sets of triples. Themergeof G1 and

G2, denotedG1 +G2, is the graphG1∪G′2, whereG′2 is the RDF graph obtained fromG2 by

consistently renaming its blank nodes to avoid clashes with those inG1.

5.2.2 RDF Datasets

Assume thatI is the set of IRI References. AnRDF dataset Dis a set{G0,〈u1,G1〉, . . . ,〈un,Gn〉}
where eachGi is a graph and eachu j is an IRI.G0 is called thedefault graphof D and each

pair 〈u j ,G j〉 is called anamed graph[195]. Every dataset satisfies that: (i) it always contains

one default graph (which could be empty); (ii) there may be no named graphs; (iii) ui 6= u j

for eachi, j; and without loss of generality we assume - unless stated otherwise - that (iv)

blank(Gi)∩blank(G j) = /0 for i 6= j.

Given the datasetD, we denote by term(D) the set of terms occurring in the graphs ofD.

The default graph ofD is denoted dg(D). For a named graph〈ui ,Gi〉 in D, define name(Gi)D =

ui and gr(ui)D = Gi . The set of IRIs{u1, . . . ,un} is denoted names(D). Finally, theactive graph

of D is a distinguished graphGi (used for querying the dataset).

2The predicate is also known as thepropertyof the triple.
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5.2.3 Datalog

We will briefly review notions of Datalog (For further details see the books of Abiteboul et al.

[189], Levene and Loizou [190]).

A termis either a variable or a constant. Anatomis either apredicate formula p(x1, ...,xn)

wherep is a predicate name and eachxi is a term, or anequality formula t1 = t2 wheret1 andt2

are terms. Aliteral is either an atom (apositive literal L) or the negation of an atom (anegative

literal ¬L).

A Datalog rule is an expression of the formL← L1, . . . ,Ln whereL is a positive literal

called thehead3 of the rule andL1, . . . ,Ln is a set of literals called thebody. A rule isground

if it does not have any variables. A ground rule with empty body is called afact.

A Datalog programΠ is a finite set of Datalog rules. The set of facts occurring inΠ,

denoted facts(Π), is called theinitial databaseof Π. A predicate isextensionalin Π if it

occurs only in facts(Π), otherwise it is calledintensional.

A variablex occurs positively in a ruler if and only if x occurs in a positive literalL in the

body of r such that: (1)L is a predicate formula; (2) ifL is x = c thenc is a constant; (3) ifL

is x = y or y = x theny is a variable occurring positively inr. A Datalog ruler is said to be

safeif all the variables occurring in the literals ofr (including the head ofr) occur positively

in r. A Datalog programΠ is safeif all the rules ofΠ are safe. The safety restriction provides

a syntactic restriction of programs which enforces the finiteness of derived predicates.

Thedependency graphof a Datalog programΠ is a digraph(N,E) where the set of nodes

N is the set of predicates that occur in the literals ofΠ, and there is an arc(p1, p2) in E if

there is a rule inΠ whose body contains predicatep1 and whose head contains predicatep2.

A Datalog program is said to berecursiveif its dependency graph is cyclic, otherwise it is said

to benon-recursive.

Hence, a Datalog program isnon-recursiveandsafeif it does not contain any predicate

that is recursive in the program and it can only generate a finite number ofanswers. In what

follows, we only consider non-recursive and safe Datalog programs.

A substitutionθ is a set of assignments{x1/t1, . . . ,xn/tn} where eachxi is a variable and

eachti is a term. Given a ruler, we denote byθ(r) the rule resulting of substituting the variable

xi for the termti in each literal ofr. A substitution isgroundif every termti is a constant.

A rule r in a Datalog programΠ is true with respect to a ground substitutionθ, if for each

literal L in the body ofr one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) θ(L) ∈ facts(Π); (ii) θ(L) is an equalityt = t wheret is a constant;

(iii) θ(L) is a literal of the form¬p(c1, ...,cn) andp(c1, ...,cn) /∈ facts(Π);

(iv) θ(L) is a literal of the form¬(c1 = c2) andc1 andc2 are distinct constants.

3We may assume that all heads of rules have only variables by adding the corresponding equality formula to its

body.
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The meaningof a Datalog programΠ, denoted facts∗(Π), is the database resulting from

adding to the initial database ofΠ as many new facts of the formθ(L) as possible, whereθ is

a substitution that makes a ruler in Π true andL is the head ofr. Then the rules are applied

repeatedly and new facts are added to the database until this iteration stabilizes, i.e., until a

fixpoint is reached.

A Datalog query Qis a pair(Π,L) whereΠ is a Datalog program andL is a positive (goal)

literal. Theanswerto Q over databaseD = facts(Π), denoted ansd(Q,D) is defined as the set

of substitutions{θ | θ(L) ∈ facts∗(Π)}.

5.2.4 Expressive Power of Query Languages

The expressive powerof a query language means the set of all queries expressible in that

language [189, 190]. In order to determine the expressive power of aquery languageL, usually

one chooses a well-studied query languageL′ and comparesL andL′ in their expressive power.

Two query languages have the same expressive power if they expressexactly the same set of

queries.

A given query language is defined as a quadruple(Q ,D ,S ,eval), whereQ is a set of

queries,D is a set of databases,S is a set of solutions, and eval :Q ×D → S is the evaluation

function. The evaluation of a queryQ∈ Q on a databaseD ∈ D is denoted eval(Q,D) (usu-

ally eval(Q,D) is simply denotedQ(D) if no confusion arises). Two queriesQ1,Q2 ∈ Q are

equivalent, denotedQ1 ≡ Q2, if eval(Q1,D) = eval(Q2,D) for everyD ∈ D , i.e., they return

the same answer for all input databases.

Let L1 = (Q1,D 1,S1,eval1) andL2 = (Q2,D 2,S2,eval2) be two query languages. We say

thatL1 is containedin L2 if and only if there are bijective data transformationsTD : D 1→ D 2

andTS : S1→ S2, and query transformationTQ : Q1→ Q2, such that for allQ∈ Q1 andD ∈ D 1

it satisfies thatTS(eval1(Q,D)) = eval2(TQ(Q),TD(D)). We say thatL1 andL2 areequivalent

if and only if L1 is contained inL2 andL2 is contained inL1. (Note that, ifL1 andL2 are subsets

of a languageL, thenTD, TS andTQ are the identity.)

5.3 SPARQL

In this section we formally present the SPARQL query language. First we introduce gen-

eral concepts of its syntax and semantics. Then two versions of SPARQL are presented:

SPARQLCOMP, the version with compositional semantics [188]; and SPARQLOP, the W3C ver-

sion with operational semantics [17].
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5.3.1 Syntax and Semantics of SPARQL (General Concepts)

A SPARQL query is syntactically represented by a block consisting of aquery form(SELECT,

CONSTRUCT or DESCRIBE), zero o moredataset clauses(FROM and FROM NAMED),

a WHEREclause, and possiblysolution modifiers(e.g. DISTINCT). The WHERE clause

provides agraph patternto match against the RDF dataset constructed from the dataset clauses.

There are two formalizations of SPARQL which will be used throughout this chapter:

SPARQLOP, the W3C recommendation language SPARQL [17] and SPARQLCOMP, the for-

malization of SPARQL given in the work of Pérez et al. [188]. We will need some general

definitions before describe briefly both languages.

Assume thatI is the set of IRI References. We extend the set of termsT to the union

I ∪B∪L . Additionally, assume the existence of an infinite setV of variables disjoint fromT.

We denote by var(α) the set of variables occurring in the structureα.

A tuple from (I ∪L ∪V)× (I ∪L ∪V)× (I ∪V) is called atriple pattern. A basic graph

patternis a finite set of triple patterns.

A filter constraintis defined recursively as follows: (i) if ?X,?Y ∈ V andu ∈ I ∪L then

?X = u, ?X = ?Y, bound(?X), isIRI(?X), isLiteral(?X), and isBlank(?X) areatomic filter con-

straints4; (ii) if C1 andC2 are filter constraints then(¬C1), (C1∧C2), and(C1∨C2) arecomplex

filter constraints.

A mapping µis a partial functionµ : V→ T. The domain ofµ, dom(µ), is the subset ofV

whereµ is defined. Theempty mapping µ0 is a mapping such that dom(µ0) = /0. Two mappings

µ1,µ2 arecompatible, denotedµ1 ∼ µ2, when for all ?X ∈ dom(µ1)∩dom(µ2) it satisfies that

µ1(?X) = µ2(?X), i.e., whenµ1∪µ2 is also a mapping. The expressionµ?X→v denote a mapping

such that dom(µ) = {?X} andµ(?X) = v

LetC1 andC2 be filter constrains. The evaluation of a filter constraintC against a mapping

µ, denotedµ(C), is defined in a three value logic with values{true, false,error} as follows:

- if C is an atomic filter constraint, then

- if var(C)⊆ dom(µ) then

µ(C) = truewhen

- C is ?X = u andµ(?X) = u; or

- C is ?X = ?Y andµ(?X) = µ(?Y); or

- C is isIRI(?X) andµ(?X) ∈ I ; or

- C is isLiteral(?X) andµ(?X) ∈ L ; or

- C is isBlank(?X) andµ(?X) ∈ B; or

- C is bound(?X);

andµ(C) = falseotherwise.

4For a complete list of atomic filter constraints see the SPARQL Specification [17].
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- if var(C) * dom(µ) then

- if C is bound(?X) thenµ(C) = falseelseµ(C) = error.5

• if C is a complex filter constraint, thenµ(C) is defined as follows:

µ(C1) µ(C2) µ(C1)∧µ(C2) µ(C1)∨µ(C2)

true true true true

true false false true

true error error true

false true false true

false false false false

false error false error

error true error true

error false false error

error error error error

µ(C1) ¬µ(C1)

true false

false true

error error

A mappingµ satisfies a filter constraintC, denotedµ |= C, iff µ(C) = true.

To define the semantics of the SPARQL operators, we need to introduce the following

operations between two sets of mappingsΩ1,Ω2:

Ω1 1 Ω2 = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2 andµ1∼ µ2}
Ω1 1C Ω2 = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2 and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}
Ω1∪Ω2 = {µ | µ∈Ω1 or µ∈Ω2}
Ω1\Ω2 = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible}
Ω1\C Ω2 = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2, µ1 andµ2 are not compatible} ∪

{µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2 compatible withµ1, (µ1∪µ2) 2 C}
Ω1 qy1Ω2 = (Ω1 1 Ω2)∪ (Ω1\Ω2)

Ω1 qy1CΩ2 = (Ω1 1C Ω2)∪ (Ω1\C Ω2)

Intuitively, Ω1 1 Ω2 is the set of mappings that results from extending mappings inΩ1

with their compatible mappings inΩ2. A mapping is inΩ1 1C Ω2 if it is a result mapping in

Ω1 1 Ω2 which satisfy the filter constraintC. The result ofΩ1∪Ω2 is the usual set theoretical

union. As opposed toΩ1 1 Ω2, Ω1 \Ω2 is the set of mappings inΩ1 that cannot be extended

with any mapping inΩ2. A mapping ofΩ1 is in Ω1 \C Ω2 if it cannot be extended with any

mapping inΩ2, or each time it is extended with any mapping inΩ2, the result mapping does

not satisfy the filter constraintC. A mapping is inΩ1 qy1Ω2 if it is the extension of a mapping

of Ω1 with a compatible mapping ofΩ2, or if it belongs toΩ1 and cannot be extended with

any mapping ofΩ2.

5Functions invoked with an argument of the wrong type are evaluated toerror.
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Graph patternP EvaluationJPKD
G

(P1AND P2) JP1K
D
G 1 JP2K

D
G

(P1OPTP2) JP1K
D
G qy1JP2K

D
G

(P1UNIONP2) JP1K
D
G∪ JP2K

D
G

(P1FILTERC) {µ | µ∈ JP1K
D
G andµ |= C}

(uGRAPHP1) JP1K
D
gr(u)D

(?X GRAPHP1)
S

v∈names(D)(JP1K
D
gr(v)D

1 {µ?X→v})

Table 5.1: Semantics of SPARQLCOMP graph patterns.P1,P2 are SPARQLCOMP graph patterns,C is a

filter constraint,u is an IRI and ?X is a variable.

5.3.2 SPARQLCOMP: Compositional SPARQL.

A SPARQLCOMP graph patternP is defined recursively by the following grammar:

P ::= t | "(" GP ")"

GP ::= P "AND" P | P "UNION" P | P "OPT" P | P "FILTER" C | n "GRAPH" P

wheret denotes a triple pattern,C denotes a filter constraint, andn ∈ I ∪V.

The evaluation of a SPARQLCOMP graph patternP over an RDF datasetD having active

graphG, denotedJPKD
G (or JPK whereD andG are clear from the context), is defined recursively

as follows:

• if P is a triple patternt, JPKD
G = {µ | dom(µ) = var(t) andµ(t) ∈ G} whereµ(t) is the

triple obtained by replacing the variables int according to mappingµ.

• if P is a complex graph pattern thenJPKD
G is defined as given in Table 5.1.

5.3.3 SPARQLOP: Operational SPARQL (W3C).

A SPARQLOP graph patternGroupGP is defined by the following grammar6:

GroupGP ::= "{" TB? ((GPNotTriples | Filter) "."? TB?)* "}"

GPNotTriples ::= OptionalGP | GroupOrUnionGP | GraphGP

OptionalGP ::= "OPTIONAL" GroupGP

GraphGP ::= "GRAPH" VarOrIRIref GroupGP

GroupOrUnionGP ::= GroupGP ( "UNION" GroupGP )*

Filter ::= "FILTER" Constraint

whereTB denotes a basic graph pattern (a set of triple patterns),VarOrIRIref denotes a term

in the setI ∪V andConstraint denotes a filter constraint. Note that the operator{A . B}
represents the AND but it has not fixed arity.

6http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/#grammar. We useGP andTB to abbreviateGraphPattern

andTriplesBlock respectively.
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The evaluation of a SPARQLOP graph patternGroupGP is defined by a series of steps,

starting by transformingGroupGP, via a functionT, into an intermediate algebra expressionE

(with operators BGP, Join, Union, LeftJoin, Graph and Filter), and finallyevaluatingE on an

RDF datasetD.

The transformationT(GroupGP) is given by Algorithm 1. The evaluation ofE = T(GroupGP)

over an RDF datasetD having active graphG, which we will denote〈〈E〉〉DG (or 〈〈E〉〉 whereD

andG are clear from the context) is defined recursively as follows7:

• if E is BGP(TB), 〈〈E〉〉DG = {µ | dom(µ) = var(E) andµ(E) ⊆ G} whereµ(E) is the set

of triples obtained by replacing the variables in the triple patterns ofTB according to

mappingµ.

• if E is a complex expression then〈〈E〉〉DG is defined as given in Table 5.2.

Note. In the definition of graph patterns, we avoided blank nodes, because thisrestriction

does not diminish the generality of our study. In fact, each SPARQL queryQ can be simulated

by a SPARQL queryQ′ without blank nodes in its pattern. It follows from the definitions of

RDF instance mapping, solution mapping, and the order of evaluation of solution modifiers

(see the SPARQL Specification [17]), that ifQ is a query with graph patternP, andQ′ is the

same query where each blank nodeb in P has been replaced by a fresh variable ?Xb thenQ

andQ′ give the same results. (Note that, ifQ has the query form SELECT or DESCRIBE, the

“∗” parameter is –according to the specification of SPARQL– an abbreviation for all variables

occurring in the pattern. In this case the queryQ′ should explicit in the SELECT clause all

variables of the original patternP.)

Note. SPARQLCOMP follows a compositional semantics, whereas SPARQLOP follows a mixture

of compositional and operational semantics where the meaning of certain patterns depends on

their context, e.g., lines 8 to 11 in Algorithm 1.

Note. In this study we will follow the simpler syntax of SPARQLCOMP, better suited to do

formal analysis and processing than the syntax presented by SPARQLOP. There is an easy and

intuitive way of translating back and forth between both syntax formalisms, which we will not

detail here.

5.4 Expressing Difference of Patterns in SPARQLOP

The SPARQLOP specification indicates that it is possible to test if a graph pattern does not

match a dataset, via a combination of optional patterns and filter conditions, like negation

as failure in logic programming (see Sec. 11.4.1 of the SPARQL specification[17]). In this

section we analyze in depth the scope and limitations of this approach.

7The evaluation function〈〈E〉〉DG is originally denoted eval(D(G),E) in the SPARQL Specification [17].
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Algorithm 1 Transformation of SPARQLOP patterns into algebra expressions.
1: // Input: a SPARQLOP graph patternGroupGP

2: // Output: an algebra expressionE = T(GroupGP)

3: E← empty pattern;FS← /0
4: for each syntactic formf in GroupGP do

5: if f is TB then

6: E← Join(E,BGP(TB))

7: if f is OPTIONAL GroupGP1 then

8: if T(GroupGP1) is Filter(F,E′) then

9: E← LeftJoin(E,E′,F)

10: else

11: E← LeftJoin(E,T(GroupGP1), true)

12: if f is GroupGP1 UNION · · · UNION GroupGPn then

13: if n > 1 then

14: E′← Union(· · ·(Union(T(GroupGP1),T(GroupGP2)) · · ·),T(GroupGPn))

15: else

16: E′← T(GroupGP1)

17: E← Join(E,E′)

18: end if

19: if f is GRAPH VarOrIRIref GroupGP1 then

20: E← Join(E,Graph(VarOrIRIref,T(GroupGP1)))

21: if f is FILTER constraint then

22: FS← (FS∧constraint)
23: end for

24: if FS 6= /0 then

25: E← Filter(FS,E)

26: return E
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Algebra ExpressionE Evaluation〈〈E〉〉DG
Join(E1,E2) 〈〈E1〉〉DG 1 〈〈E2〉〉DG
LeftJoin(E1,E2,C) 〈〈E1〉〉DG qy1C〈〈E2〉〉DG
Union(E1,E2) 〈〈E1〉〉DG∪〈〈E2〉〉DG
Filter(C,E1) { µ | µ∈ 〈〈E1〉〉DG andµ |= C}
Graph(u,E1) 〈〈E1〉〉Dgr(u)D

Graph(?X,E1)
S

v ∈ names(D)(〈〈E1〉〉Dgr(v)D
1 {µ?X→v})

Table 5.2: Semantics of SPARQLOP graph patterns. A patternGroupGP is transformed into an algebra

expressionE using Algorithm 1. ThenE is evaluated as the table shows.E1 andE2 are

algebra expressions,C is a filter constraint,u is an IRI and ?X is a variable.

We will introduce a syntax for the “difference” of two graph patternsP1 andP2, denoted

(P1MINUSP2), with the intended informal meaning: “the set of mappings that matchP1 and

does not matchP2”. Formally:

Definition 5.4.1 Let P1,P2 be graph patterns and D be a dataset with active graph G. Then

〈〈(P1MINUSP2)〉〉DG = 〈〈P1〉〉DG\ 〈〈P2〉〉DG.

A naive implementationof the MINUS operator in terms of the other operators would be

the graph pattern((P1OPTP2)FILTERC) whereC is the filter constraint(¬bound(?X)) for

some variable ?X ∈ var(P2)\var(P1). This means that for each mappingµ∈ 〈〈(P1OPTP2)〉〉DG
at least one variable ?X occurring inP2, but not occurring inP1, does not match (i.e. ?X is

unbounded). There are two problems with this solution:

• Variable ?X cannot be an arbitrary variable. For example,P2 could be in turn an optional

pattern(P3OPTP4) where only variables inP3 are relevant.

• If var(P2)\var(P1) = /0 there is no variable ?X to check unboundedness.

The above two problems motivate the introduction of the notions of non-optional variables and

copy patterns.

The set ofnon-optional variablesof a graph patternP, denoted nov(P), is a subset of

the variables ofP defined recursively as follows: nov(P) = var(P) whenP is a basic graph

pattern; ifP is either(P1AND P2) or (P1UNIONP2) then nov(P) = nov(P1)∪nov(P2); if P is

(P1OPTP2) then nov(P) = nov(P1); if P is (nGRAPHP1) then either nov(P) = nov(P1) when

n∈ I or nov(P) = nov(P1)∪{n} whenn∈ V; and nov(P1FILTERC) = nov(P1). Intuitively

nov(P) contains the variables that necessarily must be bounded in any mapping ofP.

Let φ : V→ V be a variable-renaming function. Given a graph patternP, we say thatφ(P)

is acopy patternof P, i.e.,φ(P) is an isomorphic copy ofP whose variables have been renamed

according toφ and satisfying that var(P)∩var(φ(P)) = /0.
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Theorem 5.4.1 Let P1 and P2 be graph patterns. Then:

(P1MINUSP2)≡ ((P1OPT((P2AND φ(P2))FILTERC1))FILTERC2) (5.1)

where:

• C1 is the filter constraint(?X1 =?X′1∧·· ·∧?Xn =?X′n) where?Xi ∈ var(P2) and

?X′i = φ(?Xi) for 1≤ i ≤ n.

• C2 is the filter constraint(¬bound(?X′)) for some?X′ ∈ nov(φ(P2)).

Proof. Let P be the graph pattern(P1MINUSP2) andP′ be the right hand side of (5.1). We

will prove that for every datasetD with active graphG, it satisfies that〈〈P〉〉DG = 〈〈P′〉〉DG.

(a) Evaluation〈〈P〉〉: By definition,〈〈P〉〉 = 〈〈P1〉〉 \ 〈〈P2〉〉. Then, a mappingµ is in 〈〈P〉〉 if

and only ifµ∈ 〈〈P1〉〉 and for every mappingµ′ ∈ 〈〈P2〉〉, µ andµ′ are not compatible.

(b) Evaluation〈〈P′〉〉: To simplify the idea of the proof, we reduceP′ to the graph pattern

((P1OPTP2)FILTERC2) whereC2 is (¬bound(?X)) for some ?X ∈ nov(P2) \ var(P1).

Note that this reduction does not diminish the generality of the proof becauseφ(P2) and

C1 were added intoP′ to solve the case when nov(P2) \ var(P1) = /0 (see notes later).

Here, a mappingµ is in 〈〈P′〉〉 if and only if µ ∈ 〈〈(P1OPTP2)〉〉 andµ |= C2. Given

µ1 ∈ 〈〈P1〉〉, it holds thatµ∈ 〈〈(P1OPTP2)〉〉 iff either (i) µ= µ1∪µ2 for someµ2 ∈ 〈〈P2〉〉
compatible withµ1; or (ii) µ= µ1 and for everyµ2∈ 〈〈P2〉〉, µ1 andµ2 are not compatible.

Note that, in case (i),µ(?X) is bounded for every variable ?X ∈ nov(P2) and, in case (ii),

µ(?X) is unbounded for every variable ?X ∈ nov(P2) \ var(P1). Given thatC2 contains

the filter constraint(¬bound(?X)) for some variable ?X ∈ nov(P2) \ var(P1), only case

(ii) satisfies the conditionµ |= C2 (Note that here is critical the fact that ?X is a safe

variable occurring inP2 but not inP1). Then,〈〈P′〉〉 will only contain mappings from

case (ii), that is each mappingµ ∈ 〈〈P′〉〉 satisfies thatµ = µ1 ∈ 〈〈P1〉〉 and for every

mappingµ2 ∈ 〈〈P2〉〉, µ1 andµ2 are not compatible.

Therefore,〈〈P′〉〉 has exactly the same mappings as the evaluation of〈〈P〉〉 in (a), and we

conclude the proof.

2

Note. Why the copy patternφ(P) is necessary?

Consider the naive implementation for(P1MINUSP2), that is pattern((P1OPTP2)FILTERC)

whereC is the filter constraint(¬bound(?X)) for some ?X ∈ var(P2) \ var(P1). Note that

this implementation would fail when var(P2) \ var(P1) = /0, becausethere exist no variables

to check unboundedness. For example, consider the graph patternsP1 = (?X,name,?N) and
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P2 = (?X, lastname,“Perez”). The naive implementation of(P1MINUSP2) will give a pattern

with filter conditionC = /0 because there are no variables in var(P2) \ var(P1) (Note that it is

not possible to use variable ?X to check unboundedness when evaluatingP2 because –to satisfy

the entire pattern– variable ?X must have already been bound in the evaluation of patternP1).

To solve this problem,P2 is replaced by((P2AND φ(P2))FILTERC1) whereφ(P2) is a copy

of P2 whose variables have been renamed and whose relations of equality with theoriginal ones

are in conditionC1. Then we can use some variable fromφ(P2) to check if graph patternP2 does

not match. The copy pattern ensures that there will exist a variable to check unboundedness.

Then, the implementation of(P1MINUSP2) in the example will be

(((?X,name,?N)OPT

(((?X, lastname,“Perez”)AND(?X′, lastname,“Perez”))

FILTER(?X =?X′)))FILTER(¬bound(?X′))),

where variable ?X′ ∈ φ(P2) has been selected to check unboundedness.

Note that the inclusion of copy patterns could introduce an exponential blow-up in the size

of the pattern. A possible optimization (still inside the syntax of SPARQL) is to select asafe

triple pattern t of P2, i.e., a triple pattern having only safe variables (at least one), and using

the copy patternφ(t) instead of the entire copy patternφ(P2).

Note. Why non-optional variables?

Consider the graph patternP = ((?X,name,?N)MINUS((?X,knows,?Y)OPT(?Y,mail,?Z))).

The naive implementation ofPwould be the patternP′= ((P1OPTP2)FILTER(¬bound(?Z))),

whereP1 = (?X,name,?N), P2 = ((?X,knows,?Y)OPT(?Y,mail,?Z)) and ?Z is the variable se-

lected to check unboundedness. (Note that variable ?Y could also have been selected because

?Y ∈ var(P2)\var(P1).) Additionally, consider the RDF graph

G = { (a,name,na), (b,name,nb), (b,knows,c), (b,mail,mb),

(c,name,nc), (c,knows,d), (d,name,nd), (d,mail,md) }.

Let P2 = (P3OPTP4) whereP3 = (?X,knows,?Y) andP4 = (?Y,mail,?Z). Consider the follow-

ing evaluations over graphG:

JP1KG =

?X ?N

a na

b nb

c nc

d nd

JP3KG =

?X ?Y

b c

c d

JP4KG =

?Y ?Z

b mb

d md
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JP2KG =

?X ?Y ?Z

b c

c d md

J(P1OPTP2)KG =

?X ?N ?Y ?Z

a na

b nb c

c nc d md

d nd

ThenP = (P1MINUSP2) andP′ = ((P1OPTP2)FILTER(¬bound(?Z))) are evaluated as fol-

lows:

JPKG =

?X ?N

a na

d nd

JP′KG =

?X ?N ?Y ?Z

a na

b nb c

d nd

Note that the evaluation of graph patternP′ differs from that of patternP. To see the

problem recall the informal semantics: a mappingµ matches patternP if and only if µ matches

P1 andµ does not matchP2. This latter condition means: it is false that every variable inP2

(but not inP1) is bounded. But to say “every variable” is not correct in this context becauseP2

contains the optional pattern(?Y,mail,?Z), and its variables could be unbounded for some valid

solutions ofP2. Hence the problem is produced by the expression(¬bound(?Z)), because the

bounding state of variable ?Z introduces noise when testing if patternP2 gets matched.

In fact, consider the mappingµ such thatµ(?X) = b, µ(?N) = nb andµ(?Y) = c. This

mapping is not a solution forP because it matchesP2 since it matches(?X,knows,?Y) although

it does not match the optional pattern(?Y,mail,?Z). On the other hand, we have thatµ matches

P′ because it matches(P1OPTP2) andµ satisfies the filter constraint(¬bound(?Z)).

Now, if we ensure the selection of a “non-optional variable” to check unboundedness when

transformingP, we have that ?Y is the unique non-optional variable occurring inP2 but not

occurring inP1, i.e., variable ?Y works exactly as the test to check if a mapping matchingP1

matchesP2 as well. Hence, instead ofP′, the patternP′′= ((P1OPTP2)FILTER(¬bound(?Y)))

is the one that expresses faithfully the graph pattern(P1MINUSP2), and in fact, the evaluation

of P′′ gives exactly the same set of mappings asP.

5.5 Avoiding Unsafe Patterns in SPARQLOP

One critical point in the evaluation of patterns in SPARQLOP is the behavior offilters. What is

the scope of a filter? What is the meaning of a filter having variables that do not occur in the

graph pattern to be filtered?

It was proposed in the work of Pérez et al. [188] that for reasons of simplicity for the user

and cleanness of the semantics, the scope of filters should be the expression which they filter,
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and free variables should be disallowed in the filter condition. Formally, a graph pattern of

the form(PFILTERC) is said to besafeif var(C) ⊆ var(P). In the work of Ṕerez et al. [188]

only safe filter patterns were allowed in the syntax, and hence the scope ofthe filterC is the

patternP which defines the filter condition. This approach is further supported by the fact that

non-safe filters are rare in practice.

The WG decided to follow a different approach, and defined the scope of a filter condition

C to be a case-by-case and context-dependent feature:

1. The scope of a filter is defined as follows: a filter “is a restriction on solutions over the

whole group in which the filter appears”.

2. There is one exception, though, when filters combine with optionals. If a filter expression

C belongs to the group graph pattern of an optional, the scope ofC is local to the group

where the optional belongs to. This is reflected in lines 7 and 8 of Algorithm 1.

The complexities that this approach brings were recognized in the discussion of the WG,

and can be witnessed by the reader by following the evaluation of patterns inSPARQLOP.

Let SPARQLSafe
OP be the subset of queries of SPARQLOP having only filter-safe patterns. In

what follows, we will show that, in SPARQLOP, non-safe filters are superfluous, and hence

its non-standard and case-by-case semantics can be avoided. In fact,we will prove that non-

safe filters do not add expressive power to the language, or in other words, that SPARQLOP

and SPARQLSafe
OP have the same expressive power, that is, for each graph patternP there is a

filter-safe graph patternP′ = safe(P) which computes exactly the same mappings asP.

The transformation safe(P) is given by Algorithm 2. This algorithm works as the identity

for most patterns. The key part is the treatment of patterns which combine filters and option-

als. Line 9 is exactly the codification of the SPARQLOP evaluation of filters inside optionals.

For non-safe filters (see lines 15-20), it replaces each atomic filter condition C′, where a free

variable occurs, by either an expressionfalsewhenC′ is bound(·); or an expression bound(a)

otherwise. (Note that bound(a) is evaluated toerror becausea is a constant.)

Note. On Algorithm 2.

The expression in line 9 must be refined for bag semantics to the expression:

P′← ( safe((P1AND P3)FILTERC)UNION

(safe(P1)MINUSsafe(P3))UNION

((safe(P1)MINUS(safe(P1)MINUSsafe(P3)))

MINUSsafe((P1AND P3)FILTERC)) )

Lemma 5.5.1 For every SPARQLOP graph pattern P, the patternsafe(P) is filter-safe and it

holds〈〈P〉〉 = 〈〈safe(P)〉〉.
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Algorithm 2 Transformation of a general graph pattern into a safe pattern.
1: // Input: a SPARQLOP graph patternP

2: // Output: a safe graph patternP′← safe(P)

3: P′← /0
4: if P is (P1AND P2) then P′← (safe(P1) AND safe(P2))

5: if P is (P1UNIONP2) then P′← (safe(P1)UNIONsafe(P2))

6: if P is (nGRAPHP1) then P′← (nGRAPH safe(P1))

7: if P is (P1OPTP2) then

8: if P2 is (P3FILTERC) then

9: P′← (safe(P1)OPT(safe((P1AND P3)FILTERC)))

10: elseP′← (safe(P1)OPTsafe(P2))

11: end if

12: if P is (P1FILTERC) then

13: if var(C)⊆ var(safe(P1)) then P′← (safe(P1)FILTERC)

14: else

15: for all ?X ∈ var(C) and ?X /∈ var(safe(P1)) do

16: for all atomic filter constraintC′ in C

17: if C′ is (?X = u) or (?X =?Y) or isIRI(?X) or isBlank(?X) or isLiteral(?X)

18: Replace inC the constraintC′ by bound(a) //wherea is a constant

19: else ifC′ is bound(?X) then

20: Replace inC the constraintC′ by false

21: end for

22: end for

23: P′← (safe(P1)FILTERC)

24: end if

25: end if

26: return P′
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Proof. We present the proof for the most relevant cases presented in Algorithm2, that is, (a)

transformation in line 9 and (b) rewriting of filters in lines 17-20.

(a) LetP = (P1OPT(P2FILTERC)).

HereT(P) = LeftJoin(T(P1),T(P2),C) and〈〈T(P)〉〉 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 qy1C〈〈T(P2)〉〉.

Suppose thatΩ1 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 andΩ2 = 〈〈T(P2)〉〉. Then〈〈T(P)〉〉 is given by the expre-

ssion(Ω1 1C Ω2)∪ (Ω1\C Ω2) where:

(⋆)(Ω1 1C Ω2) = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2, and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}

(⋆⋆)(Ω1\C Ω2) = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible} ∪
{µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2 C}

(i) Let P′ = (P1OPT((P1AND P2)FILTERC)). We will prove that,under set seman-

tics, 〈〈P〉〉DG = 〈〈P′〉〉DG for every datasetD with active graphG.

Consider thatP3 = (P1AND P2). Then T(P′) = LeftJoin(T(P1),T(P3),C) and

〈〈T(P′)〉〉 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 qy1C〈〈T(P3)〉〉. If we assume thatΩ1 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉, Ω2 =

〈〈T(P2)〉〉 andΩ3 = 〈〈T(P3)〉〉, then〈〈T(P′)〉〉 = (Ω1 1C Ω3)∪ (Ω1\C Ω3) where:

(1)(Ω1 1C Ω3) = {µ1∪µ3 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ3 ∈Ω3,µ1∼ µ3 and(µ1∪µ3) |= C}

and

(2)(Ω1\CΩ3)= {µ1∈Ω1 | for all µ3∈Ω3,µ1 andµ3 are not compatible} ∪
{µ1∈Ω1 | for all µ3∈Ω3 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ3) 2C}.

AssumeΩ3 = Ω1 1 Ω2 = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈ Ω1,µ2 ∈ Ω2 andµ1 ∼ µ2}. If we rewrite

(1) by solvingµ3, we will have the set

(1.1){µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2 and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}.

In the former set of (2): by definition ofΩ3, it applies thatµ1 is not compatible

with every mapping(µ′1∪µ2) ∈ Ω3 such thatµ′1 ∈ Ω1, µ2 ∈ Ω2 andµ′1 ∼ µ2. This

condition is true if and only ifµ′1 6= µ1. Consequentlyµ1 is not compatible with

everyµ2 ∈Ω2. Then, we can simplify the former set in (2) as:

(2.1){µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible}

In the latter set of (2): by definition ofΩ3 we have that each mapping(µ′1∪µ2) ∈
Ω3 satisfying thatµ′1 ∈ Ω1, µ2 ∈ Ω2, µ′1 ∼ µ2 and µ1 ∼ (µ′1∪ µ2), it holds that

(µ1∪ (µ′1∪µ2)) 2 C. The conditionµ1 ∼ (µ′1∪µ2) is true if and only ifµ′1 = µ1.
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Consequentlyµ1 is compatible with someµ2 ∈Ω2 and(µ1∪µ2) 2 C. Then, we can

simplify the latter set in (2) to the set:

(2.2){µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2 C}

Finally, we have that (1.1) corresponds to (⋆), (2.1) is the former set in (⋆⋆) and

(2.2) is the latter set in (⋆⋆).

Then, we have proved that〈〈P〉〉 = 〈〈P′〉〉.

(ii) Let P′ be the graph pattern

( ((P1AND P2)FILTERC)UNION

(P1MINUSP2)UNION

((P1MINUS(P1MINUSP2))

MINUS((P1AND P2)FILTERC)) )

We will prove that,under bag semantics, 〈〈P〉〉DG = 〈〈P′〉〉DG for every datasetD with

active graphG.

Consider thatP3 = ((P1AND P2)FILTERC), P4 = (P1MINUSP2) and

P5 = ((P1MINUS(P1MINUSP2))MINUS((P1AND P2)FILTERC)).

We have thatT(P′) = Union(Union(T(P3),T(P4)),T(P5)) where

T(P3) = Filter(C,Join(T(P1),T(P2))),

T(P4) = Diff (T(P1),T(P2), true), and

T(P5) = Diff (Diff (T(P1),T(P4), true),T(P3), true)

Suppose thatΩ1 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 andΩ2 = 〈〈T(P2)〉〉. Then〈〈T(P′)〉〉 is given by the

expression〈〈T(P3)〉〉 ∪ 〈〈T(P4)〉〉 ∪ 〈〈T(P5)〉〉 where

〈〈T(P3)〉〉 = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2, and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}

〈〈T(P4)〉〉 = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible} ∪
{µ1∈Ω1 | for all µ2∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2 true}

〈〈T(P5)〉〉 = (〈〈P1〉〉 \true〈〈T(P4)〉〉)\true〈〈T(P3)〉〉
= {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2 C}

From the above sets we can state that:

– 〈〈T(P3)〉〉 correspond to the set in(⋆).

– 〈〈T(P4)〉〉 correspond to the former set in(⋆⋆). Note that the second set will

always be empty because condition(µ1∪µ2) 2 true is false in any case.

– The expression(〈〈P1〉〉 \true〈〈T(P4)〉〉) returns the subset of mappings in〈〈P1〉〉
which are compatible with some mapping in〈〈P2〉〉; from this set we subtract

mappings from〈〈P3〉〉 (i.e. such mappings that satisfies conditionC); Then

〈〈T(P5)〉〉 returns mappings in〈〈P1〉〉 that are compatible with some mapping
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in 〈〈P2〉〉 but not satisfying conditionC, that is〈〈T(P5)〉〉 corresponds to the

latter set in(⋆⋆).

Then we have proved that〈〈P〉〉 = 〈〈P′〉〉.

(b) Consider the following semantics defined in the SPARQL Specification [17]:

• Apart from bound(·), all functions and operators operate on RDF Terms and will

produce a typeerror if any arguments are unbound (Sec. 11.2).

• Function bound(var) returns true ifvar is bound to a value, and returns false oth-

erwise (Sec. 11.4.1).

Let P be the non-safe graph pattern(P1FILTERC), ?X be a variable in var(C)\var(P1)

andµ be a mapping in〈〈P1〉〉. The evaluationµ(C′) of an atomic filter constraintC′ in C

which contains variable ?X, will be given (according to the above semantics) as follows:

(i) if C′ is (?X = u) or (?X =?Y) or isIRI(?X) or isBlank(?X) or isLiteral(?X) then

µ(C′) = error;

(ii) else if C′ is bound(?X) thenµ(C′) = false.

To attain the same results, we can replaceC′ in C by either

• the filter expression bound(a) with a∈ I ∪L in case (i); or

• the filter expressionfalsein case (ii).

Applying the above procedure to each atomic filter condition inC having a variable in

var(C)\var(P1), we will transformP in a safe filter pattern.

2

Thus we proved:

Theorem 5.5.2 SPARQLOP and SPARQLSafe
OP have the same expressive power.

5.6 Equivalence of SPARQLOP and SPARQLCOMP

As we have been showing, the semantics that the WG gave to SPARQL departed in some

aspects from a compositional semantics. We also indicated that there is an alternative formal-

ization, with a standard compositional semantics, which was called SPARQLCOMP [188].

The good news is that, albeit apparent differences, these languages are equivalent in ex-

pressive power, that is, they compute the same class of queries.

Theorem 5.6.1 SPARQLSafe
OP is equivalent to SPARQLCOMP under bag semantics.
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Proof. The proof of this theorem is an induction on the structure of patterns. The only

non-evident case is the particular evaluation of filters inside optionals where the semantics of

SPARQLSafe
OP and SPARQLCOMP differ.

Specifically, given a graph patternP = (P1OPT(P2FILTERC)), we have that SPARQLSafe
OP

evaluates the algebra expressionT(P)= LeftJoin(T(P1),T(P2),C), whereas SPARQLCOMP eval-

uates the expressionJP1K qy1J(P2FILTERC)K, which is the same as the SPARQLOP algebra

expression LeftJoin(T(P1),Filter(C,T(P2)), true). Note that the scope of filter conditionC in

SPARQLOP is the entire patternP, whereas in SPARQLCOMP the scope ofC is the patternP2.

Let P be the graph pattern(P1OPT(P2FILTERC)) where var(C)⊆ var(P2) (i.e. P is filter

safe). We will show that for every datasetD with active graphG, it satisfies that〈〈P〉〉DG = JPKD
G.

• Evaluation〈〈P〉〉DG: Following the steps of evaluation in SPARQLOP, we have thatT(P) =

LeftJoin(T(P1),T(P2),C) and〈〈T(P)〉〉 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 qy1C〈〈T(P2)〉〉.

Now suppose thatΩ1 = 〈〈T(P1)〉〉 andΩ2 = 〈〈T(P2)〉〉. Then〈〈T(P)〉〉 is given by the

expression(Ω1 1C Ω2)∪ (Ω1\C Ω2) where:

(⋆)(Ω1 1C Ω2) = {µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2 and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}

and

(⋆⋆)(Ω1\C Ω2) = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible} ∪
{µ1∈Ω1 | for all µ2∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2C}.

• EvaluationJPKD
G: We have thatJPK = JP1K qy1J(P2FILTERC)K.

Suppose thatΩ1 = JP1K, Ω2 = JP2K andΩ3 = J(P2FILTERC)K. ThenJPK is given by

the expression(Ω1 1 Ω3)∪ (Ω1\Ω3) where

(1)(Ω1 1 Ω3) = {µ1∪µ3 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ3 ∈Ω3 andµ1∼ µ3}

and

(2)(Ω1\Ω3) = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ3 ∈Ω3,µ1 andµ3 are not compatible}.

Considering thatΩ3 = {µ2 ∈ Ω2 | µ2 |= C}. If we redefine (1) by solvingµ3 ∈ Ω3, we

will have the set

(1.1){µ1∪µ2 | µ1 ∈Ω1,µ2 ∈Ω2,µ1∼ µ2 and(µ1∪µ2) |= C}.

Additionally, consider to change the universal quantifier in (2) by an existential one.

That is(Ω1\Ω3) = {µ1 ∈Ω1 | ∄µ3 ∈Ω3 such thatµ1∼ µ3}. Here we have two cases:
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– WhenΩ3 = /0. In this case, there exists no mappingµ2 ∈Ω2 satisfying thatµ2 |=C.

Then this case encodes the set

(2.1){µ1 ∈Ω1 | for all µ2 ∈Ω2 compatible withµ1,(µ1∪µ2) 2 C}.

– WhenΩ3 6= /0. In this case, for each mappingµ2 ∈ Ω2 satisfying thatµ2 |= C, it

applies thatµ1 andµ2 are not compatible. Then this case encodes the set

(2.2){µ1∈Ω1 | for all µ2∈Ω2 such thatµ2 |=C,µ1 andµ2 are not compatible}

Note that (1.1) corresponds to (⋆), (2.1) corresponds to the latter set in (⋆⋆), and (2.2)

corresponds to the former set in (⋆⋆).

Then we have proved that〈〈P〉〉DG = JPKD
G.

2

5.7 Expressive Power of SPARQLCOMP

In this section we study the expressive power of SPARQLCOMP by comparing it against non re-

cursive safe Datalog with negation (just Datalog from now on). Note that, because SPARQLCOMP

and Datalog programs have different type of input and output formats, we have to normalize

them to be able to do the comparison.

Following definitions in Section 5.2.4, letLs = (Q s,D s,Ss,anss) be the SPARQLCOMP lan-

guage, andLd = (Qd,D d,Sd,ansd) be the Datalog language. In this comparison we restrict

the notion ofSPARQLCOMP Queryto a pair(P,D) whereP is a graph pattern andD is an RDF

dataset.

5.7.1 From SPARQLCOMP to Datalog

To prove that the SPARQLCOMP languageLs = (Q s,D s,Ss,anss) is contained in the Datalog

languageLd = (Qd,D d,Sd,ansd), we define transformationsTQ : Q s→ Qd, TD : D s→ D d, and

TS : Ss→ Sd. That is,TQ transforms a SPARQLCOMP query into a Datalog query,TD transforms

an RDF dataset into a set of Datalog facts, andTS transforms a set of SPARQLCOMP mappings

into a set of Datalog substitutions.

RDF datasets as Datalog facts.

Given an RDF datasetD = {G0,〈u1,G1〉, . . . ,〈un,Gn〉}, the transformationTD(D) works as

follows: each termt in D is encoded by a factiri (t), blank(t) or literal(t) whent is an IRI,

a blank node or a literal respectively; the set of terms inD is defined by the set of rules

term(X)← iri (X), term(X)← blank(X), andterm(X)← literal(X); the factNull(null) en-

codes thenull value8; each triple(v1,v2,v3) in the default graphG0 is encoded by a fact

8We use the termnull to represent an unbounded value.
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triple(g0,v1,v2,v3); each named graph〈ui ,Gi〉 is encoded by a factgraph(u) and each triple

(v1,v2,v3) in Gi is encoded by a facttriple(ui ,v1,v2,v3).

SPARQLCOMP mappings as Datalog substitutions.

Given a graph patternP, an RDF datasetD with default graphG, and the set of mappings

Ω = JPKD
G. The transformationTS(Ω) returns a set of substitutions defined as follows: for each

mappingµ∈Ω there exists a substitutionθ in TS(Ω) satisfying that, for eachx∈ var(P) there

existsx/t ∈ θ such thatt = µ(x) whenµ(x) is bounded andt = null otherwise.

Graph patterns as Datalog rules.

Let P be a graph pattern to be evaluated against an RDF graph identified byg which occurs in

datasetD. We denote byδ(P,g)D the function which transformsP into a set of Datalog rules.

Table 5.3 shows the transformation rules defined by the functionδ(P,g)D, where:

• The notion of compatible mappings is implemented by the rules:

comp(X,X,X)← term(X),

comp(X,null,X)← term(X)

comp(null,X,X)← term(X) and

comp(X,X,X)← Null(X).

• Let ?X,?Y ∈ V andu∈ I ∪L . An atomic filter conditionC is encoded by a literalL as

follows:

– if C is either(?X = u) or (?X =?Y) thenL is C;

– if C is isIRI(?X) thenL is iri (?X);

– if C is isLiteral(?X) thenL is literal(?X);

– if C is isBlank(?X) thenL is blank(?X);

– if C is bound(?X) thenL is¬Null(?X).

The transformation follows essentially the intuitive transformation presented by Polleres

[193] with the improvement of the necessary code to support faithful translation of bag seman-

tics. Specifically, we changed the transformations for complex filter expressions by simulating

them with double negation.

Remark. The semantics of theerror value is not taken into account in the transformations for

filter constrains, i.e., theerror value is treated asfalse.

SPARQLCOMP queries as Datalog queries.

Given a SPARQLCOMP queryQ = (P,D) whereP is a graph pattern andD is an RDF dataset.

The functionTQ(Q) returns the Datalog query(Π, p(var(P))) whereΠ is the Datalog program
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TD(D)∪ δ(P,g0)D, the identifierg0 references the default graph ofD, andp is the goal literal

related toP.

The following theorem states that the above transformations work well.

Theorem 5.7.1 SPARQLCOMP is contained in non-recursive safe Datalog with negation.

Proof. We need to prove that for every SPARQLCOMP queryQ = (P,D) it satisfies that

TS(anss(Q,D)) = ansd(TQ(Q),TD(D)),

where anss(Q,D) denotes the evaluation functionJPKD
dg(D).

Considering thatTQ(Q) is the Datalog query(Π, p(var(P))) whereΠ is the Datalog pro-

gramTD(D)∪ δ(P,g0)D. We need to show that for each mappingµ ∈ JPKD
dg(G) there exists

substitutionθ such thatθ(p(var(P))) ∈ facts∗(Π) andθ = TS(µ). The proof is by induction on

the structure ofP.

Base case:

(1) P is a triple pattern(x1,x2,x3).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the rulep(var(P))← triple(g,x1,x2,x3).

Given a substitutionθ, it satisfies thatθ(p(var(P)))∈ facts∗(Π) iff there is a substitution

θ = {xi/vi | xi ∈ var(P)} such thatθ(triple(g,x1,x2,x3)) ∈ TD(D).

On the other hand, a mappingµ is in JPKD
G iff dom(µ) = var(P) andµ((x1,x2,x3)) =

(v1,v2,v3) ∈G. Thenµ(xi) = vi whenxi ∈ var(P). If we transformµ into a substitution,

that isTS(µ) = {xi/vi | xi ∈ var(P)}. Thenθ = TS(µ) and we are done.

Inductive case: Let P1 andP2 be graph patterns. We consider several cases:

(2) P is (P1AND P2).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← ν1(p1(var(P1)))∧ν2(p2(var(P2)))
V

x∈var(P1)∩var(P2) comp(ν1(x),ν2(x),x),

δ(P1,g), δ(P2,g) }

where dom(ν1) = dom(ν2) = var(P1)∩var(P2) and range(ν1)∩ range(ν2) = /0.

Note that we use functionsν1 andν2 to rename common variables between patternsP1

andP2, and we use the renamed variables to simulate the notion of compatible mappings

through the predicatecomp.

Given a substitutionθ, it satisfies that a factθ(p(var(P))) is in facts∗(Π) if and only if

θ(ν1(p1(var(P1)))) ∈ facts∗(Π), θ(ν2(p2(var(P2)))) ∈ facts∗(Π), and for each variable

xi ∈ var(P1)∩ var(P2), θ(comp(ν1(xi),ν2(xi),xi)) ∈ facts∗(Π) i.e., θ(xi) = θ(ν1(xi)) =
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θ(ν2(xi)), or θ(ν1(xi)) = null andθ(xi) = θ(ν2(xi)), or θ(ν2(xi)) = null andθ(xi) =

θ(ν1(xi)).

On the other hand, a mappingµ is in J(P1AND P2)K
D
G iff µ= µ1∪µ2 such thatµ1∈ JP1K

D
G,

µ2 ∈ JP2K
D
G, andµ1 is compatible withµ2 i.e, for eachx∈ var(P1)∩var(P2) it applies that

µ1(x) = µ2(x) or µ1(x) is unbounded orµ2(x) is unbounded.

For induction hypothesis, we have substitutionsθ1 = TS(µ1) andθ2 = TS(µ2) such that

θ1(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π), θ2(p2(var(P2))) ∈ facts∗(Π)), and for eachx∈ var(P1)∩
var(P2) we have thatθ1(x) = θ2(x), or θ1(x) is null, or θ2(x) is null. Considering that

TS(µ) = θ1∪θ2 we have thatθ = TS(µ) and we are done.

(3) If P is (P1UNIONP2).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))
V

x∈var(P2)∧x/∈var(P1) Null(x),

p(var(P))← p2(var(P2))
V

x∈var(P1)∧x/∈var(P2) Null(x),

δ(P1,g), δ(P2,g) }

Given a substitutionθ, it satisfies thatθ(p(var(P))) ∈ facts∗(Π) iff either

(a) θ(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π) andx is null for eachx∈ var(P)\var(P1),

i.e, θ = {x/v | x∈ var(P1)}∪{x/null | x∈ var(P)\var(P1)} ; or

(b) θ(p2(var(P2))) ∈ facts∗(Π) andx is null for eachx∈ var(P)\var(P2),

i.e, θ = {x/v | x∈ var(P2)}∪{x/null | x∈ var(P)\var(P2)}.

On the other hand, a mappingµ is in J(P1UNIONP2)K
D
G iff either (a)µ= µ1∈ JP1K

D
G or (b)

µ = µ2 ∈ JP2K
D
G. For induction hypothesis, there are substitutionsθ1 = TS(µ1) andθ2 =

TS(µ2) satisfying thatθ1(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π) and θ2(p2(var(P2))) ∈ facts∗(Π).

Assuming thatθ1 = {x/v | x ∈ var(P1)} and θ2 = {x/v | x ∈ var(P2)}, it holds that

TS(µ) = θ1∪{x/null | x∈ var(P)\var(P1)} in case (a), andTS(µ) = θ2∪{x/null | x∈
var(P)\var(P2)} in case (b). Then, we have thatθ = TS(µ) and we are done.

(4) P is (P1OPTP2).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← p3(var(P3)),

p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′1(var(P1))
V

x∈var(P2)∧x/∈var(P1) Null(x),

p′1(var(P1))← p3(var(P3)),

δ(P1,g), δ(P2,g), δ(P3,g) },

whereP3 = (P1AND P2).

Given a substitutionθ, we have thatθ(p(var(P))) ∈ facts∗(Π) iff either
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(i) θ(p3(var(P3))) ∈ facts∗(Π); or

(ii) θ(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π) and is false thatθ(p′1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π); that is,

if θ = θ1 such thatθ1(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π), then for allθ2(p2(var(P2))) ∈
facts∗(Π) it is false thatcomp(θ1(x),θ2(x),θ(x)), i.e., it applies thatθ1(x) 6= θ2(x)

for each variablex∈ var(P1)∩ var(P2). In this case,θ(x) is null for each variable

x∈ var(P)\var(P1).

On the other hand, a mappingµ is in J(P1OPTP2)K
D
G iff either:

(a) µ∈ JP3K
D
G whereP3 = (P1AND P2); or

(b) µ = µ1 ∈ JP1K
D
G such that for allµ2 ∈ JP2K

D
G it satisfies thatµ1 andµ2 are not com-

patible. Hereµ(x) is unbounded for eachx∈ var(P)\var(P1).

For induction hypothesis, we have substitutionsθ1 = TS(µ1) andθ2 = TS(µ2) satisfying

thatθ1(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π) andθ2(p2(var(P2))) ∈ facts∗(Π).

Suppose thatθ′ = TS(µ). Following definition ofµ, we have that:

- In case (a),θ′(p3(var(P3))) ∈ facts∗(Π) (as was showed in (2)).

- In case (b),θ′ = θ1 andθ1 is not compatible with everyθ2, that isθ1(x) 6= θ2(x)

for each variablex ∈ var(P1)∩ var(P2). Additionally, x/null ∈ θ′ for eachx ∈
var(P)\var(P1).

Considering that (a) corresponds to (i), and (b) corresponds to (ii),thenθ = θ′ = TS(µ)

and we are done.

(5) P is (uGRAPHP1) whereu∈ I .

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← p1(var(P1)),

δ(P1,u) }.

Given a substitutionθ, we have thatθ(p(var(P))) ∈ facts∗(TD(D)∪δ(P,g)) if and only

if θ(p1(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(TD(D)∪δ(P1,u)). On the other hand, a mappingµ is in JPKD
G

if and only if µ∈ JP1K
D
G′ such thatG′ = gr(u)D. In both cases, the active graph identified

g has been changed by the graph identifiedu. Then by induction hypothesis we have that

θ = TS(µ).

(6) P is (?X GRAPHP1) where ?X ∈ V.

In this case, for each named graph identifiedui in datasetD, we have thatδ(P,g) returns

the set of rules:
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{ p(var(P))← p1i(var(P1i)) ∧ graph(?X) ∧ ?X = ui ,

δ(P1i ,ui)D }.

Considering thatP1i is a copy ofP1 and using result (5), we can prove that the rule

p(var(P))← p1i(var(P1i)) is correct for each named graphui in datasetD. Additionally,

given that var(P) is ?X∪ var(P1i), we use the literalsgraph(?X) and ?X = ui to assign

the respective IRIui to variable ?X, then we are changing the active graph to the graph

identified byui . As result, a substitutionθ is in δ(P,g) iff θ is a substitution for a some

δ(P1i ,ui) whereui identifies a graph inD. Then we have proved the case.

(7) If P is (P1FILTERC) andC is an atomic filter constraint.

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧cond,

δ(P1,g) },

wherecond is a Datalog literal encoding the filter conditionC.

Given a substitutionθ, it holds thatθ(p(var(P))) is in facts∗(Π) iff θ(p1(var(P1))) ∈
facts∗(Π) andθ(cond) is true.

On the other hand, a mappingµ is in JPKD
G iff µ∈ JP1K

D
G andµ satisfiesC.

By induction hypothesis and considering thatcondis a Datalog literal equivalent toC, it

applies that there exists substitutionθ = TS(µ) satisfying thatθ(p1(var(P1)))∈ facts∗(Π)

andθ(cond) is true.

(8) If P is (P1FILTERC) andC is (¬(C1)).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p4(var(P1)),

δ(P1,g), δ(P4,g) },

whereP4 = (P1FILTERC1).

Given a substitutionθ, it holds thatθ(p(var(P))) is in facts∗(Π) iff θ(p1(var(P1))) ∈
facts∗(Π) and is false thatθ(p4(var(P1))) ∈ facts∗(Π). The last condition implies that,

if cond1 is the Datalog literal encodingC1 then,θ(cond1) is not true.

On the other hand, we have that a mappingµ is in JPKD
G if and only if µ∈ JP1K

D
G and it is

not true thatµ |= C1.

By induction hypothesis and considering thatcond1 is the Datalog literal equivalent to

C1, we have that there exists substitutionθ = TS(µ) satisfying thatθ(p1(var(P1))) ∈
facts∗(Π) andθ(cond1) is not true.

(9) If P is (P1FILTERC) andC is (C1∧C2).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules
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{ p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′(var(P1)),

p′(var(P1))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′′(var(P1)),

p′′(var(P1))← p4(var(P1))∧ p5(var(P1)),

δ(P1,g), δ(P4,g), δ(P5,g) },

whereP4 = (P1FILTERC1) andP5 = (P1FILTERC2).

Note that the graph pattern(P1FILTER(C1∧C2)) can be rewritten as the graph pattern

((P1FILTERC1)AND(P1FILTERC2)) (it is showed in the rule for predicatep′′ and by

the patternsP4 and P5). This transformation is true under set-semantics, but it fails

when we consider bag-semantics because it duplicates the bag of solutions. To solve

this problem, we consider a double negation of the filter condition, that is we rewrite

C to (¬(¬C)) (as is showed by the rules for predicatesp and p′). Given that negated

literals does not increase solutions, we will have only solutions from predicatep1. Then

we have proved the case.

(10) If P is (P1FILTERC) andC is (C1∨C2).

In this caseδ(P,g) returns the set of rules

{ p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′(var(P1)),

p′(var(P1))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′′(var(P1)),

p′′(var(P1))← p4(var(P1)),

p′′(var(P1))← p5(var(P1)),

δ(P1,g), δ(P4,g), δ(P5,g) }

whereP4 = (P1FILTERC1) andP5 = (P1FILTERC2).

Note that the graph pattern(P1FILTER(C1∨C2)) can be rewritten as the graph pattern

((P1FILTERC1)UNION(P1FILTERC2)) (it is showed by the rules for predicatep′′ and

by the patternsP4 and P5). Similar to (9), we apply a double negation of the filter

conditionC (as is showed by the rules for predicatesp andp′) to solve the problem for

bag-semantics. This proved the case.

2

Note. Given a graph patternP, the transformationδ(P,g) preserves the bag semantics of the

SPARQL WG specification. Consider the cardinalitymof a solutions for P (and the equivalent

solution forδ(P,g)). It can be checked that:

• in case (1), the value ofm is 1 because each triple occurs once in the active graph;

• in case (2),m is the product of the cardinalities fors in the bags for〈〈P1〉〉 and〈〈P2〉〉;

• in case (3),m is the sum of the cardinalities fors in the bags for〈〈P1〉〉 and〈〈P2〉〉;
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• in case (4),m is given by either the product of cardinalities fors in the bags for〈〈P1〉〉
and〈〈P2〉〉, or the cardinalities fors in the bag for〈〈P1〉〉;

• in case (5),m is given by the cardinality ofs in the bag of solutions for named graphu;

• in case (6),m is given by the sum of cardinalities fors in the bag for each named graph

in the dataset;

• in cases (7), (8), (9) and (10),m is given by the cardinality ofs in the bag forP1.

5.7.2 From Datalog to SPARQLCOMP

To prove that the Datalog languageLd = (Qd,D d,Sd,ansd) is contained in the SPARQLCOMP

languageLs = (Q s,D s,Ss,anss), we define transformationsT ′Q : Qd→ Q s, T ′D : D d→ D s, and

T ′S : Sd→ Ss. That is,T ′Q transforms a Datalog query into an SPARQLCOMP query,T ′D transforms

a set of Datalog facts into an RDF dataset, andT ′S transforms a set of Datalog substitutions into

a set of SPARQLCOMP mappings.

Datalog facts as an RDF Dataset.

Given a Datalog factf = p(c1, ...,cn), define function desc( f ) which returns the set of triples

{ ( :b,predicate,p), (:b,rdf: 1,c1),. . . ,( :b,rdf: n,cn) }, where :b is a fresh blank node. Given

a set of Datalog factsF , the functionT ′D(F) returns an RDF dataset with default graphG0 =

{desc( f ) | f ∈ F}, where blank(desc( fi))∩blank(desc( f j)) = /0 for eachfi , f j ∈ F with i 6= j.

Datalog substitutions as SPARQLCOMP mappings.

Given a set of substitutionsΘ, the transformationT ′S(Θ) returns a set of mappings defined as

follows: for each substitutionθ∈Θ there exists a mappingµ∈ T ′S(Θ) satisfying that, ifx/t ∈ θ
thenx∈ dom(µ) andµ(x) = t.

Datalog rules as SPARQLCOMP graph patterns.

Let Π be a Datalog program, andL be a literalp(x1, . . . ,xn) wherep is a predicate inΠ and

eachxi is a variable. We define the function gp(L)Π which returns a graph pattern encoding

the program(Π,L), that is, the fragment of the programΠ used for evaluating literalL.

The translation works intuitively as follows:

(a) If predicatep is extensional, then gp(L)Π returns the graph pattern

((?Y,predicate, p)AND(?Y, rdf: 1,x1)AND · · ·AND(?Y, rdf n,xn)),

where ?Y is a fresh variable.

(b) If predicatep is intensional, then for each rule inΠ of the form

L← L1∧·· ·∧Ls∧¬Ls+1∧·· ·∧¬Lt ∧Leq
1 ∧·· ·∧Leq

u ,
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where eachLi is a predicate formula and eachLeq
k is a literal either of the formt1 = t2 or

¬(t1 = t2), it applies that gp(L)Π returns a graph pattern with the structure

(((· · ·((gp(L1)Π AND · · ·ANDgp(Ls)Π)

MINUSgp(Ls+1)Π) · · ·)MINUSgp(Lt)Π)

FILTER(Leq
1 ∧·· ·∧Leq

u )). (5.2)

The formal definition of gp(L)Π is Algorithm 3.

Datalog queries as SPARQLCOMP queries.

Given a Datalog queryQ = (Π,L) whereΠ is a Datalog program andL is the goal literal. The

functionT ′Q(Q) returns the SPARQLCOMP query(P,D) whereP is the graph pattern gp(L)Π and

D is an RDF dataset with default graphG0 = T ′D(facts(Π)).

The following theorem states that the above transformations work well.

Theorem 5.7.2 nr-Datalog¬ is contained in SPARQLCOMP.

Proof. We need to prove that for every Datalog queryQ = (Π,L) it satisfies that:

T ′S(ansd(Q, facts(Π)) = anss(T
′

Q(Q),T ′D(facts(Π))).

Considering that anss(· · ·) denotes functionJ·K, we will show thatT ′S(ansd(Q, facts(Π)) =

Jgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D) where dg(D) = T ′D(facts(Π)).

The proof is by induction on the levell of the program(Π,L). The level of a program

(Π,L) is the numberl(L) where:l(¬L) = l(L); l(L) = 0 if L contains an extensional predicate;

l(L) = 1+maxi(l(Li)) if L contains an intensional predicate andLi are all literals which occur

in the body of any rule with headL. (Note that the function is well defined because the Datalog

programs considered are not recursive.)

Base case:l(Π,L) = 0 .

Let L = p(x1, . . . ,xn). In this casep is extensional andL matches line 4 of Algorithm 3. Hence

gp(L)Π returns the graph pattern

P = ((?Y,predicate, p)AND(?Y, rdf: 1,x1)AND · · ·AND(?Y, rdf: n,xn)).

Now, a mappingµ is in JPKD
dg(D) if and only if for every triple patternt in P it satisfies that

µ(t) ∈ dg(D).

On the other hand, a substitutionθ is in ansd((Π,L), facts(Π)) if and only if θ(L) ∈
facts(Π) (Note that we only consider the initial database facts(Π) because predicatep is ex-

tensional).

Note thatT ′S maps bijectively substitutions from ansd((Π,L), facts(Π)) to mappings in

Jgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D). Specifically, for each variablev∈ L it satisfies thatθ(v) = µ(v). This proves

the basic case.
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Inductive step: l(Π,L) = n > 0 .

Recall thatL = p(x1, . . . ,xn) and assume thatΠp denotes the set of rules ofΠ having predicate

p in the head. In this case,L matches line 7 of Algorithm 3 and gp(L)Π returns the pattern

( gp(Lr1)Π UNION · · ·UNIONgp(Lrm)Π ), (5.3)

where gp(Lr i )Π returns the graph pattern corresponding to ruler i ∈ Πp. In this case it clearly

holds thatJgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D) =

S

iJgp(Lr i )ΠKD
dg(D).

On the other hand, a substitutionθ is in ansd((Π,L), facts(Π)) iff there is a ruler i ∈ Πp

such thatθ′(r i) is true inΠ. Considering (5.3), it is enough to prove that for each particular

rule r i ∈Πp it satisfies that:

T ′S(ans((Π,Lr i ), facts(Π))) = Jgp(Lr i )KD
dg(D). (5.4)

To prove this, assume that the ruler i has the following general structure:

L ← L1 ∧ ·· · ∧ Ls ∧ ¬Ls+1 ∧ ·· · ∧ ¬Lt ∧ Leq
1 ∧ ·· · ∧ Leq

u , (5.5)

where eachL j is a predicate formula (positive or negative) and eachLeq
k is a literal of the form

t1 = t2 or¬(t1 = t2).

Let us compute the SPARQLCOMP evaluation first. We have that gp(L)Π returns a graph

pattern with the structure

(((· · ·((gp(L1)Π AND · · ·ANDgp(Ls)Π)

MINUSgp(Ls+1)Π) · · ·)MINUSgp(Lt)Π)

FILTER(Leq
1 ∧·· ·∧Leq

u )), (5.6)

Observe that a mappingµ is in Jgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D) if and only if:

(i) for eachLi with 1≤ i ≤ s, there exists a mappingµ′i ∈ Jgp(Li)ΠKD
dg(D) satisfying thatµ

andµ′i are compatible;

(ii) for eachL j with s< j ≤ t, there exists no mappingµ′′j ∈ Jgp(L j)ΠKD
dg(D) satisfying thatµ

andµ′′j are compatible; and

(iii) for each literalLeq
k , it satisfies thatµ(t1) = µ(t2) whenLeq

k is t1 = t2, andµ(t1) 6= µ(t2)

whenLeq
k is¬(t1 = t2) (suppose thatµ(ti) = ti whereti is a constant).

Now, let us compute the Datalog evaluation. A substitutionθ is in ansd((Π,L), facts(Π))

if and only if θ(L) ∈ facts∗(Π). This means that:

(a) for eachLi with 1≤ i ≤ s, there is a substitutionθ′i in ansd((Π,Li), facts(Π)) satisfying

thatθ(x) = θ′(x) for each variablex∈ var(θ′)∩var(θ′i), .
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(b) for eachL j with s< j ≤ t, there is not substitutionθ′′j in ansd((Π,L j), facts(Π)) satisfy-

ing thatθ(x) = θ′′(x) for each variablex∈ var(θ)∩var(θ′′j ).

(c) for each literalLeq
k , it satisfies thatθ′(t1) = θ′(t2) whenLeq

k is t1 = t2, andθ′(t1) 6= θ′(t2)
whenLeq

k is¬(t1 = t2) (assume thatθ′(ti) = ti whereti is a constant).

Note that, becauseΠ is not recursive, for each pair of literalLi ,L j in rule r i , it holds that

l(Π,Li) < l(Π,L) andl(Π,L j) < l(Π,L).

Hence, by induction hypothesis:

T ′S(ansd((Π,Li), facts(Π))) = Jgp(Li)ΠKD
dg(D) and

T ′S(ansd((Π,L j), facts(Π))) = Jgp(L j)ΠKD
dg(D).

These identities plus the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (a), (b), (c) above, show the bijections

between mapsµ∈ Jgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D) and substitutionsθ ∈ ans((Π,L),Dd), that is:

T ′S(ans((Π,L), facts(Π))) = Jgp(L)ΠKD
dg(D).

This concludes the proof.

2

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied in depth the expressive power of SPARQL. Among the most

important findings are: the definition of negation, the proof that non-safefilter patterns are

superfluous, the proof of the equivalence between the operational (W3C) and a compositional

semantics of SPARQL, and the proof that the compositional version of SPARQL and non-

recursive safe Datalog with negation are equivalent in their expressive power.

From these results we can state the most relevant result of this chapter:

Theorem 5.8.1 (Main) SPARQL has the same expressive power as Relational Algebra under

bag semantics.

This result follows from the well known fact (for example, see the worksof Abiteboul et al.

[189], Levene and Loizou [190]) that relational algebra and non-recursive safe Datalog with

negation have the same expressive power, and from theorems 5.5.2, 5.6.1, 5.7.1 and 5.7.2.

Relational Algebra is probably one of the most studied query languages, and has become a

favorite by theoreticians because of a proper balance between expressiveness and complexity.

Hence, the result that SPARQL is equivalent in its expressive power to Relational Algebra

has important implications. Particularly, we can say that, as Relational Algebra, SPARQL: is

essentially equivalent in expressive power to relational calculus; is powerful enough for most
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practical purposes; and, one of the goals of the study, it does not support classic graph queries

(e.g. transitive closure).

Future work includes to propose some extensions to the language which takeadvantage of

this result. Particularly, the support for nested queries in SPARQL. Also,after these results

remain open the goal of extending SPARQL with features for graph-like query capabilities.
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Algorithm 3 Transformation of Datalog rules into SPARQLCOMP graph patterns
1: //Input: a literalL = p(x1, . . . ,xn) and a Datalog programΠ
2: //Output: a SPARQLCOMP graph patternP = gp(L)Π

3: P← /0
4: if predicatep is extensional inΠ then

5: Let ?Y be a fresh variable

6: P← ((?Y,predicate, p)AND(?Y, rdf: 1,x1)AND · · ·AND(?Y, rdf n,xn))

7: else if predicatep is intensional inΠ then

8: for each ruler ∈Π with headp(x′1, . . . ,x
′
n) do

9: P′← /0
10: C← /0
11: Let r ′ = ν(r) whereν is a substitution such thatν(x′i) = xi

12: for each positive literalq(y1, . . . ,ym) in the body ofr ′ do

13: if P′ = /0 then P′← gp(q)Π

14: elseP′← (P′ANDgp(q)Π)

15: end for

16: for each negative literal¬q(y1, . . . ,ym) in the body ofr ′ do

17: P′← (P′MINUSgp(q))

18: end for

19: for each equality formulat1 = t2 in r ′ do

20: if C = /0 then C← (t1 = t2)

21: elseC←C∧ (t1 = t2)

22: end for

23: for each negative literal¬(t1 = t2) in r ′ do

24: if C = /0 then C←¬(t1 = t2)

25: elseC←C∧¬(t1 = t2)

26: end for

27: if C 6= /0 then P′← (P′FILTERC)

28: if P = /0 then P← P′

29: elseP← (PUNIONP′)

30: end for

31: end if

32: return P
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PatternP δ(P,g)D

(x1,x2,x3) p(var(P))← triple(g,x1,x2,x3)

(P1AND P2) p(var(P))← ν1(p1(var(P1))) ∧ ν2(p2(var(P2)))
V

x∈var(P1)∩var(P2)
comp(ν1(x),ν2(x),x),

δ(P1,g)D , δ(P2,g)D

dom(ν1) = dom(ν2) = var(P1)∩var(P2), range(ν1)∩ range(ν2) = /0.

(P1UNIONP2) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))
V

x∈var(P2)∧x/∈var(P1)
Null(x),

p(var(P))← p2(var(P2))
V

x∈var(P1)∧x/∈var(P2)
Null(x),

δ(P1,g)D , δ(P2,g)D

(P1OPTP2) p(var(P))← p3(var(P3)),

p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′1(var(P1))
V

x∈var(P2)∧x/∈var(P1)
Null(x),

p′1(var(P1))← p3(var(P3)),

δ(P1,g)D , δ(P2,g)D , δ(P3,g)D

(uGRAPHP1) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1)),

andu∈ I δ(P1,u)D

(?X GRAPHP1) p(var(P))← p11(var(P11))∧graph(?X) ∧ ?X = u1,

and ?X ∈ V δ(P11,u1)D,

· · ·
p(var(P))← p1n(var(P1n))∧graph(?X) ∧ ?X = un,

δ(P1n,un)D

(P1FILTERC) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧cond

C is atomic δ(P1,g)D

(P1FILTERC) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p4(var(P1)),

C is (¬(C1)) δ(P1,g)D , δ(P4,g)D

(P1FILTERC) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′(var(P1)),

C is (C1∧C2) p′(var(P1))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′′(var(P1)),

p′′(var(P1))← p4(var(P1))∧ p5(var(P1)),

δ(P1,g)D, δ(P4,g)D , δ(P5,g)D

(P1FILTERC) p(var(P))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′(var(P1)),

C is (C1∨C2) p′(var(P1))← p1(var(P1))∧¬p′′(var(P1))

p′′(var(P1))← p4(var(P1)),

p′′(var(P1))← p5(var(P1)),

δ(P1,g)D, δ(P4,g)D , δ(P5,g)D

Table 5.3: Transforming SPARQLCOMP graph patterns into Datalog Rules.D is a dataset having active

graph identified byg. var(P) denotes the tuple of variables obtained from a lexicographical

ordering of the variables in the graph patternP. Eachpi is a predicate identifying the graph

patternPi . If L is a literal, thenν j(L) denotes a copy ofL with its variables renamed according

to a variable renaming functionν j : V→ V. cond is a literal encoding the filter conditionC.

EachP1i is a copy ofP1 andui ∈ names(D). P3 = (P1AND P2), P4 = (P1FILTERC1) and

P5 = (P1FILTERC2).
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Chapter 6

A Graph Visualization Model for RDF

Data visualization involves selecting, transforming and representing data in aform that facili-

tates human interaction and understanding. A graph visualization model provides an abstrac-

tion mechanism based on a graph structure.

The main objective of this chapter is the definition of a nested graph model forvisualizing

RDF data (a nested graph is a graph whose nodes can also be graphs).First we present a brief

review and study of RDF visualization models. Then we define a general framework for nested

graphs. Finally, the visualization model based on nested graphs is definedand applied to RDF.

6.1 Introduction

The termdata explorationrefers to the process by which the user is able to visualize, browse

and query the data. The primary objectives ofvisualizationare to present, transform and

convert data into a visual representation, so that humans can analyze and query the data effi-

ciently [196].

A visualization modelprovides a formalism that enables us to study the structure, prop-

erties and behavior of a visual interface. Agraph visualization modelis characterized by its

abstraction mechanism, which follows the structure of a graph.

RDF data are typically very large, highly interconnected, and heterogeneous without fol-

lowing a fixed schema [113]. Any technique for visualizing RDF data shouldtherefore be

scalable; should support graph-based navigation; should be generic, not depending on a fixed

schema; and should allow exploration of the RDF descriptions without a-priori knowledge of

its structure [197].

Current applications for exploring RDF data use different interfaces,each having its advan-

tages and disadvantages. For example, circle-and-arrow diagrams (e.g. IsaViz [198]) are intu-

itive and useful to show the graph structure of RDF, but they are not adequate to visualize large

datasets [199]. On the other hand, a complex object-based interface (e.g. Tabulator [200, 20])

provides a view where the user is able to see the data as a nested structure of resources.
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The first motivation of this chapter is to show that underlying complex object-based in-

terfaces there is a powerful data model which needs to be studied formally totake advantage

of its properties. The second motivation is the application of our research on graph database

models in the context of RDF visualization. In this sense, we will study complex object-based

interfaces in terms of nested graphs (a concept introduced in the area ofdatabase modeling by

the Hypernode Model [67]).

A nested graphis a simple and flexible data structure [201] that: extends the plain structure

of a graph to a nested structure (i.e. a graph whose nodes can themselvesbe graphs); supports

the representation of arbitrarily complex objects; provides inherent support for data abstraction

and encapsulation via nesting of graphs.

6.2 RDF Data Visualization

As Semantic Web data emerges, applications for exploring RDF data are necessary. This

applications, commonly namedRDF Browsers1, use different interfaces each one having its

advantages and disadvantages. Among these we can mention:

• Keyword Search:It suffices for simple information lookup, but not for higher abstraction

search activities such as browsing and querying. This is commonly used byretrieval

systems for the Semantic Web (e.g. Swoogle [202]).

• Explicit queries: It consists in using a query language for querying the data. It has

the advantage that the language can be powerful enough to express any query, however

writing explicit queries is difficult and requires schema knowledge.

• Graph visualization: It is the most basic interface and is based on circle-and-arrow

diagrams (e.g. IsaViz [198]). It provides an intuitive and useful interface when trying to

understand the structure of the data (a graph in the case of RDF). However it is not an

appropriate way to look at data when a big number of nodes are present or for comparing

objects of the same class. Moreover, graph visualization does not scale tolarge datasets

([199], Chapter 42. Scalable Network Visualization).

• Object-based:In this kind of interface, the user is able to see the description of a resource

(i.e. its outgoing and incoming properties) as being an object which encapsulates its

information. The basic approach shows the data of a unique resource in each moment

(for example Disco [203], Marbles [204], Gruff [205], BrownSauce [206] and DAML

Viewer [207]). A more complex approach consists in showing a nested structure of

resources (e.g. The Tabulator [200, 20] and Zitgist [208]). Examplesof the basic and

complex approach are presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.

1http://esw.w3.org/topic/SemanticWebTools
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Figure 6.1: Example of a simple object-based interface. Theuser interface of Disco[203] dis-

plays the information about (just) one resource as a property-value table. The identi-

fiersG1, G2, .. refer to the list of all data sources.

Figure 6.2: Example of a complex object-based interface. Inthe outliner view of the Tabula-

tor [200, 20], the user can explore an RDF graph as a tree of object descriptions,

expanding nodes to get more information about them.
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Figure 6.3: Example of a facet-based interface. The user interface of Flamenco [211] shows several

facets or categories (on the left side) which are used to filter the data space (in this case, a

list of Nobel Prize Winners).

• Faceted Browsing:In this model the information is faceted, that is, composed of orthog-

onal sets of categories [209]. Facets allow the user to restrict the information space to

be visualized and to find information without an a-priori knowledge of its schema. For

example, in Figure 6.3 the set of Nobel Prize Winners has been restricted by using facets

COUNTRY: Germany andPRIZE: physics.

Faceted browsing has become popular as a user-friendly way to navigatethrough a wide

range of data collections [210], however existing faceted interfaces are manually con-

structed, do not fully support graph-based navigation and are domain-dependent. Among

the applications using facets we can mention: Flamenco [211], BrowserRDF[212, 197],

Longwell [213], /facet [214, 210], Zitgist [208] and the WIQA data browser [215, 216].

In terms of usability, and considering the graph structure of RDF data, an application for

visualizing RDF should provide a user-friendly interface for selecting and navigating resources

and their relationships with other resources (through their predicates). Additionally, based on

theLinked Data Principles[217], an end-user interface for exploring RDF linked data should

provide the following features [218]:

• The description:When someone looks up a resource, the representation should include

all triples from the source dataset that have the resource as the subject(i.e. theoutgoing

propertiesof the resource). This is the immediate description of the resource.

• Backlinks:The representation should also include all triples from the source datasetthat

have the resource as the object (i.e. theincoming propertiesof the resource). It follows
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the independence of direction for properties in RDF, where the direction one choses for

a given property is arbitrary (it does not matter whether one defines “parent” or “child”).

This is redundant, but it allows the user to traverse links in either direction.

• Related descriptions:The interface may include any additional information about re-

lated resources that may be of interest in typical usage scenarios.

• Metadata:The representation should contain any metadata the user want to attach to the

published data, such as provenance and trustworthiness.

• End user friendly views on the data:It allows dealing with information overflow. For

example ordering and merging of properties.

• More advanced data analysis features:For example aggregation, drill-down calculations

and query-by-example views.

Considering the above requirements, we found that complex object-basedinterfaces are a

good approach for exploring RDF data. It can be shown by the followinglist of features:

• The resource’s description includes outgoing and (possibly) incoming properties, which

are presented as a list of property-value pairs. Recall that an outgoing/ incoming prop-

erty comes from a statement where the resource occurs as the subject / object respec-

tively. An outgoing property is commonly represented as a statement “is propertyof”

(e.g. see Figure 6.2).

• The nesting of resources is not necessarily hierarchical and cyclic references are possi-

ble. For example, in Figure 6.2 the node titledTim Berners-Lee contains the property

is acquaintance of which introduces a cyclic reference to the root resourceDavid Li.

• Encapsulation of information is allowed because a non-expanded resource hides its prop-

erties. For example, the nodeJames Hollenbach is not expanded in Figure 6.2.

• There are redundant data, in that whenever an object is expanded more than one level,

for an outer property we will also found a “dual inner property” in the opposite direction.

For example see propertiesacquaintance andis acquaintance of in Figure 6.2.

• The exploration begins in a root node (a resource that acts as the container), and browsing

is achieved by selecting a property-value which either shows a new description (in the

basic approach) or expands a node (in the complex approach).

• Queries can be defined by either writing a query expression or constructing graphically

a graph pattern in a query-by-example style (e.g. see The Tabulator [20]).
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Figure 6.4: Example of a nested graph. The graph namedLima is nested in the graph namedPeru.

In what follows, we concentrate our efforts in studying complex object-based interfaces.

In fact, we will show that underlying these interfaces there is a powerfulvisualization model

which deserves to be studied formally to take advantage of its properties andfeatures.

6.3 Nested Graph Model

In this section we will define a data model based on the notion ofnested graphs, a concept that

was introduced in the area of graph database models by the Hypernode Model (see Chapter 3).

6.3.1 Nested Graphs

Definition 6.3.1 (Nested Graph) Assume thatΣ is an infinite set of labels. A nested graph is

defined recursively as follows:

(i) a triple (u,N,E) such that u∈ Σ, N⊂ Σ and E⊆ N×Σ×N is a nested graph;

(ii) let NG be a set of nested graphs, then any triple(u,N,E) for which u∈ Σ, N⊂ Σ∪NG

and E⊆ N×Σ×N is also a nested graph.

Given a nested graphG = (u,N,E), u is called thename(or label) ofG, N is the set of

nodesof G, andE is the set ofedgesof G. Given a noden ∈ N, if n ∈ Σ thenn is called a

primitive nodeand name(n) = n; otherwise, ifn = (u′,N′,E′) ∈NG thenn is called acomplex

nodeand name(n) = u′.

Given a set of nested graphsM ⊂ NG, we will assume that for each pair of nested graphs

G1 andG2 in M, it holds that name(G1) 6= name(G2) (i.e. we restrict nested graphs to be be

uniquely labeled).

For example, Figure 6.4 presents graphically a nested graph namedPeru. It contains prim-

itive nodes (e.g.continent and "Nuevo Sol"), complex nodes (e.g.Lima) and edges (e.g.

continent
value→ South America). The complex nodeLima is a nested graph which is nested

inside the nested graphPeru.
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Definition 6.3.2 Let G= (u,N,E) be a nested graph and k> 1. The operatornodesk(G) is

defined recursively as follows:

(i) nodes1(G) = N; and

(ii) nodesk(G) = nodes1(G) ∪ S

G′∈N∩NG nodesk−1(G′).

Additionally, we definenodes∗(G) =
S

j≥1nodesj(G).

Then, nodesk(G) extracts nodes fromG by examining recursively each nested graph inG

until reaching thekth level of nesting. For example, letG be the nested graph presented in

Figure 6.4, then nodes2(G) is given by the set of nodes of the nested graphPeru plus the nodes

of the nested graphLima. Additionally, nodes∗(G) extracts nodes fromG until a fixpoint is

reached. In our example, nodes∗(G) = nodes2(G).

A nested graphG is cyclic if G∈ nodes∗(G) or if there existsG′ ∈ nodes∗(G) such thatG′

is cyclic. If G is not cyclic then it is ahierarchicalnested graph. A noden is encapsulatedin

G if n∈ nodes∗(G). For example, the nested graph of Figure 6.4 is cyclic because the nested

graphPeru occurs as node in the nested graphLima, i.e., the nested graphPeru is encapsulated

in itself.

6.3.2 Graphsets

In this section we present the notion ofgraphset, a plain (or unnested) representation for a

nested graph. The complexity of working with a nested structure is usually reduced by trans-

forming it to a plain structure. In this sense, we define additional operatorsand properties for

nested graphs in terms of graphsets.

Definition 6.3.3 (Plain Graph) APlain Graphis a nested graph(u,N,E) satisfying that N⊂Σ,

i.e., a plain graph has no nested graphs as nodes.

Given two plain graphsG1 = (u1,N1,E1) andG2 = (u2,N2,E2), we say thatG1 is a sub-

graph ofG2, denotedG1⊆G2, iff N1⊆N2 andE1⊆E2. We say thatG1 andG2 areisomorphic,

denotedG1 ≈ G2, if and only if G1 ⊆ G2 andG2 ⊆ G1. Additionally, consider the following

operations betweenG1 andG2:

Union: G1∪G2 = (u3,N1∪N2,E1∪E2)

Intersection:G1∩G2 = (u3,N1∩N2,E1∩E2)

Difference:G1−G2 = (u3,N1\N2,{(n1,n2,n3) ∈ N1 | ni ∈ N1\N2})

whereu3 ∈ Σ is a fresh label. If name(G1) = name(G2) thenu3 = name(G1).

Definition 6.3.4 (Graphset) AGraphsetS is a set of plain graphs satisfying that, for each two

plain graphs G1 and G2 in S,name(G1) 6= name(G2) , i.e., a label u∈ Σ identifies at most one

plain graph in S. We denote byGS the set of graphsets.
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Figure 6.5: Example of a graphset which contains two plain graphs calledPeru andLima respectively.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of a graphset.

Given two graphsetsS1 andS2, we say thatS1 is asub-graphsetof S2, denotedS1 ⊆ S2, if

and only if for eachG1 ∈ S1 there existsG2 ∈ S2 satisfying that name(G1) = name(G2) and

G1⊆G2. Then,S1 andS2 areequal, denotedS1 = S2, if and only if S1⊆ S2 andS2⊆ S1.

Additionally, define themaximal-intersectionandunionbetween two graphsetsS1 andS2:

S1⊓S2 = {G1∪G2 |G1 ∈ S1,G2 ∈ S2 and name(G1) = name(G2)}
S1∪S2 = (S1⊓S2)∪{G1 ∈ S1 | for all G2 ∈ S2,name(G1) 6= name(G2)}

∪ {G2 ∈ S2 | for all G1 ∈ S1,name(G2) 6= name(G1)}

6.3.3 Information Capacity of Nested Graphs

The information capacityof a representation is given by the set of objects modeled by such

representation. Additionally, two complex object types are absolutely equivalent if and only

if they can both be reduced to a normal form complex object types, which is based on some

natural restructuring operators [219]. In this direction, the representation capacity of a nested

graph will be defined in terms of graphsets.

From nested graphs to graphsets. First, we introduce operators for transforming nested

graphs into graphsets.

Definition 6.3.5 (Flattening of Nested Graphs) Let G= (u,N,E) be a nested graph. We define

the operatorsflat andflat∗ as follows:

• flat(G) = (u,N′,E′) where N′ = {name(n) | n∈ N} and

E′ = {(name(n1),name(n2),name(n3)) | (n1,n2,n3) ∈ E}

• flat∗(G) = flat(G)∪{flat∗(G′) |G′ ∈ N∩NG}

Then, flat(G) transforms the nested graphG into a plain graph by flattening its first level of

nesting. Additionally, flat∗(G) flattensG and each nested graphG′ in G until a fixpoint is

reached, i.e., flat∗(G) returns a graphset. For example, Figure 6.5 shows the graphset obtained

by flattening the nested graph in Figure 6.4.

Note. Let us analyze the fixpoint of the recursive definition. LetG be a nested graph andS

will be the graphset constructed from flat∗(G). At each iteration of the recursion, we choose a
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Figure 6.6: A nested graph obtained by changing the structure of the nested graph presented in Fig-

ure 6.4

nested graphG′ encapsulated inG and check if flat(G′) is in S. If not, we add flat(G′) to Sand

we process flat∗(G′). If flat(G′) is currently inSwe can avoid a second evaluation of flat∗(G′)

by assuming that it has been evaluated in some point in the past. That is, the fixpoint of the

algorithm is reached when no new plain graphs are added toS. Assuming this approach, we

can see that the evaluation of flat∗(G) is polynomial in the number of nodes encapsulated inG.

From graphsets to nested graphs. In the opposite direction, a graphsetScan be transformed

into a set of nested graphs by expanding the structure of each plain graph in S, i.e., by replacing

simple nodes by complex nodes. The following definition formalizes this notion:

Definition 6.3.6 (Expansion of Graphsets) Given a plain graph G and a graphset S, we define

the functionintegrate(G,S) recursively as follows: for each primitive node n∈ nodes1(G), if

there exists G′ ∈S such thatname(G′) = n, then replace n byintegrate(G′,S). This procedure is

applied until a fixpoint is reached. Additionally, we defineintegrate∗(S)=
S

G∈Sintegrate(G,S).

Note that the result of integrate(G,S) is the (possibly expanded) nodeG. Additionally,

integrate∗(S) returns a set of nested graphs, i.e., one for each plain graph inS. For example,

if we expand the graphset in Figure 6.5, we will obtain the nested graph in Figure 6.4 plus the

nested graph in Figure 6.6.

Note. Let G be a plain graph andSbe a graphset. The evaluation of integrate(G,S) is polyno-

mial in the number of plain graphs inS (in the worst case we will execute integrate(G′,S) for

each plain graphG′ in S). Considering that integrate∗(S) evaluates integrate(G′′,S) for each

plain graphG′′ in S, we conclude that integrate∗(S) can be evaluated in polynomial time.

The following lemma defines the equivalence, in terms of representation, between nested

graphs and graphsets.

Lemma 6.3.1 Let NG be the set of nested graphs andGS be the set of graphsets. Then:

(i) for each nested graph G∈ NG, G∈ integrate∗(flat∗(G)); and

(ii) for each graphset S∈ GS, S=
S

G∈integrate∗(S) flat(G).
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Proof.

• Case (i): LetG be a nested graph andS be the grapset returned by flat∗(G). We

have thatS is given the plain graph flat(G) plus a plain graph flat(G′) for each nested

graphG′ encapsulated inG, i.e., it holds thatG = integrate(flat(G),S). Considering

that integrate∗(S) =
S

G′′∈Sintegrate(G′′,S), then integrate(flat(G),S) is in integrate∗(S).

Finally, we conclude thatG is in integrate∗(S).

• Case (ii): LetS be a graphset. A nested graphG is in integrate∗(S) iff there is a plain

graphG′ in Ssuch thatG = integrate(G′,S). Considering that definitionG′ = flat(G), it

holds thatS=
S

G∈integrate∗(S) flat(G).

2

Consider a set of nested graphsM starting from a graphsetS(i.e. M = integrate∗(S)). Then

it holds thatM models the same set of objects thanS (becauseS=
S

G∈integrate∗(S) flat∗(G)).

However, in some cases it can occur that a minimal subsetM′ of M is enough for modeling all

the data modeled by the graphsetS(i.e. we can obtainSby flattening each nested node inM′).

This minimal subset will be called thesourceof a set of nested graphs.

Definition 6.3.7 Let M be a set of nested graphs. Asourceof M is a minimal subset M′ of M

satisfying that
S

G′∈M′ flat∗(G′) =
S

G∈M flat∗(G).

For example, consider the nested graph presented in Figure 6.4 and call itG. If we flatten

G, we have thatS= flat∗(G) is the graphset presented in Figure 6.5. Now, we have that

integrate∗(S) will contain the nested graphs of Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6. Note that each of the

nested graphs (Peru andLima ) is a source of the graphsetS, because any of them contains all

the data modeled byS.

If the source of a set of nested graphsM is a single nested graphG, thenG is called the

single-sourceof M. In the context of graphsets, the above property introduces the notion of a

single-source graphset.

Definition 6.3.8 (Single-source graphset) A graphset S is called asingle-source graphsetif

the source ofintegrate∗(S) is a singleton (i.e. has only one element).

The notion of a source is useful for visualizing nested graphs. Consider the problem of

selecting a good start point for navigation. If we use the source as a minimalset of navigation,

we can reduce the number of visible or active nested graphs without losingdata, such that all

the data could be accessed by navigating through the nested graphs in the source. Clearly this

problem could have a direct solution if we have a single-source graphset, then all the data can

be accessed from a single nested graph.
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Lemma 6.3.2 Determining if a graphset S is single-source can be computed in polynomial

time.

Proof. Let S be a graphset. Construct a digraphG = (N,E) where the set of nodesN is the

set of names of the graphs inS, and there is an arc fromu1 to u2 in E if the nameu2 occurs as

a node in the graph namedu1. We have thatS is single-source ifG is connectedand there is a

spanning treefor G (i.e. there is a tree which connects all the nodes together). It is known that

the problem of determining if a graph has a spanning tree can be computed in polynomial time

([220], Section 4).

2

Finally, theinformation capacity of a nested graph Gis defined by the graphset flat∗(G).

Additionally, the equivalence of two nested graphs is given by the equivalence in their infor-

mation capacities (i.e. they can be reduced to the same graphset).

Definition 6.3.9 (Equivalence of nested graphs) Two nested graphs G1 and G2 areequivalent,

denoted G1≈G2, if and only ifflat∗(G1) = flat∗(G2).

For example, the nested graphs presented in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.6 areequivalent.

6.4 A Graph Model for Visualizing RDF Data

In this section we define the graph model for visualizing RDF data based on nested graphs.

Specifically, we select a subset of nested graphs whose particular structure is used for modeling

RDF data. Moreover, we propose this structure as a formal representation for complex object-

based interfaces.

Assume thatNG∗ ⊂ NG is the set of nested graphs whose set of labels is given byU∪L

(RDF URIs and labels), and each nested graph(u,N,E) in NG∗ satisfies:

(i) u∈ U;

(ii) N⊂ U∪L ∪NG∗;

(iii) E ⊆ ((N\L)×{+}×N)∪ ((N\L)×{−}× (N\L)); and

(iv) if n∈ N thenn occurs in some edge ofE.

We denote byGS∗ the set of graphsets having only plain graphs fromNG∗.

Let GRDF be an RDF graph2. we construct a graphsetS∈GS∗ from GRDF as follows: for

each resourceu ∈ U occurring either as subject or object in some triple ofGRDF, we add a

plain graph(u,N,E) in Ssuch thatE contains (i) an edge(n1,+,n2) for each triple(u,n1,n2)

in GRDF, and (ii) an edge(n1,−,n2) for each triple(n2,n1,u) in GRDF.

The above construction is given by the following algorithm:

2We restrict our study to RDF graphs having no blank nodes.
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Let Sbe an empty graphset

for each triple(v1,v2,v3) in GRDF do

G1 = (v1,N1,E1) whereN1 = {v2,v3} andE1 = {(v2,+,v3)}
S← S∪G1

if v3 ∈ U then

G2 = (v3,N2,E2) whereN2 = {v1,v2} andE2 = {(v2,−,v1)}
S← S∪G2

end if

end for

return S

Using this transformation, we will show how to use nested graphs for modelingcomplex

object-based interfaces. LetGRDF be an RDF graph andSbe the graphset obtained fromGRDF

(as defined above). Consider the characteristics of complex object-based interfaces presented

in Section 6.2:

• the user is able to see the description of a resource (i.e. its outgoing and incoming prop-

erties) as being an object which encapsulates its information. A plain graph(u,N,E) in

S is intended for modeling a resource identifiedu whoseoutgoingandincoming proper-

tiesare encapsulated by edges labeled “+′′ and “−′′ respectively.

• It consists in showing a nested structure of resources.From Lemma 6.3.1, we have that

the graphsetS can be transformed in the set of nested graphs integrate∗(S). Then, an

RDF graphGRDF can also be represented by the set of nested graphs integrate∗(S).

• There are redundant data, in that whenever an object is expanded more than one level,

for an outer property we will also found a “dual inner property” in the opposite direc-

tion. Let u1, p andu2 be URIs. For each RDF triple(u1, p,u2) in GRDF it holds that

integrate∗(S) contains two nested graphsG1 = (u1,N1,E1) andG2 = (u2,N2,E2) such

thatG1 represents the resource identified by URIu1, G2 represents the resource identi-

fied by URIu2, E1 contains the edge(p, “ + ” ,G2) (i.e. the outer property inG1) andE2

contains the edge(p, “ − ” ,G1) (i.e. the dual inner property inG2).

• Encapsulation of information is allowed because a non-expanded resource hides its

properties. We have shown that nested graphs enable us to model objects with an ar-

bitrarily complex structure. Encapsulation of nested graphs was formally defined in

Section 6.3.1.

• The nesting of resources is not necessarily hierarchical and cyclic references are possi-

ble. Cyclic references are modeled as cyclic nested graphs, i.e., when a nested graph is

encapsulated in itself.
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James Hollenbach
"david_li@mit.edu"

Figure 6.7: An abstract representation to the interface in Figure 6.2.

• The exploration begins in a root node.The selection of a suitable root node has been

formalized as the source of a set of nested graphs (see Definition 6.3.7).A particular

case is given by the notion of a single-source graphset (see Definition 6.3.8 ).

For example, consider the object-based interface presented in Figure 6.2. The expanded

nodeDavid Li can be represented by the nested graph presented in Figure 6.7. If we compare

both figures, we can see that an expanded node in the interface can be represented by a nested

graph, and outgoing and incoming properties are represented by edgeslabeled “+” and “-”

respectively. For example, the incoming linkis acquaintance of→ David Li in Figure 6.2

is represented by the edgeacquaintance -→ David Li in Figure 6.7.

From the above comparison, we state the following fact:

The nested graph model can be thought of as an abstract representation for complex

object-based interfaces.

The abstract representation based on nested graphs enable us to studyformally object-

based interfaces. For example, the notion of single-source graphset can be used to select an

object as the start point of navigation. A language for querying object-based interfaces could

be based on the operators defined for nested graphs and graphsets.Exploration states can be

stored, serialized or shared in the form of nested graphs or graphsets.

6.5 Conclusions

The research represented in this chapter is firstly a helpful attempt in studying formally the

visualization of RDF data. The main contribution of this chapter is the definition ofa graph

visualization model for RDF data. In particular we

• presented a general framework for studying nested graphs;

• studied the information capacity of a nested graph (i.e. the set of objects thatcan be

modeled by it) in terms of its plain representation called agraphset;
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• presented a form of representing RDF data using nested graphs;

• defined a data model for visualizing RDF data based on nested graphs.

Further work includes to study more properties of the model, to analyze some visualiza-

tion parameters (e.g. to define a notion of relevance in order to reduce the number of visible

properties for a given resource), the definition of a query language for the model and the im-

plementation of the model as part of a Linked Data browser.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we have advocated the research on RDF from a database point of view. In partic-

ular, we studied RDF in relation to graph database models.

A first motivation of this thesis was the management of huge collections of RDF data.

This point of view evoked the notion of RDF databases, thus our decision tostudy the RDF

specification from a database perspective. A second motivation was to incorporate the missing

elements the RDF specification needed to become a database model. When the RDF specifica-

tion was released, it contained the definition of the data structure (i.e. the RDFgraph model),

however neither query capabilities nor integrity constraints were included.In the meantime,

a standard query language for RDF, SPARQL, was defined; howeverintegrity constraints are

still missing.

Considering the above motivations, we aimed at the definition of a database model for

RDF. Moreover, considering the graph nature of RDF, it should ideally be a graph database

model. Thus, the main goal of this thesis was the design of a graph database model oriented

to support the RDF model. We achieved only partially this goal, for the followingreasons. On

the one hand, the juvenility of the area of RDF databases did not let researchers to follow an

established and standard approach. Even though we participated actively in the W3C forums

and discussions, at the time was not evident to what degree an RDF database model would

incorporate graph features. On the other hand, the direction of this thesiswas guided by the

needs of the RDF community and its current research, developments, and standards. This is

particularly clear from the apparent diversity of results we got.

A balance on the fulfillment of the specific objectives of the thesis proposalthat guided our

research shows the following results:

1. Review of past data models addressing graph-like applications. This objective was cov-

ered by our survey on graph database models (Section 3). It had a good reception in the

community of databases and also called the attention of people working on the Semantic

Web. We received good comments from referenced authors and shortcontacts with peo-
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ple in the industry. For instance, H. S. Kunni, author of one of the first graph database

models, G-Base, congratulates us about the survey.

This work establishes an asset framework of knowledge for the subsequent research in

the thesis.

2. Study and selection of RDF characteristics that the database model will support. This

objective was accomplished from two perspectives. First, we surveyedRDF query lan-

guages and we identified, based on the experience of the graph database community, a set

of desirable missing graph operators that should be incorporated (Chapter 4). Secondly,

we completely clarified the relationship of the W3C standard query language SPARQL

with respect to its graph database functionalities. In fact, we proved that SPARQL has

the same expressive power of Relational Algebra, whose limitations for supporting graph

features are well known (Chapter 5).

3. Definition of a graph database model that supports RDF. As we stated above, this ob-

jective was only partially fulfilled. After the W3C released SPARQL, we concentrated

our research in to study its (weak) relationship with graph query languages, and so fo-

cusing in what the community was pursing from a graph data model point of view: the

definition of the graph visualization model for RDF (Chapter 6).

4. Design and implementation of a prototype (proof of concept) for the proposed model.

When we started the development of this thesis, the creation of a prototype was a de-

sirable goal because there were only experimental applications for storingRDF data,

and no one with graph database features. For reasons far of our control, in a short time

there showed up a whole new generation of RDF data store applications anddatabases.

Summing the developments described above, this goal lost its meaning.

In contrast to the partially fulfilled goal of building a monolithic graph databasemodel for

RDF, this thesis presents relevant contributions regarding the relationships of the current stan-

dards (that were adopted while the thesis was being developed) with graphdatabase models.

7.1 Contributions

Summarizing, in a broad sense, this thesis contributes to the general understanding of RDF

databases by elaborating the connection between graph databases and RDF. Specifically:

• We studied RDF from a database modeling perspective (Section 2.3). We compared RDF

with database models and discussed characteristics of RDF that difficult theapplication

of a graph database model.
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• The survey on graph database models (Chapter 3) provides a useful background for

researchers whose concerns are the modeling, querying, and storingof data with graph

structure. For example data from the Web, social networks, biology, etc.

• We discovered advantages and weakness in developing query languages for RDF, in

particular the support for querying graph features (Chapter 4).

• We studied in depth the standard RDF query language, SPARQL (Chapter 5). Partic-

ularly, we clarified some open issues (e.g. its support for negation) and determined its

expressive power. Combined with the above result, this study is useful for studying

extensions to the language, for example the support for graph properties.

• We have defined a graph model for visualizing RDF data along the lines of thedatabase

perspective (Chapter 6). This work can spread the formal study of RDF visualization

models in order to improve the development of applications for exploring RDF data.

As concrete bibliographic results of this thesis, we have the following publications in

chronologic order:

• “Querying RDF Data from a Graph Database Perspective”

Proceedings of the 2nd European Semantic Web Conference (2005)

LNCS Number 3532

• “Survey of graph database models”

ACM Computing Surveys (2008)

• “The Expressive Power of SPARQL”

Proceedings of the 7th International Semantic Web Conference (2008)

LNCS Number 5318

• “A Nested Graph Model for Visualizing RDF Data”

III Alberto Mendelzon International Workshop on Foundations of Data Management

(2009)

7.2 Future Work

This thesis posed several research problems which would be desirable toaddress, oriented to

the development of RDF databases, thus promoting the study, definition, andapplication of the

theoretical foundations for RDF databases.

On the area of graph databases, open lines of research include: the categorization and

comparison of graph query languages (our ACM surveys is concentrated mainly in the data
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structures); the definition of a standard query language for graph databases; a deep study of

integrity constraints for graph data; and the implementation of a complete graph database

model, i.e., the integration of graph data structures, a graph query language and graph integrity

constraints.

We have brought more evidence, from the RDF field, to the known fact that a database

model is an important building block in the development of databases. We haveseen that in

the context of RDF databases the definition of a database model is still missing,particularly

regarding the inclusion of integrity constraints in RDF. Moreover, this thesisshowed that there

is plenty of work to improve the design of RDF databases by using results in graph databases.

There are positive results and conclusions about the semantics, complexity, and expressive

power of SPARQL. Nonetheless a lot of questions remain open, leaving space for further re-

search. For example, the SPARQL Working Group is intensively working inthree aspects1:

query language expressivity, update and service description. The first point presents a list of

open issues, summarized as aggregate queries, sub-queries, negationand project expressions,

that could increase the expressive power of the language. The second point concerns the defi-

nition of an update language for RDF datasets, including issues like concurrency and security.

And the third point suggests the definition of a service description mechanismto be used by

SPARQL endpoints.

Several proposals for extending RDF query languages with graph features have been pre-

sented recently after we finish this document [221]. Some of them extend SPARQL following

ideas from the graph query languages presented in Chapter 4. For example:

• There are several extensions of SPARQL that use regular expressions for querying paths.

PSPARQL [222, 223] allows graph patterns whose predicates (edges)are modeled with

regular expressions. CPSPARQL [224] extends PSPARQL by allowing constraints on

internal nodes that belong to a path. SPARQLeR [225] enables the discovery of se-

mantic associations in RDF using path expressions. SPARQ2L [226] introduces the

notions of path variables and path filter expressions, i.e., constraints on path variables

into SPARQL. GLEEN [227] is a library that implements complex path expressions for

SPARQL.

• Seid and Mehrotra [228] studied the problem of supporting grouping andaggregate

queries over RDF databases. The authors define grouping and aggregate operators that

return either RDF graphs or n-ary relations consisting of projected variable bindings.

Such operators are then used to extend SPARQL with the corresponding constructs.

• nSPARQL [229] is a navigational language for RDF which extends SPARQL with nested

regular expressions. It shows that the use of regular expressions isappropriate to navi-

gate RDF data and allows support for graph queries (mainly path queries).

1http://www.w3.org/2009/sparql/track/issues/open
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The integration of these results in the extended version of SPARQL could result in a very

interesting work.

In general, several known database techniques for query optimization,cost estimation, and

query rewriting could be extended to SPARQL. For example, consider the notion of database

views (i.e., how SPARQL queries can be maintained, updated and propagated) and distributed

queries (i.e. how to divide a SPARQL query in several queries that can be evaluated indepen-

dently).

Nowadays, there is a growing community of researchers studying and developing Linked

Data applications. Considering the goal of the Linked Open data project, RDF data extraction,

conversion, transformation, and integration needs further research.

In relation to the visualization model presented in Chapter 6, further research includes the

design of a visual query language, the support for SPARQL queries,the identification and study

of visualization parameters (e.g. ranking of properties) and a combination with facet-based

classification. Additionally, would be interesting that the proposed model be incorporated in

the design and implementation of a Linked Data browser.
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Appendix A

Representative Graph Database

Models

In this appendix we describe most representative graph db-models and other related models that

do not fit properly as graph db-models, but use graphs, for example,for navigation, for defining

views, or as language representation. For each proposal, we present their data structures, query

language and integrity constraint rules. In general, there are few implementations and no

standard benchmarks, hence we avoid surveying implementations.

To give a flavor of the modeling in each proposal, we will use as a running example the toy

genealogy shown in Figure A.1.

A.1 Logical Data Model (LDM)

Motivated by the lack of semantics in the relational db-model, Kuper and Vardi [71] propo-

sed a db-model that generalizes the relational, hierarchical and networkmodels. The model

describes mechanisms to restructure data plus a logical and an algebraic query languages.

In LDM a schemais an arbitrary directed graph where each node has one of the following

types: theBasictype� describes a node that contains the data stored, theCompositiontype

∩ describes a node that contains tuples whose components are taken from itschildren, and

theCollectiontype© describes a node that contains sets and whose elements are taken from

its child. Hence, Basic nodes occur as terminal nodes and represent atomic data, Composition

and Collection nodes occur as internal nodes and represent structured data, and edges represent

connections between data.

A second version of the model [72], besides renaming the nodes Composition and Co-

llection asProduct⊗ andPower⊛ respectively, incorporates a new type, theUnion type∪©,

intended to represent a collection whose domain is the union of the domains of itschildren (see

example in Figure A.2).
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NAME LASTNAME

Ana
Julia
James
David
Mary

George

Deville
Deville
Deville
Jones
Stone
Jones

PERSON PARENT

George
Ana

Julia
James

James
Mary
Mary

Julia
Julia
David
David

Julia

Julia Jones

Ana StoneGeorge Jones

parentparent

parent parentparentparent

Mary DevilleDavid Deville

James Deville

Figure A.1: A genealogy diagram (right-hand side) represented as two tables (left-hand side) NAME-

LASTNAME and PERSON-PARENT (Children inherit the lastnameof the father just for

modeling purposes).

LN

1  George
2  Ana
3  Julia
4  James
5  David
6  Mary

l   val ( l ) 

I (N)

7  Jones

9  Deville
8  Stone

l   val ( l ) 

I (L)

10  (1,7)
11  (2,8)
12  (3,7)
13  (4,9)
14  (5,9)
15  (6,9)

l   val ( l ) 

I (NL)

16  (12,10)
17  (12,11)
18  (14,13)
19  (14,12)
20  (15,13)
21  (15,12)

I (PP)

Schema

NL

LastnamesNames

Instance
PP

Name−Lastname

Person−Parent
l   val ( l ) 

Figure A.2: Logical Data Model. The schema (on the left) usestwo basic type nodes for representing

data values (N and L), and two product type nodes (NL and PP) toestablish relations

between data values in a relational style. The instance (on the right) is a collection of

tables, one for each node of the schema. Note that internal nodes use pointers (names) to

make reference to basic and set data data values defined by other nodes.

An LDM databaseinstanceconsists of an assignment of values to each node of the schema.

The instance of a node is a set of elements from the underlying domain (for basic type nodes)

and tuples or sets taken from the instance of the node’s children (for⊗ , ⊛ and∪© types). With

the objective of avoiding cyclicity at the instance level, the model proposes tokeep a distinction

between memory locations and their content. Thus, instances consist of a set of l-values(the

address space), plus anr-value(the data space) assigned to each of them. These features allow

to model transitive relations like hierarchies and genealogies.

Over this structure a first order many-sorted language is defined. With thislanguage, a

query language and integrity constraints are defined. Finally, an algebraic language –equivalent

to the logical one– is proposed, providing operations for node and relation creation, transfor-

mation and reduction of instances, and other operations like union, difference and projection.

LDM is a complete db-model (i.e. data structures plus query languages and integrity con-

straints) that supports modeling of complex relations (e.g. hierarchies, recursive relations).

The notion of virtual records (pointers to physical records) proves useful to avoid redundancy

of data by allowing cyclicity at the schema and instance level. Due to the fact that the model
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Instance
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Ana

Stone

PERSON_2

Schema
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Figure A.3: Hypernode Model. The schema (left) defines apersonas a complex object with the prop-

ertiesnameand lastnameof type string, andparentof type person (recursively defined).

The instance (on the right) shows the relations in the genealogy among different instances

of person.

is a generalization of other models (like the relational model), their techniques or properties

can be translated into the generalized model. A relevant example is the definitionof integrity

constraints.

A.2 Hypernode Model

A hypernode is a directed graph whose nodes can themselves be graphs(or hypernodes), allow-

ing nesting of graphs. Hypernodes can be used to representsimple(flat) andcomplex objects

(hierarchical, composite, and cyclic) as well as mappings and records. A key feature is its

inherent ability toencapsulate information.

The hypernode model was introduced by Levene and Poulovassilis [67], who define the

model and a declarative logic-based language structured as a sequence of instructions (hyper-

node programs), used for querying and updating hypernodes. The implementation of a storage

system based on the hypernode model is presented in the work of Tuv et al. [230].

In a second version [68] of the model, the notion of schema and type checking is intro-

duced via the idea of types (primitive and complex), that are also represented by nested graphs

(see an example in Figure A.3). The model is completed with entity and referential integrity

constraints over a hypernode repository. Moreover it presents a rule-based query language

calledHyperlog, which can support both querying and browsing with derivations as wellas

database updates, and is intractable in the general case.

A third version of the model [69] discusses a set of constraints (entity, referential and

semantic) over hypernode databases and introduces the concept ofHypernode functional de-

pendency (HDF), denoted byA→B, whereA andB are sets of attributes, andA determines the

value ofB in all hypernodes of the database. In addition it presents another queryand update

language called HNQL, which use compounded statements to produce HNQL programs.

Summarizing, the main features of the Hypernode model are: it is based on a nested graph
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David Deville
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Figure A.4: GROOVY. At the schema level (left), we model an object PERSONas an hypergraph that

relates the attributesNAME, LASTNAMEandPARENTS. Note the value functional depen-

dency (VDF)NAME,LASTNAME→ PARENTSlogically represented by the directed hy-

peredge ({NAME,LASTNAME} {PARENTS}). This VFD asserts that NAME and LAST-

NAME uniquely determine the set of PARENTS.

structure which is simple and formal; it has the ability to model arbitrary complex objects in

a straightforward manner; it can provide the underlying data structure ofan object-oriented

data model; it can enhance the usability of a complex objects database system via a graph-

based user interface. The drawbacks are that data redundancy canbe generated by its basic

value labels, and restrictions in the schema level are limited. For example, the specification of

restrictions for missing information or multivalued relations is not possible.

A.3 Hypergraph-Based Data Model (GROOVY)

GROOVY (Graphically Represented Object-Oriented data model with Values)[47] is a pro-

posal of object-oriented db-model which is formalized usinghypergraphs. That is, a general-

ization of graphs where the notion of edge is extended tohyperedge, which relates an arbitrary

set of nodes [231]. An example of hypergraph schema and instance is presented in Figure A.4.

The model defines a set of structures for an object data model: value schemas, objects over

value shemas, value functional dependencies, object schemas, objectsover objects schemas

and class schemas. It is shown that these structures can be defined in terms of hypergraphs.

A Value Schemadefines the attributes (atomic or multi-valued) that contain a class of ob-

jects. Attributes in value schemas can themselves be value schemas, allowing representation

of complex objects and encapsulation of information. AnObject over a value schemais a pair

O =< i,v > wherei is the object-ID (identity) andv is the object value (properties). AValue

Functional Dependencyis used at the value schema level to assert that the value of a set of

attributes uniquely determines the value of other attribute. The determined attribute can be
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single-valued or multi-valued. AnObject Schemais a triple< N,F,S>, whereN is a value

schema,F is a set of value functional dependencies overN, andS is a set of subsets ofN in-

cludingN itself. S represents sub-object schemas which describe the potential sharing between

objects and subjects. AClass Schemais a triple< N,F,H > such thatH ⊆ P (N) andN ∈ H.

H defines a super-class schema/sub-class schema relationship which induces a partial ordering

of class schemas, the inheritance lattice. There is a one-to-one correspondence between each

object schema< N,F,S> and a hypergraph, interpretingN as vertices,F as directed hyper-

edges, andS as undirected hyperedges. The same approach is applied for representing class

schemas and objects in the instance level.

A hypergraph manipulation language (HML) for querying and updating hypergraphs is

presented. It has two operators for querying hypergraphs by identifier or by value, and eight

operators for manipulation (insertion and deletion) of hypergraphs and hyperedges.

The use of hypergraphs has several advantages. It introduces a single formalism for both

sub-object sharing and structural inheritance, avoiding redundancyof data (values of common

sub-objects are shared by their super-objects). Hypergraphs allow the definition of complex

objects (using undirected hyperedges), functional dependencies (using directed hyperedges),

object-ID and (multiple) structural inheritance. Value functional dependences establish seman-

tic integrity constraints for object schemas.

Let us mention that GROOVY influenced the development of the Hypernode model by

providing another approach to modeling complex objects. If we compare bothmodels, we

can see that hypergraphs can be modeled by hypernodes by encapsulating the contents of

each hyperedge within a further hypernode. In contrast, the multilevel nesting provided by

hypernodes cannot easily be captured by hypergraphs [68].

The notion of hypergraphs is also used in other proposals. Consens and Mendelzon [70]

present a query and visualization system based on the concept ofhygraphs, a version of hyper-

graphs. Their model defines an special type of edge calledBlob, which relates a node with a set

of nodes. Tompa [76] proposes a model for hypertext where nodes represent Web pages and

hyperedges represent user state and browsing. Watters and Shepherd [77] use hypergraphs to

model data instances (in an existent database) and access to them. The model represents data

instances as nodes in a hypergraph, and perform operations over both hyperedges and nodes

representing data.

A.4 Simatic-XT: A Data Model to Deal with Multi-scaled Networks

Motivated by modeling of transport networks (train, plane, telecommunications), Maingue-

naud [75] proposed a graph (object-oriented) db-model that merges the concepts of graph and

object-oriented paradigm, focusing in the (graph) structure of the data but not on the behavior

of entities to be modeled. An example is presented in Figure A.5.
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Figure A.5: Simatic-XT. The model does not define an schema. The relations Name-Lastname and

Person-Parent are represented in two abstraction levels. In the first level (the most general),

the graph contains the relationsnameandlastnameto identify people (P1, ..., P6). In the

second level we use the abstraction ofPerson, to compress the attributesnameandlastname

and represent only the relationparentbetween people.

The model represents a labeled directed multi-graph, defining three basic types: Node

type, Edge type, andNetwork type(representing a graph). Additionally, the model introduces

the notion ofMaster NodesandMaster Edges, to support levels of abstraction of sub-networks

and paths respectively. Each object in the model has an object identifier (OID), that permits

identification and referencing. The level of abstraction is given by the nested level of Master

Nodes and Edges Nodes. The model defines the attributein edgesto represent the set of edges

arriving in the subgraph (resp. path) that the Master Node (resp. Master Edge) represents. In

the same formout edgesrepresent the set of edges leaving the Master node or Master Edge.

A sequel paper [140] presents a set of graph operators divided intothree classes:Basic op-

erators, managing the notion of abstraction (the Develop and Undevelop operators); Elemen-

tary operators, managing the notion of graph and sub-graph (Union, Concatenation, Selection

and, Difference) and;high level operators(Paths, Inclusions and Intersections).

This proposal allows simple modeling and abstraction of complex objects and paths, and

encapsulation at node and edge levels. It improves the representation and querying of paths

between nodes, and the visualization of complex nodes and paths. At its current state, it lacks

definition of integrity constraints.

A.5 Graph Database System for Genomics (GGL)

This db-model comes from the biology community and highlights the advantage ofstoring

Genome maps as graphs. GGL includes a graph-theoretic db-model [58],a genome graph

language [80], and query operators for the model [142, 141]. The model is based on binary
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Figure A.6: GGL. Schema and instances are mixed.Packaged graph vertices(Person1, Person2, ...)

are used to encapsulate information about the graph defininga Person. Relations between

these packages are established using edges labeled withparent.

relationships between objects. It extends the basic notion of a graph by including vertices

that represent edge types which allow one to specify relations between relations (higher-order

relations), and encapsulated graphs as vertices. An example is presented in Figure A.6.

A instance graph in GGL is basically a collection of:Simple verticeswhich model simple

concepts and can be labeled or unlabeled;Symbolsthat define nodes without outgoing edges;

Edgesthat connect two vertices and are labeled with a relation name;Packaged graph vertices

that represent graphs which are packaged (encapsulated) into vertices;Relation type vertices

which are used to represent relations between relations (higher-orderrelations). According to

this definition, the graph data structure consists of a directed labeled, possibly cyclic, which

maintains hierarchically-ordered graphs.

For querying data two methods are proposed. The first [142], restrictsthe form of the query

graph to be rooted directed acyclic graphs with equality constraints. The strategy is based in

following the paths specified by the query-graph and returning the valuesthat correspond to

the end of the paths. The second, is a declarative programming language called WEB [141],

that defines queries as graphs with the same structures of the model and return the graphs in

the database whichmatchthe query-graph.

The model defines two integrity constraints: Labels in a graph are uniquely named; edges

are composed of the labels and vertices of the graph in which the edge occurs.

The model was designed to support the requirements to model genome data, but also is

generic enough to support complex interconnected structures. The distinction between schema

and instance is blurred. Its nesting levels increase the complexity of modeling and processing.

A.6 Graph Object-Oriented Data Model (GOOD)

The Graph Object-Oriented Data Model [49] is a proposal oriented mainly todevelop database

end-user graphical interfaces [90]. In GOOD, schema and instancesare represented by directed
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Figure A.7: GOOD. In the schema, we use printable nodesN andL to represent names and lastnames re-

spectively and non-printable nodesPe(rson) andCP to represent relations Name-Lastname

and Child-Parent respectively. A double arrow indicates non-functional relationship, and a

simple arrow indicates functional relationship. The instance is got by assigning values to

printable nodes and instantiating the CP and PE nodes.

labeled graphs, and the data manipulation is expressed by graph transformations. An example

of its application is the database management system presented in the work of Gemis et al.

[232]. The GOOD schema and instance for the general example is presented in Figure A.7.

The model permits only two types of nodes, non-printable nodes (denoted by squares) and

printable nodes (denoted by circles). There is no distinction between atomic,composed and

set objects. There are two types of edges, functional (have a unique value, denoted by→) and

non-functional (multi-valued and denoted by։). A more detailed version [60] added node and

edges for representing set containment, object composition, generalization, and specialization.

GOOD includes a data transformation language with graphical syntax and semantics. It

contains four elementary graph transformation operations: addition and deletion of nodes and

edges, plus a fifth operation called abstraction, used to group nodes on the basis of common

functional or non-functional properties. The specification of all theseoperations relies on the

notion of pattern to describe subgraphs in the database instance. GOOD studies other issues

like macros (for more succinct expression of frequent operations), computational-completeness

of the query language, and simulation of object-oriented characteristics (i.e. inheritance).

The model presented introduced several useful features. The notionof printable and non-

printable nodes is relevant for the design of graphical interfaces. It has a simple definition

of multivalued relations and allows recursive relations. It solves in a balanced way the data

redundancy problem.
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Figure A.8: GMOD. In the schema, nodes represent abstract objects (Person) and labeled edges es-

tablish relations with primitive objects (propertiesnameand lastname) and other abstract

objects (parentrelation). For building an instance, the schema for each person needs to be

instantiated by assigning values to oval nodes.

A.7 Graph-Oriented Object Manipulation (GMOD)

GMOD [48] is a proposal of a general model for object database concepts focused on graph-

oriented database user interfaces. Schema and instance are labeled digraphs (see Figure A.8).

Theschemagraph has two class of nodes,abstract objects(rectangular shape) represent-

ing class names and,primitive objects(oval shape) representing basic types. Edges represent

properties of abstract objects. Distinction between single-value and multi-value properties is

not considered.

Theinstancegraph contains the data and includes instance nodes for abstract and primitive

objects (represented as in the schema level). The latter have an additional label indicating their

value (according to the primitive object domain). The same edges defined in the schema are

used to represent the properties of instance objects, but their use is notnecessarily required

(incomplete information is allowed). Formally, there is a graph morphism from thegraph

instance (without the labels indicating value) to the schema.

The model uses graph pattern matching as a uniform object manipulation primitive for

querying, specification, updating, manipulation, viewing and browsing. G-Log [66] is a pro-

posal of a declarative query language for graphs, which works on the data structures defined

by GMOD. Queries in G-log are expressed by programs which consist ofa number of rules

and use patterns (denoted as graphs with variables in the nodes and predicates in the edges) to

match subgraphs in the instance.

The model allows a simple representation of objects and relations, incomplete information,

and permits avoiding redundancy of data. The issue of property-dependent identity and a not

completely transparent notion of object-ID incorporates some complexities in the modeling.
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Figure A.9: PaMaL. The example shows all the nodes defined in PaMaL: basic type (string), class

(Person), tuple (⊗), set (⊛) nodes for the schema level, and atomic (George, Ana, etc.),

instance (P1, P2, etc), tuple and set nodes for the instance level. Note the use of edges∈ to

indicate elements in a set, and the edgetyp to indicate the type of classPerson(these edges

are changed toval in the instance level).

A.8 Object-Oriented Pattern Matching Language (PaMaL)

PaMaL is a graphical data manipulation language that uses patterns (represented as graphs)

to specify the parts of the instance on which the operation has to be executed. Gemis and

Paredaens [73] proposed this pattern-based query language basedon a graphical object-oriented

db-model as an extension of GOOD by an explicit representation of tuples and sets. An exam-

ple of PaMaL schema and instance is presented in Figure A.9.

Theschemadefines four types of Nodes:© class nodes (upper-case labels),© basic-type

nodes (lower-case labels),⊗ tuple nodes, and⊛ set nodes. There are four kinds of edges,

indicating attribute of a tuple, type of the elements in a set (labeled with∈), type of the classes

(labeled withtyp), and hierarchical relationship (labeled withisa).

An instancegraph may containatomic, instance, tupleandsetnodes (they are determined

by the schema).Atomic objectsare labeled with values from their domains andinstance objects

are labeled with object-ID’s.tuple and set objects are identified by their outgoing edges,

motivating the notion ofreduced instance graphto merge nodes that represent the same set

or tuple. To refer to the node that describes the properties (or content) of an object, an edge

labeledval is used and represents the edgetyp in the schema.

PaMaL presents operators for addition, deletion (of nodes and edges)and an special op-

eration that reduces instance graphs. It incorporates loop, procedure and program constructs

that makes it a computationally complete language. Among the highlights of the modelare

the explicit definition of sets and tuples, the multiple inheritance, and the use of graphics to

describe queries.
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Figure A.10: GOAL: The schema presented in the example showsthe use of the object nodePerson

with properties Name and Lastname. The association nodeParentand the double headed

edgesparentandchild allow to express the relation Person-Parent. At the instance level,

we assign values to value nodes (string) and create instances for object and association

nodes. Note that nodes with same value were merged (e.g.Deville).

A.9 Graph-based Object and Association Language (GOAL)

Motivated by the introduction of more complex db-models like object-oriented ones, and di-

rected to offer the user a consistent graphical interface, Hidders andParedaens [59] proposed

a graph based db-model for describing schemas and instances of object databases. GOAL ex-

tends the model of GOOD by adding the concept ofassociationnodes (similar to the entity

relationship model). The main difference between associations and objects isthat the identity

of objects is independent of their properties, whereas associations areconsidered identical if

they have the same properties. An example is presented in Figure A.10.

Schema and instances in GOAL are represented as finite directed labeled graphs. A schema

allows to define three types of nodes:object nodesthat represent objects (rectangular nodes);

value nodesthat represent printable values such as string, integers or booleans (round nodes)

and; association nodesthat represent associations or relations among more than two nodes

(diamond shape nodes). Objects and associations may have properties that are represented by

edges. The model allows representation of functional properties (singleheaded edges) and

multi-valued properties (double headed edges), as well as ISA relations (double unlabeled

arrows). An instance in GOAL assigns values to value nodes and createsinstances for object

and association nodes.

GOAL introduces the notion of consistent schema to enforce that objects only belong to

the class they are labeled with and its super-classes. In addition GOAL presents a graph data

manipulation language with operations for addition and deletion based on pattern matching.

The addition (deletion) operation adds (deletes) nodes and/or edges at the instance level. A
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the attributesnameand lastname(basic value nodes represented round and labeledstr).

We use the composite-value nodePC to establish the relationshipParent-Child. Note the

redundancy introduced by the nodePC. The instance is built by instantiating the schema

for each person.

finite sequence of additions and deletions is called atransformation.

There are several novelties introduced by this model. Association nodes allow simple

definition of multi-attribute and multi-valued relations. In contrast to the Entity Relationship

model, GOAL supports relations between associations. Properties are optional, therefore it

is possible to model incomplete information. Additionally, GOAL defines restrictions that

introduce notions of consistent schema and weak instance.

A.10 Graph Data Model (GDM)

GDM [57, 233] is a graph-based db-model based on GOOD, that adds explicit complex values,

inheritance andn-ary symmetric relationships. Schema and instances in GDM are described by

labeled graphs called instance graph and schema graph respectively. An example is presented

in Figure A.11.

A schemagraph contains nodes that represent classes and edges labeled with attribute

names indicating that entities in that class may have that attribute. Three types ofclass nodes

are allowed:object, composite-valueand,basic value. An edge denoted by a double-line arrow

defines anISArelation between class nodes.

In an instancegraph, nodes represent entities and edges represent attributes of these enti-

ties. We can haveobject nodes(depicted squared),composite-value nodes(round empty) and

basic value nodes(round labeled with a basic-type name). An object node is labeled with zero

o more class names indicating their membership to certain classes. If several edges with the

same label leave a node, then it is a single set-valued attribute.

GDM introduces the concept of well-formed graph defining four constraints: (I-BVA) no
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Figure A.12: Gram. At the schema level we use generalized names for definition of entities and re-

lations. At the instance level, we create instance labels (e.g. PERSON1) to represent

entities, and use the edges (defined in the schema) to expressrelations between data and

entities.

edge leaves from a basic-value node; (I-BVT) each basic value nodehas assigned a real value

that is in the domain of the basic-type of the node; (I-NS) for each class-free noden there is a

path that ends inn and starts in a class-labeled node; and (I-REA) composite-value nodes have

either exactly one incoming edge or are labeled with exactly one class name, but not both. In

addition the model considers the notion of consistency definingextension relationswhich are

many-to-many relations between the nodes in the data graph and nodes in the schema graph,

indicating correspondence between entities and classes.

The proposal includes a graph-based update language called GUL, that is based on pattern

matching. GUL permits addition and deletion operations, plus a reduction operation that re-

duces well-formed data graphs to instance graphs by merging similar basic-value nodes and

similar composite-value nodes.

The GDM model presents the following benefits. The independence of the definition of

the notions of schema and instance permits that instances can exist without a schema, allowing

representation of semi-structured data. It permits the explicit representation of complex values,

inheritance (using ISA edges) and definition of n-ary symmetric relationships. The composite-

value nodes allow simple definition of multi-attribute and multi-valued relations. Finally, let

us remark that this model introduces notions of consistency and well-formedgraphs.

A.11 Gram: A Graph Data Model and Query Language

Motivated by hypertext querying, Amann and Scholl [62] introduced Gram, a graph db-model

where data are organized as a graph (see example in Figure A.12).

A schema in Gram is a directed labeled multigraph, where each node is labeled with a

symbol called atype, which has associated a domain of values. In the same way, each edge

has assigned a label representing a relation between types . A feature ofGram is the use of
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regular expressions for explicit definition of paths calledwalks. An alternating sequence of

nodes and edges represent a walk, which combined with other walks conforms other special

objects calledhyperwalks.

For querying the model (particularly path-like queries), an algebraic language based on reg-

ular expressions is proposed. For this purpose a hyperwalk algebra isdefined, which presents

unary operations (projection, selection, renaming) and binary operations (join, concatenation,

set operations), all closed under the set of hyperwalks.

A.12 Related Data Models

Besides the models reviewed, there are other proposals that present graph-like features, al-

though not explicitly designed to model the structure and connectivity of the information. In

this section we will describe the most relevant of these.

A.12.1 GraphDB

Güting [64] proposed an explicit model named GraphDB, which allows simple modeling of

graphs in an object-oriented environment. The model permits anexplicit representationof

graphs by defining object classes whose objects can be viewed as nodes, edges and explicitly

stored paths of a graph (which is the whole database instance). A database in GraphDB is a

collection of object classes partitioned into three kinds of classes: simple, linkand path classes.

Also there are data types, object types and tuple types. There are four types of operators

to query GraphDB data: Derive statements, Rewrite operations, Union operator, and Graph

operations (Shortest path search).

The idea of modeling graphs using object-oriented concepts is presented inother proposals,

generically calledobject-oriented graph models. A typical example is GOQL [61], a proposal

of graph query language for modeling and querying of multimedia application graphs (rep-

resented as DAGs). This proposal defines an object-oriented db-model (similar to GraphDB)

that defines four types of objects: node, edge, path and graph. GOQLuses an SQL-like syntax

for construction, querying and manipulation of such objects.

A.12.2 Database Graph Views

A database graph view [56] provides a functional definition of graphs over data that can be

stored in either relational, object-oriented or file systems. In other words, the model pro-

poses the definition of personalized graph views of the data with managementand querying

purposes, independent of its implementation. In brief the model defines underlying graphs

over the database and proposes a set of primitives calledderivation operatorsfor definition

and querying of graph views. Unary derivation operators allow selection of nodes and edges.
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Figure A.13: Object Exchange Model (OEM). Schema and instance are mixed. The data are modeled

beginning in a root node &pp, with childrenperson nodes, each of them identified by an

Object-ID (e.g. &p2). These nodes have children that contain data (nameandlastname)

or references to other nodes (parent). Referencing permits to establish relations between

distinct hierarchical levels. Note the tree structure obtained if one forgets the pointers to

OIDs, a characteristic of semistructured data.

Binary derivation operators are used to build new graph views resulting from the union, inter-

section or difference of two graph views.

A.12.3 Object Exchange Model (OEM)

OEM [52] is a semistructured db-model that allows simple and flexible modeling ofcomplex

features of a source using the ideas of nesting and object identity from object-oriented db-

models (features such as classes, methods and inheritance are omitted). The main motivation of

OEM was the information integration problem. Therefore it defines a syntax that is well suited

for information exchange in heterogeneous dynamic environments. An example of OEM is

presented in Figure A.13.

The data in OEM can be represented as a rooted directed connected graph with Object-IDs

representing node-labels and OEM-labels representing edge-labels. Atomic objects are leaf

nodes where the OEM-value is the node value. The main feature of OEM datais that it is

self-describing, in the sense that it can be parsed without recurring to an external schema and

uses human understandable labels that add semantic information about objects. Due to the fact

that there is no notion of schema or object class (although each object defines its own schema),

OEM offers the flexibility needed in heterogeneous dynamic environments.
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A.12.4 eXtended Markup Language (XML)

The XML [42] model did not originate in the database community. It was introduced as stan-

dard for exchanging information between Web applications. XML allows annotating data with

information about their meaning rather than just their presentation [234]. From an abstract

point of view, XML data are labeled ordered trees (with labels on nodes),where internal nodes

define the structure and leaves the data (schema and data are mixed).

Compared to graph data db-models, XML has an ordered-tree-like structure, which is a

restricted type of graph. Nevertheless, XML additionally provides a referencing mechanism

among elements that allows simulating arbitrary graphs. In this sense XML can simulate

semistructured data.

In XML, the information about the hierarchical structure of the data is partof the data

(in other words XML is self-describing); in contrast, in graph db-models this information is

described by the schema graph in a more flexible fashion by using relations between entities.

From this point of view, graph db-models use connections to explicitly represent generaliza-

tion, compositions, hierarchy, classification, and any/other types of relations.
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